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CONCLUSIONS AND RECONf!Vt:ENDA TIONS OF THE MTR 
LFA at the PURPOSE LEVEL 
By any standard. but particularly in the context of Bangladesh, RDP is a highly 
successful initiative. at scale. to deliver an integrated package of developrnenL resources 
to poor, rural women. While complacency would be dangerous, one should not 
underestimate rhe a-chlev.ements of the progTam and the dedication of its staff. The review 
team concludes that RDP is making good progTess rowards the achievement of the 
purpose level indicators agreed to in the LFA ofRDP IV. 
lniual indtcat ions suggest that members· will be able to rehabilitate and return w their 
pre-flood position. However, the Impact Assessment Srudy ,which is to be conducted in 
2000. will be a significant milestone in establishing the longer-term social and economic 
impact of RDP 
The MTR believes that R.DP has the potential to continue strengthening its program. 
Looking forward beyond the completion ofRDP IV. the following areas will require 
panicu!ar attention: 
• Developing a strategy to address the particular needs and priorities of the hard core 
poor who largely excluded from RDP. with the exception ofTGVGD: 
• Continuing to Strengthening the sector programs and l\1ELA ro ensure sound 
financial management; 
• StrenJ;,>thening the integration of gender policies and strategic thinking imo 
programmes, stalling and promotion.. 
The po"erty profile of BRAC members, po\•erty trends and outreach to the poorest 
Re1•iew dal.a tmtl trends in the poverty profile of BRAC members, inclutling any 
intlicatirJtL< of those groups commonly inclmted or excluded, those· beltefitingfrom 
gremer or lessor extents. Review the methotl~for integrating tlte poorest into RDP. in 
particular whether the intended graduation of IGVGD women into RIJP·is likely co be 
succes.~ful. Some antz{ysis of dropouts will be imponant (amongst JGVGD members, 
JGVGJ> graduates into RPD and RDP members overall. Are BRAC various products 
appropriate a !It! accessible to the poorer groups? Assess t/te potential for further 
ilwo1·ation to meet tlie needs of Lhc extreme poor. 
Who Benefits from RDP? 
The Impact Assessment Study (I AS lL 1998) data show that by and large RDP, 
successfully reaches the rural poor; the majority of members meei the BR.>\C eligibility 
criterion. However, the hard core poor. are not reached by microcredit-led development 
inilia\ive~. Therefme, RD'P' s currem appmach of pro'>'idmg credit plus skills and social 
awareness training will need refinemem to meet the needs of the hard core poor. These 
conclusions were reinforced by the ~R field visits. The MTR met several women 
wbase priority needs were access to food. health services and employment. 
More care should be taken to distinguish rhe moderately poor and hard core popr in RDP 
reponing and the analysis of economic and social impact ofRDP. The use of the "poorest 
of rhe poor" is too often used without rigor. 
The extreme poor or hard core poor are more likely to be: 
• Female headed households, with landholdings below 15 decimals: 
• Suffer recurrem to chronic food insecurity: women with irregular income; 
• Prefer regular wage employment 10 the perceived risks of microcredit and self-
employment. 
BRAC has idenrified 230,000 families in RDP ar~s. which fall below the economic 
condition of RD P me1nbers. 
TG VGD: Dropouts and Graduation 
T he IGVGD program is targeted to hard core poor women. Vulnerable Group 
Development (VGD) cardholders are given 30 kgs. of wheat tor 18 months through a 
det:elopment assistance cooperation agreement with \VFP and the GOB. 
In conjunction with WFP and GOB. BR.AC provides social awareness training. including 
Human Rights and Legal Education (HRLE), nutrition. essential health care, skills 
training and acce.ss to credit for participating women. IGVGD is delivered to some 280 
rhanas and b enefits over 400,000 women in the 1998-99 VGD cycle. 
It is a large \'.Cale al)d succe~.sfu\ prcgram. Several stud\e,; have shown that it has 
increased income and provided skills training to almost I mill inn women since its 
inception ten years ago. It continues ro expand reflecting the confidence of donors and 
BRAC's own experience rhat this program reaches rhe poorest women within RDP. 
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BRAC studies suggest that 95% of BRAC IGVGD women continue their panicipation 
be~ond the initial 18 momh VGD cycle. and after five years, approximately 70% of 
IGVGD panicipams .who are members ofRDP. have graduated into regular RDP groups 
Dropouts from lGVGD leave lor a variety of reasons including: 
• Ill health. or a family medi~;al emergency which impairs repayment capacity. 
• Migration of a husband whose income is needed to service a loan, 
• Lack of access to savings for emergency purposes, 
• Perceived risk of creditllack of entrepreneurial capacity, 
• Exclusion from a group because she is perceived to be a poor credit risk. 
• She needs several income sources to service a loan. 
The hard core poor are not being reached by micro credit programs alone. New initiatives 
targeted to this group requin:: a safety net. a regular source of food. or income from 
emplnymem. before they can take on the risks of credit. More flexib le access 10 savings 
would appear to be an important need of this target group. 
There is little documented research on dropouts or the experience of graduates into RDP 
\lore research is needed to know the specific ranking of reasons lor drop out and to 
de-.elop ~pecific initiatives that would benefit dropouts such as regular employment. 
access to essential health services 
Recnm mendation 
RDP should document the experience of selected women who have not graduated to RDP 
and distill the lessons for programmes targeted to vulnerable women. Panicular anemion 
should be paid ro issues such as access to savings. individual-based lending. opporruniries 
ro develop employment opportunities for the hard core poor. 
RDP should document the tindings of the survey of the hard core poor. and identify 
potential programs to address the specific priorities. and needs of thi s porentialtarger 
group This should be done in conj,Jnction with other NGOs and donor organizations 
working with the hard core poor. 
lnnovarions to address Lbe needs of the hard core poor 
RDP has sought out some innovations to target me hard core poor. One such promising 
mnovation includes a lease back of land to 15.000 women for productive agroforesuy. 
\\ •'men are earning about Tk 450 per month from tree planting on what was 
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non-productive land. The initial evidence of the impact of this innovation appears quite 
po;irive Its wider replication may be limited by the availability of affordable land for 
lease back arrangements. 
A pilot project. to benefit 1 0.00() women in six districts, providing a food ration and an 
innovative credit model is being considered. The innovation planned would provide 
interest free loans for I GAs without requiring groups to be formed. This pilot project 
should be documented to see if it could serve as a model for l.\1ture innovations to reach 
the bard core poor. 
Recommendation 
RDP is u ying to reach the hard core poor. RDP should develop a strategy d!ar \\ovuld 
establish the policies. and specific initiatives needed to reach the hard core poor. The 
strategy should address issues. such as: 
• the need tor a safety net and how BRAC, in c<>llaboration w ith other organizations. 
such as WFP. C(lttld provide such a safety net~ 
• how to enhance the demand for wage employment for the hard core poor b1.1ilding on 
the success of the leaseback approach developed in the Agroforestry program: 
• how to improve tl~e health condition of the hard core poor, especially maternal and 
child health care: investigating rhe porem:ial for a form of basic health insurance; 
• . linka!!eS with other innovative programs such as CARE Road Maimenance Program. 
the IF:\ .DEP I program. Jagorani Chakra: 
• assess the feasibility of pro~ected workshops. linkages to rural industrialization. and 
to Aan:mg: 
• assess the lessons from innovations which target programs to the hard core poor 
with and without. group formation. 
• .assess how 10 increase 1he svppon and uaining the hard core poor receive from 
BR . .i.C' and the costs of doing so. 
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iiJ Snsuuuahilitv of Credit Operations 
lmpacr of flood. progress towanl~ sustainability. E\:perience of MELA programme. 
Re1·ie"' recent innovation in savings products a/ld practices, and BRA C plans to extend 
quantitative and qualitatil'e access to members. 
l!UJ>ac( of flood 
The impact of the 1998 flood in Bangladesh was fell acutely by people in terms ofloss of 
a>seu; and income. Several NGOs and international donors came forward to provide 
relief: and injection of fr esh credit to meet people's emergency needs. The l;1rge 
e?Cposure of NGOs through credit portfolios led these donors and NGOs to the question of 
,.;hether these would survi ve the losses that people had incurred, o r whether che slow 
down in loan repayments and loss of assets put together would cause a permanent 
damage to micro finance operations in the country. 
The findings of the mid term review are as. follows: 
1 T here is wide recognition that people have different types of needs a t the rime of a 
natural disaster These·are both immediate needs: that for relief (i ncluding food. 
health. medicines, clean drinking water, ere.) and for credit (an urgent need to replace 
asset>. so the family may continue to earn <UJ income). The multiple demands for 
increased furtds at the disposal ofNGOs was recognized 
2. BR .. ~C and Proshik.a made a request to !he donors to consider providing a fund to 
meet the needs arising from natural disasters, and this fund was set aside. after a 
re,iew mission assessed the situation and needs, and put together a tormal project for 
thiS purpose. 
3 BRAC c<.edil portfolio stctl:'ered tor a while as repayment rate> went down. BRAC 
survived this period and even managed to injec1 more fimds as loans to the members. 
The repayment rates have picked up since, and !he credit portfolio is not at risk now 
4 The total money spent-on relief and credit was 317 million TK, of which 117 million 
was BRAC's contribution An amount of 57 million tk will be returned toBRAC by 
d<'tn(ltS (E.C}. Another <SO million taka was put \ nto housing loan . BRA.C will pu\ 
back the amount loaned from the credit fund (60 million) and w ill create the disaster 
management fund fi·om the remaining 60 million Taka as it comes back from the 
people. 
5. :Vteanwhile BRAC has decided to have a Disaster Management Cell. (DMC) headed 
by a senior officer. who. wo1.1ld deal with both the relief and credit needs at the time of 
flood and orher natural d isasters. As these may affect pans of Bangladesh, and not 
the " ·hole. the Cell w ill be. able to address specific needs. without having to change 
policies for the credit operations for BRAC-RDP as a whole. 
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Rtco mmeodations 
• BRAC should consider formulation of a broad policy for relief and 
rehabilitation suppon in the case of natural disasters. This would be simple in 
the case of relief measures based on grants. f{)r the credit fund, it is more 
difficult to announce measures in advance. However, some broad decisions may 
be possible. e~pecially if the fund has a separate identity and management !Tom 
the RDP credit fund. 
• There is also a need to articulate a clear plan for the Disaster Management 
Fund. Whi le the need for the Fund exists, there is a need to make a clear 
boundary between the RDP loan funds, and those that will be given under the 
DMC. This is very important because both are to be implemented by the same 
Area Managers. 
• BR.AC may consider commissioning a study on coping strategies of people. 
This would help BRAC to take on board several aspects of how the new disaster 
management fund may be used. and how the credit products offered by that fund 
may be designed to suit the needs of people in flood affected areas. It would help 
to design the relief component of the fund as well. 
Rccenr Innovations i1: savings pmducts anti practices, and BRAC plans to extend 
qrwnfiuuive ami qualittttive access t fJ memher.;. 
Tmditionally. bankers have rotated savings of one group to users of money. borrowers. 
and this is the foundation of the banl-.ing system .1\s banks grew larger. the smaller 
clients tended to get left our. and the recent developments in micro credit of the past two 
de.:ade.' i, really the re-discover: of banking principles. in the context of needs of the 
po..>r 
Sc\cral :-<GOs have taken on micro finance operations. The oldest model. implemented 
lar:,1ely b) international donor funding. were matching grants against savings of 
members. Over time. mnre sophisticated systems for savings and loans have evolved. 
:'>'lore n.-cemly. over the paM three years. there has been an increased emphasis on savings 
mobilization as a strategy tn achieve viability of micro finance operations. This has led 
to vffering savings instruments designed to meet the ne.eds of poor people. 
The: need for flexib ility in saving~ and withdrawals has led to design of savings 
in,trumems that allow for different types of savings products: 
• where people will earn a certain rerum 
• where people will be able to withdraw savings 
• where there will be an option for long term savings. and insurance and pensions 
:'~.lost :V!Fis and :--JGOs in Bangladesh have moved rewards introducing at least one or two 
pwducts.in each range. and are giving greater choices in tenns of time, frequency. terms 
of savings. loans, repayments. 
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Qualitarive access 
BRAC invited Stuart Ruth~rford to study its savings services and advise how to modi fy 
these. and otT'er products and services more in line with people's needs. As per his 
suggestions. BRAC' made modifications to its current range of products. BRAC will now 
ha•e four savings products and four loan prOducts These are as follows: 
-
-
I Loans 
Se.;urity Savings (Weekly savings plus General Loans (I :50 ratio with savings) 
compulsory savings on loans. interest at 
6%) 
Deposir Pension Scheme (5 - I 0 years) Programme Loans (for sectoral 
oroarammes) 
Current Savings ( 5% interest would be Rural Enterprise Loans (non farm sector) 
earned} 
Fixed deposits ( I - 5 vears} Housing Loans 
There is a need to make micro finance more and more flexible to suit the needs of 
clients. Whi le it is not possible for BRAC to become completely fl exible, given the 
scale of its operations. the critica l issue of savings mobilization seems to have been 
add ressed by intmduction of the new savings products. Clients have the choice to 
keep current account or tenn savings from I to 10 years. under these four options. 
Sufticient flexibili ty for withdrawal exists. if a member has a combination of these 
sa\ings accounts with BRA.C. 
Q uantiuuive Access and Overall Financial Sust:tinability of RDP 
O•·eru/1 Performtmce 
Th<' credit portfolio of BRAC is strong . The On Time Repayment rate for the whole loan 
ponfolio ofTK 5705 million loan outstanding. is 84 %. The credit recovery within 12 
ins tall ments is 96% (calculated at dues paid within 12 installments or 6 months) and up ro 
98' o is recovered within 25 installments within a year). Since these are two-week 
installments. BRAC' recovers 98% of the loans due within one year. 
Crctlit t L\ rite Plank for RJ>P Sustuinahilirr 
It is the credit portfolio. which is the main plank of financial sustainabi lity withi n 
BR--\C's RDP programme. Though most Programme Support Enterprises (PSEs) break 
e\·en. they contribute little to the overall income. The sectoral programmes require 
continued injection of funds. and it is the credit portfolio which would contribute funds 
toward~ sustaining sector activities. The credit portfolio makes enough surpluses to fund 
essential health care and legal education. 100. if only revenue costs are taken into account 
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Projecrio11 of Credit Portfolio for Nexz five years 
BRAC plans to extend quantitative access to credit in the coming years, to more 
vulnerable women in the areas where it works. BRA.C has conducted a survey in the 
areas where it already.operates, and has estimated that there are 234,000 vulnerable 
women in these areas. BRAC plans 10 exteitd coverage to these women. as we ll as 
another 50.000 to 70,000 new members every year. The loan portfolio is thus expected to 
CO\.er 300,000 new members every year, from 1999to 2003. 
This would put an initial strain in that in the ftrst two to three years BRAC inve~;ts in 
sector rraining of the members. hence spends more than they earn. but after year three the 
earnings !Tom the portfolio ex.ceed the c-osts. 
As the credit portiblio generates surpluses, it seems logical that the credit portfolio be 
maximized in the coming years. so that the surplus can continue to fu nd secwral and 
other development programmes ofBRAC. The projections for the credit fund ofBRA.C 
are given in the Annexure. Given realistic assumptions about increase in number of 
members. average loan amounts. repayment rates. and costs, BRAC expects to get about 
351J to +10 mill ion T K. contribution (lower end if new members are included. and higher 
end if thev are not) from the credit fund for itS development activities. (Aru1exure credit 
proj ection). 
Tho:: projections show that including new members reduces initial earnings, but over a 
period or time. by 20tH the return for the projection with new members, is more rhan 
twice as high as that without new members. This indicates that it a good long-term 
>tr:u~·y tu get revolving ftmds and extend coverage to new members. 
Recommendations 
• Do a n industry survey: The micro credi t sector in Baogladesh has broken new 
ground. and new producrs are being introduced. Given the size of the NGOs relative 
to the size of the country. new immductions tend to be replicated fast by orbers, and 
also.make an impact on the overall market for micro credit. In th is situarion. it 
becomes important for a large NGO like BRAC to keep track of the current 
developments at all times. and assess impacr of these on its own credit operations 
• Position BRAC Credit Strategically :We recommend that BRAC conduct an 
internal study. through RED. or using external consultant on the size of the micro 
credit market. with specific reference to BRAC. Keep in mind the existing 
competition from di~Terent agencies and products, and then project the scenario that 
would be of relevance to BRA C. This would help BRA.C make important strategic 
decisions. It is like an industry survey specifically mearit to make market segmenting 
and positioning decision for BRAC. 
• Explore Credit Guarantee Funds: BRAC has a large amount of funds locked up in 
the loan Joss reserve. While this is essential at the present stage. the banking sector 
has tradirionally used credit guarantee funds This option is now being considered by 
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lar<de miero credit supporters in some countries. It may be good for BRAC to explore 
whether it is useful and I or possible to set up a guarantee fund for BRAC' s credit 
fund. lf this were possible. it would be a good back up for increasing coverage •. 
especially to cover vulnerable people. 1t would also release more funds for BRAC 
for the loan operations. This may be a good idea to study, and even look at working 
on for post RDP IV. 
M"ELA Review 
MELA (Micro enterprise Lending & Assistance) Programme is small enterprise lending 
and technical assistance, aimed at small businesses. with the objective of creating 
employment and increased incomes of the community. 
BRAC has allocated Taka I 00 million from RDP TV for MELA programme. The 
programme was launched in 1997 and has now been introduced in 89 branches ofRDP 
BRAC 
Findings 
The MELA programme has performed well in terms of utilizing the loan portfolio, in 
June 1999 81% of the li.md was utilized. The average loan amount was 35,500 TK. in 
June !999 and the number of enrrepreneurs reached was 3842. 0 [ these. 73% were 
women 
2. The repayment n\te of!V(ELA is·98 4% in June 1999. There is a reduction !Tom the 
December rate of99.6%. and it would be worth examining which clients did not pay 
back. 
3 There is a high demand tor MEL\ loans. The programme wi ll be extended to 100 
branches. Each division has lO MELA Programme Officers, and one senior officer 
Ln order that these operations are viable at the division and branch level, ~1ELA 
disbursemems need to grow. The loans per division must be at least 15 - 20 million 
Taka to be able to cover- costs. 
4. Then:fore. the crit ical issue for MELA at the current time is provision of revolving 
funds. The prqgramme will need to access more revolving funds if it has to become 
viab1e. 
Recom mendat.ions 
!. A re"iew of MELA shouJd be done sometime in the first half of 2000. This would 
capture the lessons from MELA. The overview should lead to a plan for the 
e,xpansion of tv!ELA., and a project proposal should be written out for MELA. with 
proJections for disbursements. outstanding loans. earnings, expenses, and cost 
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recuvery _ An estimate of demand for loans. and supply of funds, would be required 
The review would bring out clearly the scaling up potential, and planning for scaling 
up ofYIELA. This may be done as an independent exercise between March and June 
2000 
Training pro.gmmmes for 1Vf£LA clients. BRAC may consider adding value to the 
entrepreneurs supported under MELA programme. Typically, these are small 
entrepreneurs who do not write accounts. have a large pan of their capital invested in 
working capital. and have no time tO be trained. Yet, there is an opportunity to 
provide some value added in terms of training in basic enterprise management. 
accounts keeping. working capital management, etc. These programmes may be 
developed using internal expertise within BRAC or getting external support. With a 
small project for enterprise trainers. putting and piloting this package at the field level 
will not be difficult. 
BR.-\C can add value is by promoting a network of small entrepreneurs at Area 
L.:\ el or Regional Level Emerpnse Promotion and Support institutions in Lndia have 
found this a very effective strateg) to have small businesses come together for 
gro"1h. Over a period of time. they begin to provide training and enterprise start up 
support and become vibrant networks for marketing and even exports As the 
business development ~ervices provided to entrepreneurs should be demand led, these 
emrepreneur associations will form the forums through which such needs may be 
assessed.. and addressed. by BRAC or by strengthening these associations and 
nerworks 
Recommendations for Capacity Building 
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BR \C should do a trainin~; needs :walysis for its 100 staff employed for ~£EU\ 
work This may be done imernall} in BRAC first.. and may involve external 
consultants at this stage It \\Ould be good rouse external resource persons with 
expenence of enterprise tra1ntng in the small business sector. 
Ont:t ThA has been completed. it would be good to have external resource persons 
help BRAC with development of training packages (for ditTerent levels. senior staff 
and trainers. POs. and clients). pilot testing of these and then the linal stage 
Consultancy for this entire process may be needed for the three-stage process 
outlined 
BR.\C needs to build links with a nerwork or resource institutions for enterprise 
suppon. This require~ the senior officers in YIELA writing to. getting information 
on_ and even visiting som.: enterprise support institutions in India, Sri Lanka 
Thailand and Philippines 
Document the M ELA experience. BRAC experience ofMELA is unique in many 
~ays. It is an NGO experience with micro entrepreneurs. which is not common in 
Asia through the NGO sector It is mainstream organizations. which provide finance 
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at !Ius leveL and NGOs provide through the group structures. It would be worthwhile 
to document the [l;fELA experience as also to build in an element of action research 
with creation of small business networks at the district/ area leveL The action 
research would have to be carefully designed and documented. 
i••) Effecciveness and sustainabilitv of sector progtammes 
Consider progress in implem(!nting rhe recommendations of recent sector programme 
re••iews. and geneml approprimeness ami effectiveness of tire sector programmes in 
conl'ribucing ro employment. income generatUm and other social objectives, 
parricularfy gender a/Ul equity. Review 1/te prospects of sustain ability of sectoral 
programnu!s, for example through cast recovery mecltani.wns. ' Review tlte extent to 
which economically active VO members are solely/ mainly depemlent on BRAC inputs. 
Does subsidy give BRA Can tu!fitir advantage over other suppliers. 
Itlcntift• ctJ'I!(L~ of concem, and advise them on potential priorities for technical 
a~~iswnce in tire short ami medium term 
Findings 
• T he sector programmes are doing welL and form the dynamic linkage between 
credit and increasing incomes ofVO members. Of the fiv~ sectors. agriculture. 
hon:iculture. fishery. poultry and livestock are well on track. BRAC needs two to 
three years to overcome the technical problems in the sericu lture sector. T he mid-
term review of sericulrure has made suggestions about the improv.emems to be 
made. and these are being implemented by BRAC. 
• Overall, the target set for service charges is likely to be achieved in the case of all 
sectors except sericulture. and in the latter case the target has been revised 
downwards. given what are realistic targers after mid term review of sericulrure. 
• Sector costs were covered by service charges to the extent of20% in 1998 (45% if 
training costs are excluded). The goal of overall ct)St recovety for sector 
programmes will not be achieved by the end of the project peri(>d; overall cost 
recovery (excluding training costs) 'llill be to the extent of 65%. The sector 
programmes wi ll continue to require support !Tom the credit porttolio ofRDP. 
The extent of subsidy requi red will be about 70 mill ion a year with training costs. 
and 20-30 mil lion without training costs. (This is one tenth r;>fthe total earning 
expected to be made by the credit portfolio in the coming years.) 
• The cost reC(JVery mechanisms evolved in BRAC over t ime. are very 
sophisticated, and well designed. They are based on services provided. inputs 
provided or the acreage serviced. Mechanisms are in place to monitor cost 
recovery and to extend coverage and outreach in each sector so it reaches 
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sustainable level of operations This is done at the branch level. and supervised 
by the sector programme manager 
• \Vhen sectoral credit recovery is analyzed, however, o~~e find that the sectors. 
which have the highest repayment rates. also have the highest percentage ofloan 
outstanding. The weakest sector. sericulntre. is also the smallest in size. it is less 
than one percent of the total credit portfolio. Given that the income from 
sericulture benefits the really poor women 1n the RDP portfolio. it seems 
reasonable to experiment with it. and try for another two years. to have some 
activities in the sector become viable. 
• The design of sector programmes is such that there are at least five types of 
village level entrepreneurs created in each sector. There are also BRAC 
programme support enterprises providing specialized high quality inputs. Overall. 
BRAC' sector programmes have created about 1.8 million rural businesses. 
• While gender and equitv impact could not be separately assessed (and this is 
bener done in a separate study). overall position of women has improved and 
inequalit ies have been addressed b)' accessing and providing more public 
resources for poor women (lan<l ponds. trees). 
Dependence on B.RAC inputs 
• B R:\C has some programme support enterprises in each sector which provide 
inputs to the members. and from this arises the question whether BRAC members 
are dependent on these inputs 
• To begin with the number of these enterprises is very low. in each sector. 
compared to the demand for the inputs. BRAC has set up the units to sel".ice the 
members. because the inputs were not available. 
~·\!ramme Support Enterprise undt:r ROP 'lumber 
Feed Cnirs (Poultry) 1- l work in progress 
Puulrrv farm tor Dav old Chicks 1 
Pn1W11 hatchery 5 
Fish hatcherv I I 
• Wherever inputs are available. BRAC members are free to buy from ou1side 
Ofien they buy from BRAC after comparing price and quality 
• BRAC has started its nwn enterprises only in those activities which require high 
technology There are enterprises plartned at !he village level for all other 
activities in each sector BRAC has promoted several village level businesses, 
and the few enterprises of its 0"-11 are only in the critical areas 
• In this sense. BRA(' does not hold members captive. but rather facilitates income 
earning options to be available to its members. and acts as a link organization for 
new technology, inputs. and markets 
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RePiew the exten t to wlth:h economlca}ly acti•'e VO members are solely/mainly 
depenrlem 011 BRAC inputs. Does subsidy give BRAC unj(zir ttdvantage over other 
suppliers? 
The MTR investigated this issue by reviewing the operation of several sector programs 
that have a degree ofve1iical integration. For example, in poultry, BRAC has a number of 
poultry farms. chick rearing· units. seed centres and distributes chicks and poultry birds to 
members We found no evidence of coercion; indeed YO members seem aware of market 
prices and the premium to be paid for good quality and timely payment. 
BRAC has established programme support enterprises because of the absence of private 
sector suppliers to poor n1ral women. 
BR.~C appreciates the role that the private sector can play in rural development and has 
consciously ensured that it does not set predatory prices that would drive out private 
sector actors 
Recommendations 
• BR..>..C must produce pamphlets giving the detailsQfeach sector programme. The 
pamhler must contain information like flowchart. individual enterprises/ group 
emerprises and BRAC PSEs at each !eve!. numbers of women reached throuhg each 
sector programmes, traini ng provided. etc. 
• The report forms fbr sectoral data from area offices must be redesigned. or additonal 
tonnars be created to enable betrer decision making regarding sector-wise cost and 
expenses. 
• There should b e no pressure on rhe sectors to recover full costs through se1vice 
charges. The costs incurred in training must be incurred through grants. This is all 
the more importanT in the context where more and more poor women are being 
included in the ponofolio If each clienr begins 10 pay full cost of services by BRAC 
in The thi rd or fourth year of being a member. tbat should be all right. Subsidy ro new 
members, from the credit porrfolio or from granrs. should be accepted as part of a 
developmenr agenda. 
• There is an opportunity for donors to promote more knowledge abaut BRAC in the 
pri\ate sector and to facilitate a dialogue. One possibi lity would be to hold a 
partnership workshop with an organization such as the Prince of Wales Business 
Leaders' Forum. 
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Grnder' 
Rcr•iert• progress ill implementing different aspects of BRAC's MareTt 1998 Gender 
Policy (both programme ami staff related ifzititaives) and suggest short ami medium 
term priorities for tlte programme. 
Findings 
Although gender programming is intrinsic to BRAC, their Gender P ol icy was formalized 
as late as 1998. The Gender Policy provides corporate guidel ine~ for gender 
programming within BRAC. It is not intended 10 provide the organizational structure nor 
th<- srrat<:gy required for planning and managing gender programmes within RDP lV. 
The RDP has expanded very quickly since 1996 an_d the involvement of more women in 
th~ organizati011 created tension and disropticn-; in the workplace. Within the pas< wup\e 
of vear,; the Gender Quality Action Learning (GQAL) approach has been widely 
implemented. resulting in greatly impr-oved working relationships betwee;l men and 
women 
Althoug-h the RDP has placed emphasis on recruiting women, most of the work continues 
to oe dpne by men. At tield level. the ·fronr line' PO (V) positions are filled by 25% 
wc>men, PO (VU)' positions have 2:! % v.-omen whi le Area Managers/ PO [ncharge 
po->it iom are fi lled by 16% women Senior RDP positions (Regional Manager and 
above) are filled by 25% women. While the RDP IV is likely to meet a target of 
approximately 25% women rhroughout, the numbers of women i.n all positions are too 
Jm,· ro provide a strong gender influence in t _he programme. 
l!\ 1998. the post ofPA wao eliminated and staffs holding those positions have been 
promot<:d with pay increases. to the post of PO-V This re-stn1cturing will enable women 
formerly in PA positions, an opponuniry ro receive regu lar employee benefits and be 
prumot<:d to lower tevel mana_gement po;;itions. 
The ger1der training recently provided by a well-known international consultant has been 
well re~eived by RDP senior management. Its presentation, drawing from life examples, 
makes the training easy to undersUll1d and acceptabie tO a ma.m!y male audience 
In 1997, 1.4 15 women of the VOs were elected as members of the Union Councils 
throughout Bangladesh. Although BR.A.C had strategically withheld direct involvement 
in :he elections. poor women have utilized opporwnities provided under the RDP to gain 
political representation, in what has 1raditionally been the domain of rural eli1e men. 
RDP' s >ocial developmem activities all ha\·e a -strong gender component centered on 
HRLE. Through the Gram Shohha, the Pofli Shumaj, the Community Leader Workshops 
and Popular Theater presenrations, men and women now discuss upon local practices 
rel.ned to underage mar(iage, illegal divorce, polygamy and dowry. There is an 
increasing level of concern expressed by local community leaders. VO members are 
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seeking resolution and arbitrat ion for such problems from the Union Council Chairman 
and the traditional village council (shalish). 
Folio'~ lllg on the programmes to promote gender awareness within the larger community. 
RDP have undertaken collaboration with Ain-o-Shalish Kendra to pilot .a legal aid 
programme for VO members. Judging frof!l the escalating rate of sexual crime. the 
demand for this service will increase faster than what can be provided at the pilot phase. 
Recommendations 
l. Re-structuring Gender at a Corporate Level 
To serve the interests ofBRAC ar the corporate level, a Gender Unit (GU) should be 
formed with personnel from various departments and new personnel hired-in., as required. 
Th<: presem GRC should become the Gender Unit. re-conceived as a ' human resource' 
cemer. Reporting to the Deputy Executive Director l the GU should be placed outside 
the Training Division and should have the conceptual and managerial capacity to assess. 
srr:ueg.ize and monitor gender needs for BR..A.C programmes and services. 
The GQAL team is wel l placed within the training division. After completing the GQAL 
sessions and other required training for BRAC, the GQAL could provide innovative, 
gender-based training for outside groups1 
The Gender unit would need close liaisons with other departments to ·conduct action 
reseMch and to work with problems related tO women· stafl"recruitment, promotion and 
retenrion, particularly for RDP's field programmes. 
The documentation ofihe GRC ·could be centrally located in the Ayesha Abed Library 
Th~ children's day care cemer could be provided with logistical services and managed by 
a BRAC staff a.-;sociation or alternatively. by male personnel vvho niay be challenged to 
undertake this non-traditional role 
2. A Gender :VIa nagement Core for the RDP 
Th"' RDP rv needs w ensure that its successful sociaL gender, health and community 
a" <rreness achievements are not submerged to its equally successfi.tl micro-credit 
pwgra111me. Plad ng social and gender concerns at the core of its programming will be 
go..>d step in that direction. 
A new unit known as "Social Development, Health. Gender and Poverty" should be re-
o rganized within the RDP Two well-qualitied women should be placed in this unit, at 
th<.> levels of Coordinator or Advisor (SDGHP) and Manager (Womens' Field 
1 Fur exa111ple. tlle ~II some tramcr~ of tl1c GQAL terun could upgrade and modify the HRLE training (usmg 
some GOAL methodology). Such training could be ·sold' to a public audience or lo specialized groups. 
sucll as lhe police force. 
IS 
Operations) The new Social Development. Health. Gender and Poverty Unit would 
report to the Deputy Executive Director [I 
Placing women in RDP managerial positions will strengthen the existing Social 
Dt-velopmem section. where the pace of field programming is moving very quickly into 
tht- areas of federated organizations. women's legal rights and gender-based actions with 
communities. Indications are that programming with very poor women through the 
IGVGDP will require new initiatives and rigorous attention. Placing the EHC component 
in rhe same unit wi ll ~trengthen RDP 
3. Fonning Women ns Front Line Starr and Managers 
It ts imperative that the RDP not sacrifice the quality of their field programmes in order 
to provtde a 'quick fix ' to meet the quotas for women staffing. BRAG's long experience 
inoicates that effective stafr and managers are developed from a base of sound field 
experience Be they women or men.. this practice should prevail. To develop all RDP 
"Pmen as competent staff and managers would require them to spend a concentrated 
ponion ofrheir training period at field level 
4. \ \ 'omen ' s Area Offices 
To provide fi.trther learning opportunities for women staff and managers, a few selected 
Area Oftices could be staffed and managed only by women. This provides the 
op1>nnunity for eflective role-modeling and coaching. Such Area Offices should be 
loc.tted in difficult and remote pro~'Tamme areas. such as the six areas where new 
componems ofthe IGVGDP are being piloted Appointment to these posts could be 
en.:oumged by additional remuneration in the form of a 'remote post bar' Although 
pe•manently staffed and managed b} \\omen and running all regular RDP IV 
pn•g,rammes. these Area Offices \\Ould also serve as field training centers for women. 
S. \ ' illage Level RDP Workers 
RDP IV has access to a virtual army of women at the village level - the volunteer health 
worker$ and the HRLE teachers Although these women have minimal education.. they 
ha"e been well trained in providing particular knowledge and skills. As their work in 
RflP I\' comes 10 completion.. programme managers should plan how these women can 
be creati,ely engaged for valuable work at rhe village level. 
6. Women in BR.\C's Non-Traditional Work 
To enwurage women's participation in all types of jobs. emphasis should be placed on 
recruitment and promotion of women as sector specialists. accountants. financial 
managers. auditors, information technology specialists. rural enterprise specialists and 
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re~earchers. It may be necessary to set quotas for women's recn1itmem to such jobs ln 
mC\st cases. BRAC's male staff will be responsible to provide on-the-job training to new 
female staff. This process may require a revised GQAL exposure. 
With it> vast organi;zarional and training capacity throughout the country. BRAC is well 
po-;itio•led to increase the number of women who ca.n be trained and employed in the 
servic-e sectors. including guest center managemelll. commercial cooking, maintenance 
a.nd ga(dening 
7. 'Nomen's Promotion through Education 
Recruiting women at the PO- V em ranee level is a good step to allow their promotion 
within the organization. Issues related to educational quali fication for this position (or 
other positions) can be· dealt with by providing an ' education bar' to a!\ ow for differences 
in education. BR..<\C women staff wishing to pursue further education could be provided 
"~rh an educational package consisting of a loa.n and the provision of weekly or monthly 
· time-o fr to attend classes or sit examinations. 
8. Rural Development Education 
O>er the long-tern~ BRAC could consider developing a Rural Development degree 
programme for won1en (and mert). This could be for candidates w ith a lower level of 
education than that required for the Global Partnership programme. 
9. Community-Wide Gender Tr::tining 
Th~ C'.rOAL team is currently considering how to deliver gender traini ng at the village 
le,el. ln light of the tine work done by the G.QAL, the HRLE and the subsequent spin-
oih of _gender issues to the w ider community. gender training for the VOs may be 
redund;tm anhis time and may nor be required during the course of the RDP-4. 
H0wever it appears that the Community Leaders Workshops w ill require the preparation 
of ~endec ~pecific material toe traditional male el\tel; and (eligious leaden;. To develop a 
suitabk module arid prepare a rrainingteam for these sensitive worksh(>ps, RDP N may 
reuuire a gender consul tan\, wi!l1 training experience in the South Asian context. 
l O. Developing a Revised Gender Policy and Strategy 
Senior gender-based statJhave indicated a need to update the Gender Policy. This may 
no· be necessary at the present time. Much will be learned thorough the process of 
de•:eloping a corporate Gender Unit a.nd an RDP Social Development, Gender. Health 
and Poverty Unit. Together with experiment<ttion on improving wom·en's recruitment 
a.nd training and gender workshops for the larger community, this experience wi ll provide. 
the typ.: of background needed for BRAC to prepare a Revised Policy and Strategy. T his 
mav come towards the completion of R.DP rv Fo r this purpose. BRAC may wish to 
engage gender consultants, with a Smnh Asian perspective. 
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T rends in BRAC - Membership Re lations and Organization 
• Re1·iew futtitti<ming aml developm en t of Village Organizations, and particularly 
progress 0 11 past recommetulatious (e.g. May 1998 Monitoring Mission) on 
sttpporting V O federations which crut imlwn ce members' participation in local 
afjirirs tlltd acce.n· tQ re.rource.r rmt~· 
• ! 11 addition. assess changittg relations between BRA C tmd its members in terms of 
the: increasing emphasis ott. viable business d.e:velopment, "privatization", 1111d 
commercial s'ustainahiliry (issues surrounding members as 'beneficiaries, members, 
clie11ts, shareholders?). Also consider a:ny key accountability issues arising f rom 
rite above review. 
1. Follow-up on the May 1998 Monitoring Miss ion 
0\crall. the RDP~ [V is making good progress in its planned social development 
components. The May l998 Monitoring Mission made recommendations for qualitative 
reporting in the social development activities related to VOs. the Gram Shobhas and the 
Polli Shnmaj. To ~orne extent, RDP IV has responded to this recommendation through 
th~or reponing. w the DC meeti ngs of December 19.98 and May 19.99. Thes~ papers do 
pwvid~ some qualitative perspective w accompany t.he quantitative indicators that are 
routim:iy repon ed in the six-monthly repons. 
fn ':lenE:raf. RD P's reponing to donors using onfy the ' fog' -tr ame system' and monitori!lg 
ba~ed 1)11 4uamitative iQdicator~ is an inadequate tool ro capture the trends and dynamic 
of -;ocial change At the same tome. in a programme as large as the RDP. <!Uaruitative 
inciicaturs are necE:ssary to provide a representative picture and to curtail tho:; loss of data 
when ~cri1 iries are being executed in many sires with many workers. all with varying 
degree;. of competence. 
2. Changing Relations between BR~C and its YO M enrbers 
Th~re does not appear to be any confl ict in the relations between RDP IV and its 
members as a result of viab le business development and privatization. On the contrary, it 
seems that by clearly demarcating these roles. BRAC and its YO members are provided 
wirh commercial stmainability. through a range of business opportunities. forvrard and 
backward production linkages and a selection of marketing choices. 
T11e RDP-1V provides a very complete package of services and goods to its 2 .2 million 
po.1r women me111bers. At varying timeo in me development of the V.O, its members 
as>ume different roles: as V{J members they have responsibility and privileges: as VO 
beneficiaries they have improved access: as VO customers and clients. they have the right 
to purchase only quality goods and services. at the market price. 
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As YO memhers. women are benefited by a life insurance policy and basic education in 
hygiem:. reproductive health. r\utrition and sanitation. Mothers are e!JcOurag~ to 
participate in the government's free immunization and Vitamin A canwaigns and to 
educate !heir children. Children ofVO members are benefited by having ready access to 
BRACs primary schools, tor which they p~y a small monthly fee. 
A5 clieJllS and customers. YO members have the opportuJiity to purchase essential 
m<edici1\e. contraceptives. \atfines and tubewcl\s on a doof-tl}-door basis. VO members 
pay for training and extension services on patticular teclwical skills (poultry. fisheries, 
horticulture. sericulture, agriculwre) and qualil)' inputs (chicks, vaccines, poultry feed. 
seeds. saplings, fish tingerlings, and disease-rree layingsl silk-worm eggs). For HRLE 
training. YO members pay a small fee that rovers the rost of the teacher. 
2. Functioning and Development of Village Organizations and Federations 
The range and progression of social development and gender activities is impressive; the 
sca le is enormous: the potential is great. 
It would appear that over the past 12- 18 months. the pace and i merest level of the social 
de,·e lopment (SD) activities has increased. IJl pan. this may be due to the fact that the 
Polli Sl!omaj and the Commun.ity Leaders Workshop have only recently come on stream 
and rornbined with rhe large nu111bers of wo01en trained through RRLE, a sensitized mass 
has been created at t•nion level. In any case. the interest in social and gender actions is 
po<sibly moving faster than the capacity ofSD sralfto provide the backup services ;hat 
will be required 
\'() members. their families and their communities are becoming active part ici_pants in 
ren >gniz.ing and discussing the social and gender-related injustices going on around them, 
Th~ VO members. the Gram Shobha, the Polli Shomaj. and local comotunity leaders are 
encour«ged to use vil lage arbitration (Gram Shalish) and reconci liatiotl as a first-level of 
addressing problems and injust ices. 
Fo•mer!y known as · issues meetings·. the Gram Shobha is a monthly meeting for VO 
members to discuss social problems which are pertinent to them. To build support within 
tht house!\\)\d and the community. 1uale family members 3!'e encoural$ed to ahend. 'from 
dowm~mary reports and brief viewing of several meetings. it appears that most men who 
atknd re<su larly are too young or too old or too unrelated to provide llltiCh influence at 
either the household or community levels. Newer VOs will need fi rm strucwre in the 
Gram Shobha meeti r1gs in order to lead rheir discussions beyond what is foremost in their 
mi ·1d (for example. latr'me installation and tree plantation in tile monsoon season) . For 
olaer VOs (4 to 5 years) it is likely that the Gram Shobha meetings have become 
un meresting because they have l;lecome repecitive. It is likely that the material used for 
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these meetings has to be re-designed and plll on a progressive basis, using the experience 
of VOs who have taken advanced social-gender actions. 
The Po IIi Sbomaj 
This committee of consi>ts 15- 25 members. is elected by thrt;e or four VOs in a 'Nard to 
represent their federated interests. To date: rhe Polli Shomaj have undertaken to mitigate 
Qr -arl:\itrate S<.)C~al and ge1\der-rela.ted prohlems. obtain govemment Kha.s land and pond!>. 
ent:ourage the Union Counci l ro allocate resources to needy VO members (VGF cards. 
protected labour oppom111ities) and ex>tend help ro fellow members in crisis. 
Th~ Polli Shomaj meetings observed indicate that although these forums are imended to 
fimction with their own leadership. bringing them to that stage requires skilled facilitators 
with the capacity to assess what the group needs as it progresses. In particular. women 
POs are required tc the capacity of women members w articulate. analyze and stracegize. 
Community Leader·s Wor-kshops 
Th;; RDP has implememed a programme of workshops for local community leaders. 
Th~se workshops a<e designed to take the relevant social and gender issues of the Polli 
Shl.lrnaj ro the level of public awareness, The community's elected, traditio nal and 
religious leaders are exposed oo up-to-date information on the existing land and family 
laws of the country and encouraged to take up their civic respons.ibilities to solve local 
pmblems 
The community leaders work~hop consists mosrly of men. In the session observed. most 
panicipa.nts were el ite con1munity and religious leaders. There was a hig h interest level 
in problems related to divorce and under-age marriage and participants were, outraged at 
the levels of vio lence against women in the area. The Chairman of this Union would like 
to ::>rovide HRLE classes for men and women ourside the VO target group but does not 
ha·.·e the fimds to do so 
The presermuion of S(>cia l and gender issues to community participants OutSide the circle 
of VO members and their famj [ie,; is an important step for the RDP. Dealing with very 
sensiti\e material tO a wide-))a, ed aucUcnce will requ ir~ carefi1 l preparation and delivery. 
The progran1me should be monitored and negative repercussions dealt with on a one-to-
on'~ basis. 
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R~corn mendations 
Recognizing rhe scale ofRD-rY and its· remaining I& month time frame. any changes of 
the soc•al development componems can only be conducted on an experimental and small-
.,;cde basis 
1. Qualitative Reporting for Social Development Activities 
Qualiradve assessment reporti ng, indicating social trends and specific programme 
imoacrs shout& be included in reportS provided 10 the DlO. It is expected that the next 
lmpact Assessme11r (No. 3) will provide a suitable formar for in-depth stl.ldy on selected 
so(;ial developm~11t and gender. issues. The impact of RDP IV in influencing pra<:tices 
related ro marriage. divorce. desertion. dowry and domestic violence at ward. union and 
thana levels will be of particular interest. Work ~irb the legal aid activity and the 
pootdai theater can also be documented qualitatively. lmpacts·as the result of new 
programming withlOVGDP women will be of interesr for future planning. 
2. A Revised Gram Shoblla and PoiJi Shomaj Style 
Csmg a consultative proce.ss with selectee members of the VOs. a broad set of guidelines 
for suitable. progressive discu~sions to; the Gram Shobha and the Polli Shomaj meetings 
can be prepared. The groups themselves should be asked to consider suc h questions as: 
• how can credit and loan cycles be more effectively used to strengthen women's 
economic empowerment:? 
• what are the expectations of federations and how should they be· utilized w 
enhar1ce women ' s social empowerment'' 
• '"hat means will be etfecrive to somuiate strong women's groups and retain their 
interest over long periods'1 
• how can rhe im.erests of senior male guardians and el ite vil lage leaders best be 
un lized to improve the soc1al and economic interests of poor people in rhe 
oomJnunity'' 
A., a pilil! activity in areas with both mature and immature groups, a core of senior social 
personnel and trainers could undertake to strengthen the (iram Shobha and Pol!l Shomaj 
dis"-ussJOn formats. The proces5 could be similar <o that used to develop the GQAL or 
tht popular theater marcriai, with alternate sessions of consultation. field trial. re-
a<iJU.>tmem ana repeated field trial A team of sele~1e<l Polli Snl)mcy members and social-
gender .specialists could gain new ideas through a srudy tour of federated women's 
gruup> in Wesr Bengal. 
Each Cnion Council now has three elected women. Sample interviews with such women 
inc<Gatt that male Councll members larg.ely i~nore them. They are :;e!dom allocated 
funds ti>r any particular work with women of their wards. Targeting Union Council 
w('men. either separately or in the community leaders workshops would strengthen the 
communityi advocacy pmcess. 
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3. Strengthening the Front-Line Workers 
ln selected .A..rea Otfices. the PO staff dealing wit!L the Gntm Shobha and the Pofli 
Sham'!/ should be wo<nen, who have been upgraded through training and coaching in 
advanced faci litation techniques and group development. The selected areas could 
inc-lude rhose.rhar have become ~women's ('Uea Officesu (see Gender TOR. No.4). 
4. lmproved Skills for Social Development Personnel 
RDP rv senipr manager> have indicated rl:!eir inMrest in considering ways to improve che 
social develop~nent skill s ofPO staff who work with the Gram Slrobha and the Pol/i 
Shoma;. Based on the recent experiences of up-graded traini ng arranged by DFID for the 
Sec<or-Technical teams. simi lar rraining could be provided to upgrade group facilitation 
and training ski Us for social development personnel. Such training could be combined 
with the process discussed in. No. 2 above. 
5. Strenl!thening the Community Leaders Works.hops 
Special care is required for the delivery of gender-sensitive 1naterial provided at 
community leader worl<shops because this is .a community-wide audience of male village 
elit~s and religious leaders To achieve depth without upsetting sensitivities and 
traditional beliefs. the .skills t>f an international gender rraining specialist, with experience 
in :he South Asian context could be utilized. Such a training module would be a ·first' in 
Bangladesh and could be replicated for many orgrutizar.ions working to change attitudes 
towards women and 1he poor The imemarional specialist would work with a team of 
soc1al-~ender uainers For the pre$entarion of community le<tders workshops. men will 
be mt»t ,uitabie ior the from-line facilitation work. 
~orial Prognmtmes 
lmercu;tion. between BRA C social programmes (e.,sentialltealth care, f amily plann.iug, 
sauittrcion . legal rit-:lrts etc) 1111d goverilllli!nC services. Comme11t fin s ustainahility anti 
suhsit(r issues. 
I. Subsidy and Sustainability 
Social ~ervices are subsidized or paid for wirh ri!Xpaye.rs money in most countries of the 
world At present. the universal provision of health and education services in a cowmy 
as poor as Bangladesh obviously cannot be sustained without either an· improved rax base 
or a conrinuat io.n of donor funds. 
WP' s programme·is in no way a duplication of government services in health and 
educatio.n because the need is far greater than the supply. As the Executive Director 
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ptJ•nrs uur (Daily Star. April 9/ 99). BRAC is ready to move off with its' health and 
educarion programmes. as soon as governmem services can be provided as an alternative. 
Su:Jsidy and sustainabi lity issues are also linked to efficiency. Poor people in RDP fV 
choose to pay for EHC services because it is of good quality and available where they 
need it Sim ilarly parents are willing to pay fees for their duldren in BR.AC schools 
because they know their children are getting a good primary educat ion. 
2. RDP Collaborat ion in Health and '&nvirorunent:tl Awareness 
The RDP IV provides essential and reproductive health care to women and their fami lies 
ar >i llage level through collaboration with die M inistry of Health and Family Planning 
and the Directorate of Health Engineenng·(D PHE). 
Shusrh" Shebikas ('SS) in Faridpur repon an effective exchange of services with 
government health workers. For example. the Family Welfare Assistant and the Family 
Welfare Visitor can cely on the SS worker 10 motivate clients for the imrnunizarion and 
Vira.min A campaigns that the government conducts at village-level. The Shastho Shebika 
utilizes her g ood relationshi ps with government health workers to assure timely treatotent 
io r me patients and delivery cases w hich she refers to rhe satellite clinic. 
In n1anv cases. village women Jl refer to purchase their family planning supplies from rhe 
.\11<~Wiw Shehika because her service is consistently provided every moll!h and the pills 
arc-" llhm the <!Xpiry date. In the absence of their working httsbands, women also 
pur.:ha.' e condom~ from the SS hecause of the convenient >&le at the door. Village 
Wt'rnen w ho need to maimain secrecy abour their use of cont raceptives prefer to purchase 
ian ily planmng supplies from the local Shasrlw Shehrka because unlike the govemmem 
Wl'rker "isning !rom the clinic. she cannot be easily identified as a fam ily planning 
wc-rk>::r 
It is common knowledge that ordinary peopl~ who anend government clinics may have to 
wair all day w be treated and at rhe end of the day there is often no medicine available. 
Po.•r people. who cannot -alford to w·asre their rime. prefer to purchase essential 
medicine> iTom rhe door-w-door sales ofrhe Shasrho Shehika. 
Ar dfl organizational level. the RDP and DPHE conduct joint programmes to provide 
masonry training to VO member-; who \hen produce and sell o;;mitary latrine::.. From lime 
to :ime. rile RElP 1S asked to collaborate on special sanitation campaigns with DPHE. 
Se:>ara;ely funded. these ·one-off sub-projectS have the advantage of increasing 
sanitation coverage but when the campaign has been completed, YO masons are unable 
ro ,ell latrines at their cost of tk 600. when the DPHE. s subsid ized price· has been tk 400 
ln <!fl'·ironmental health. the RDP is currently paniciparing in a pilot pro,iect with the 
DPHE and the ICCRDB to test n1bewells for arsenic contamination. experiment with 
measures to provide alternative safe dri nking warer and conduct public education. 
3. RDP Collabo!'ation in Social Development Services 
Ck-vernmenr has no panicular service intended to educate the public or provide 
organizational forums for people' s panic1parion. lnthis respect, the RDP's social 
development activities have no parallel in government. 
The RDP'-s activities with the Pol/i Shomaj. community leader workshops and popular 
theater is directed towards the wider community. These are new and imponant public 
educalion programmes that advocate for the rights ofVO members and their families. 
Gender-bas.ed intonnation provided ro Union Councils (a unit ofthe Local Government 
Department). marriage registrars. village decision-making groups (shalish) and religious 
leaders will strengthen their capacity for good governance. 
The devnll•tien of power to local government institutions is in itself a form of 
sm<taimtbili<y The repre~enration ofVO members on the Union Council may eventually 
become an important means for poor wo.men and men co create a demand on government 
deparrments fbr improved public service> . 
.J.. Re.:om mendations 
The 'leed for Dono.- Subsidy on Health. Ii:ducation and Soci:ll Programmes 
BKAC s health. education and soc: a I programmes all have panial systems for the 
pa: mem of training. servi-ces and ~oods by the YO members. Nevenheless. when one 
considers the intrastrueture orovided bv BRAC to effect.ivelv deliver these se rvices, it 
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becomts evident that $()me degree of !;ubsidy will be re<luired to maintain qualny. 
!n , tudie, carried out by RED. one of the main reasons tor drop-out ofTGVGDP women 
is relawd 10 their lack of working and earning capacity because of illness or death of 
famil} members Aithough rhe RDP and WFP provide food aid, neither RDP nor 
governmem is ab le to prov•de the level or curative (and subsidized) health service 
required ti1r extremely poorfamilie$. Particular strategies for the hard c-ore poor will 
;equir<:. imen~.ive l\ea\\h <:z.re services. 
Although the RDP IV intends £O be financially self-sufticiem at the coJJlplelion of this 
phase. it is unreasonable to expect that solvent YO members will be willing or indeed 
able to tinance health.. education and social services for the hard core poor, Donors could 
consider paying for t:ubewells and latrines provided in the RDP IV Financially-capable 
YO members would continue to pav fortheir tubewe!\s and latrines anc.l the surplus of 
thi' fund could then be invested in the provision of improved water. sanitation and health 
facil ities for hard core poor in the !GVGDP program. For extremely poor women. donors 
may abo wish to pay tor health insurance · a programme that is under-consideration in 
BRAC 
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\n discussions with participants at the comllll.)llity leaders workshop in~ Jhenidah, it 
be<:ame evident that there is great public concern on rhe issues of violence against 
women One Union Counci l Chairman requested support to provide a public-education 
campai~n on early marriage. dowry and ille~l divorce. When asked if the Union Council 
had funds to cover the RDP' s costs ofHRLE teachers. be replied thai government 
fundin!! at the Union Cou11cil level is almost entirelv designated to build roads and 
bridge;. lf RDP IV were to consider extending HRi.E mtining to the general public. they 
would certainly require donor funding. 
Geared Up TBA Training for the Shastbo Shebikas 
The Smt.llho Shehikas interviewed in Jessore Sadar reported that they are frequently 
reuuested to carry out horne del iveries because of the trust they have developed with 
Wt'men in the area and their availability at the rime of delivery. Although the Shastho 
Sh,,b,k<'·' have a sound knowledge of hygiene and can provide home delivery kits, they 
ha•:e nN r~ived fuH training as trad\t1onal-binh am~ndants (t13As). The EHC unit 
coHtd consider moving forward their plans w provjde TBA training tor SS workers in as 
many rhanas as possible. Safe delivery (and curative health) could form pan o f the 
srr:ueg' lO enhance the package provided for the hard care poor under the IGVGDP 
:"!CO Partners of BRI\C 
Re••iew pro;:ress in. improving and numaging relations with .~ntaller N(10s, including 
BNAC mppon to of/fer N(}Os. and relcaiorL~ in tlwfield where BRAC operates in 
parallel w miter local snutfler scale aaivitie.s. 
Objectives of the NGO P'lrtnership progra.rn for RDP fV: 
BR.->.C has established the following objecrives for the NGO collaboration program 
compo•lem of RDP l V 
a ) expand the outreach ofRDP. 
b) establish and dev~lop relationships with NOOs. 
c) develop the expenise ofsmall and medium NC.rOs. 
d) avoid duplication of activit ies and coordinare activities, 
e) provide financial assistance to smaller NGOs for their credit and savings programs. 
:VlTR Findings 
A rounJtahle workshop discussio n was held with the directors of \ l partner NGOs in the 
Je~;ore region during the MTR. The following is a summary of the key points raise.d al 
this torum: 
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• TheF~ is -strong suppott for BRAC assistance~ credit tor loan program and training in 
crediunanagement, accounrs management and development management: 
• NGOs requested more financial support to grow their loan program and for BRA.C to 
extend the repaymenr period because they face liquidity problem either due 10 excess 
demand for credit from group members, or due to slow repayrn.em;s when credit 
program starts: 
• NGOs prefer BRAC credit terms and conditions to PKSF which they view as too 
difricull to comply with: (this may pose a problem for BR.AC if an objective of the 
prograni is to help partners graduate to PKSF status); 
• i'<GOs prefer BRAC to PKSF because BR..A.C has a social development mandate: 
• NGOs need additional training at· 
management level tor capacity building. strategic planning 
field worker level for savings and credit 
group member level for !GAs 
technical t raining and support for sector programs 
tecfmica! training ior savings and credit programs 
training in MIS development 
• 'GOs want more contact with BRAC and for a longer period of time in order to 
cominue learning from BRAC 
Charac.;eristics of Sm<tller NGOs 
• the ~GO often depends on one person. the Executive Director, 
• there 1$ a lack of technical expenise in the savmgs and crediL or sector areas. 
• the \1!S is weak. eg manual record keeping of credit data, 
• th.; :"GO is dependent on external donor funding ... . sustainability without BRAC and 
orh<!rs- must be questioned. 
BR ~C expects to meet the target of supporting I 00 partner NGOs within 
RDP (\. "!GO suppon began from March 1997 and BRAC has financed 51 NGOs up to 
June 1999, The quantitative tar_get is not as important as the nature and duration of the 
suppon to fledgling organisations. 
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STRATEGIC OPTIONS 
II is no1 coo early for BR.~C to begin thinking aoout !he future of the NOO Partnershi? 
program and in fact the .BRAC Steering Comminee for NGO relatio ns has being doing 
rhi; 
Se,·eral ·tssues should be reviewed by BRAG before the end of the current phase of 
supporr. These include: 
C~pacity Development of Partner NGOs 
BRAC may wish to extend its support to fewer NGOs. for a longer duration and think 
mc>re in terrns of the capacity developmem and organisational sustainability ofrhe partner 
organisations. This would imply a longer and deeper relationship with fewer partner 
NCiOs. The MTR recognizes the difficulties this poses for R.DP in that many NGOs may 
ha'<e tu be tun\ed down or their current l>Uj)p<lf\ terminl\\ed. In the field thi~ j)OSes 
diniculties of managing rel ationships and potential harassment ofBRAC. 
An l'.xit Strategy for !lRAC 
BR.AC should consider tlle ti me trame for its support to NGOs."BRAC should establi sh 
some strate<,;y to aJ iow it to .disengage from supporting NGOs. The. precise time of this 
disengagement may be well off into the future. but BRAC should be clear as to how it 
w1:-hes to disengage 
Thts exit strategy could cover a variety of options and issues: 
the issue:. regardi ng possible graduation ro PKSF: what are the implications for BRAC 
g t,·cn lhat many partner NGOs do not wish to graduate to PKSF funding; 
the possible handing. over of some partners to a different NOO support network .. . for 
example South Asia Partnership (SA.P). or PRIP Trust could be a viable exit strategy tor 
BR:I.C. 
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Conclusions/Recommendation 
• partner NGOs are fledgling, incipient organizations: BRAC support is well respected 
lllld highly regarded by rJJe panners: 
• parmer NGOs require more training and capacity building from BRAC eg for field 
level staff, tor sector programmes. for financial management and accounting; 
• BRAC could give partners a more comprehensive traini.ng program with perhaps Jess 
anemion to financing per seas PKSF has funds: and ar&>uably a goal of the program 
could be to get the~e partners ro PKSF "bankable.srall.Js "; 
• BRAC is encouraged tO develop a srrategy paper covering future suppon for partner 
~GOs which addresses issues and options such as the duration and nature ofBRAC 
support and possible exit strategies for BRAC from NGO support. 
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Chapter I BRAC and Poverty Alleviation 
The poverty profile ofBRAC's members, poverty trends and outrench to the 
poorest 
ToR 
Review dara and studies on trend~ m the poveny profile of BRAG membership, including 
any indications of those groups commonly included or excluded, those benefiting co 
greater or lesser extents. 
l.i) A profile of BRAC Members 
The most comprehensive analysis of the poverty profile of BRAC members is contained 
in the Impact Assessment Study, (lAS 0), that was published in July. 1998. 
Summarizing some of the key points from the survey ofBRAC and a sample of non-
BRAC member comparison households: 
• BRAC members by and large fall within the poverty definition generally accepted in 
the Bangladesh context. that of caloric intake; 
• the comparison group tends to be poorer, and inequality within this group greater, 
than the BRAC members. This suggestS that BRAC promotes equality within the 
poor but may not have been as successful in reaching me very poorest as 
conventionally defined ( those with only 85% of rhe poverty consumption level) with 
the regular RDP programs; 
• BRAC members make progress towards moving out of poverty; graduation is 
correlated with length of membership in BRAC, and with larger and more income 
generating activiites; 
• There has been limited impact on women's empowerment through the provision of 
credit; however, longer-term association with BRAC can lead to qualitative 
improvements eg knowledge about legal rights; 
• at the time of the lAS survey, newer BR.-\.C members had a higher income and asset 
level than others' initial endowment; 1 
1 BRAC Impact Assessment Study Rural Poverty and Empowerment 1998, pp 168 ff 
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l.ii) Determinants of Poverty 
Poverty is a much studied subject in Bangladesh. This is quite reasonable given the extent 
and depth of persistent poverty indicators. The foUowing brief summary draws on the 
recent work of several studies by BRAC (LA..S IT), the World Bank (1998) and scholars at 
BIDS (1999). 
The key determinants of poverty in Bangladesh are: 
• household size ... . the poorest households are over represented in smaUer and larger 
household sizes; 
• female-headed households are disproportionately poor; 
• incidence ofmoderate and extreme poverty is highest among households with low 
education levels; 
• extreme poverty is correlated with reliance on wage employment, while the 
moderately poor are disproportionately self employed; BRACsuccess in moving 
members out of poverty has been greater v.-itb providing self employment than with 
providing wage labour or employment, to date; 
• low levels of landownership and poverty are correlated; 
• access to credit, and skills training for income generating activities reduces poverty. 
• poor health status is correlated with poverty status. 
Poverty must be understood as encompassing not only social and economic deprivation 
but also seen in terms of the lack of access by the poor to resources such as land, health 
and education services. Any poverty definition and strategy to reduce poverty must be 
multidimensional and should include elements of: 
• Income deprivation, 
• Consumption deprivation and inadequate nutrition, 
• Poor access to education and health services, 
• Low physical asset base e.g. land, 
• Insecurity and vulnerability where food insecurity is the principal vulnerability; the 
poorest are also vulnerable to naiUial disasters destroying family assets and livelihood 
• Seasonality of deprivation in Bangladesh1 
1 This listing drmvs from Binayak Sen and A.Rahman "Bangladesh Poveny Monitor: An Overview·~ 1998 
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Constructing poverty lines 
Any analysis of poverty and target groups must begin with some agreement on the 
poverty line. There is ali ongoing discussion and debate related to the appropriate 
collSffilction of the poverty line in Bangladesh.. The Fixed Energy Intak-e is the traditional 
normative approach to poverty definition in Bangladesh which fixes a minimum food 
energy consumption level per adult, determines an equivalent price to consume a bundle 
of goods to meet this, and then fixes a poverty line. It may also be presented as a 
minimum caloric intake level.. 2112 calories per day for the poverty line and 1800 
calories for extreme poverty. 
Recent innovations from work sponsored by the World Ban.k (Revillon) have been used 
to construct a Cost of Basic Needs approach- CBN- which is superior because it 
includes housing, clothing etc. 
Trends in Poverty 1973/74 to 1995/96 
From the periodic Household Expenditure Surveys (HES) the incidence of poverty bas 
declined in both rural and urban poverty considerably over time. By the CBN 
methodology. th.e rural pov.erty incidence has declined from 71%( 1973) to 53% {1991). 
The nue of poverty decline is higher in urban than in rural areas. Data for the intensity of 
poverty and inequal ities within ·the poor are lacking and represent a major lacunae in the 
understanding of poverty in Bangladesh. 
I. iii Distinguishing the Poor and Extreme Poor 
The foUowing depiction may be a useful guide to distinguishing broadly the 
characteristics of distinct categories of the rural poor. This could become a guide to 
BRAC and donors in defining terms such as the poor and poorest of the poor. 
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Table 1.1 
Poverty Characteristics 
CATEGOruESOFRURALPOOR I CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POOR 
. I 
EXTRElvlE POOR 22.7% of rural households 
( BRAC Hard Core Poor) daily caloric intake <1800 Kcal 
land ownership < 15 decimals 
annual per capita income <rK 3757 
(1994) 
food deficit status chronic 
MODERATE POOR 29.2% of rural households 
( BRAC VO members) daily caloric intake < 2 1 12 Kcal 
land ownership < 50 decimals 
annual per capita income <K 6287 (1994) 
food deficit status seasonal 
RJIURE POOR 21% or rural households 
30-40% above poverty line 
land ownership 50- 150 decimals 
annual per capita income up to TK 8368 
food deficit status break even or better 
Source: Zi llur Rahman 1999 
The Challenge of Graduation 
There is a broad consensus that there has been demonstrated success with targeting micro 
credit to the moderate poor in Bangladesh; some 5-6 million households are borrowing 
from Grameen Bank, NGos such as BRAC, and GOB programs suclt as the Rural Poor 
-rrogram of BRDB. New initiatives are, however, needed to reach the extreme poor to 
assist them to «graduate" above the poverty line. 
The !GVGD program, discussed later, is a successful targeted program fo~ largely 
female-headed households. However, there is no documentation cif how weH the IGVGD 
graduates perform in RDP once they graduate. 
The s1raiegy for graduation also needs tO address the future poor . ... marginal producers 
whose relationship witllNGOs will be more economic than the moderate poor who need 
the institutional affinity of an NGO such as BRAC. This group of marginal farmers, 
owning 50-150 decimals ofland, is only marginally al)ove the poverty line aod 
vulnerable to income erosion through illness, natural disasters or loss of employment for 
example. 
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Findings of the MTR 
BRAC has traditionally used a definition oflandlessness, coupled with a reliance on 
manual labour, to define the RDP target group. The Impact Assessment Study confirmed 
that the majority ofRDP VO members are drawn from the target group; however, RDP 
programs, principally credit, do not reach the hard core or extreme poor. 
Recently BRAC began a process to survey in RDP villages to identify poorer families 
than those currently associated with RDP. This survey identified 230,000 families who 
are not being reached by RDP. 
This hard core poor group could benefit from BRAC programming but will require a 
different package from the traditional RDP approach. 
Recommendation 
BRAC should document the findings of the bard core poor survey, identify potential 
programmes to benefit these families given the specific priorities, needs and potential of 
this new target group. These programmes, because they will be targeted to less well off 
families, must cover specific vulnerabilities such as food insecurity and health, and the 
need for wage employment as well as credit and skills training. 
ToR 
Review the methods used by BRAC for imegrating the poorest into RDP groups, in 
parncular whether the intended graduation of IGVGD women into RDP is likely to be 
successful. 
Some analysis of drop-outs will be imporranl ( amongst IG VGD members; IG VGD 
graduales imo RDP, m1d RDP members overall). 
l .iv) The IGVGD program 
The Vulnerable Groups Development (VGD) programme is perhaps the world's largest 
development intervention that exclusively targets poor women. It is a multi-donor, 
nationwide program scheduled to cover some 500,000 hard core poor rural women in 
Bangladesh in 1999-2000. 3 
Its objective is to improve the social and economic condition of the poorest women and 
to enable them to sustain themselves above the bard core poverty level. 
3 A n:ceot overview of the progtam scope. implcmcnlation and impact can be found in "food Aid and 
Sustainable Livel.ihoods'" M Ghulam Satt:tr. Nusr.n Sabina Chowdhury, Md. Altaf Hossain, July !999 .. 
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IGVGD comprise's three elements: 
i) rood aid, an !8 month 30kg. per month distribution of wheat to Vulnerable Group 
Cardholders; 
ii) a development package which includes savings mobilization, training for an 
income generating acch•ity, funcrional literacy and numeracy, gwup formation 
and awareness raising on social, legal and health and nutrition issues and credit; 
iii) graduatior. into regular RDP programming for sustainability. 
The Objectives of lGVGD are: 
i) to inc.rease inL-.ome by prornorjng an JGA, (ofte.n relate~ to poultry), 
ii) to create self employment, 
iii) to encourage savings, 
iv) to provide credit to VGD women, 
v) to encourage the integrarion ofVGD women into RDP groups. 
VGD selection is carried by the Union P arishad (UP) chairman and UP members based 
on a quota of cards set at central governmental leveL BRAC forms groups with about 
90% of the VGD cardholders and adds a developrnenr. package consisting of credit, skills 
training, social awareness and HRLE training, monitoring and supervision. The 
integration of social awareness training and HRLE training followed assessments noting 
the lack of a social development component ofiGVGD. These additional elements are 
intended to strengthen the social impact ofiGVGD. 
There is a savings component through regular, forced savings of Taka 25 per momh. 
Parricipants must also comply \vith BR.i\ C regulations tor saving 5% of their loan amount 
with BRAC. Credit is provided for an income Generating Act ivity, often, but not 
exclusively, for poultry. The first loan will average Taka 1500-2500 depending on the 
purpose. 
lnitial!y, IGVGD prov ided loans exclusively for poultry act ivities but has ·widened the 
sectors eligible for credit. BRAC repons tlrat about 50% ofloans are currently poulrry, 
while the remaining 50% are divided among livestock, trading and other activitili:s. 
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Table 1.2 
Ov'""ERVIEW OF ICVGD ACTiVITIES 
1988/90- I 998/99 
I 19&8·90 I 1990-92 I 1992.94 1994-96 I 1996-98 
Participants 40.744 I 57.929 105.504 I 185.0% 248.129 
lean~ 
TkDisbwscd 142 475 161 S24 225 
(million) 
Borrowel'S 15.319 37,151 79,83~ 17&.933 169.206 
Source: BRAC RDP Reports 
A Profile of lGVGD Members 
• Relatively young ... . 31 years 
• Small families .. . 3.03 members on average 
• 41% female headed households 
• low educational attainment 
• land owne<ship under 10 decimals 
• occupation, agricultural labour and perry trading 
• assets below Taka 5Q,OOO 
• annual income average taka 24,000 
Source: Hashemi 1995 
1998-99 TOTAL 
284.432 921 ,834 
391 1,365 
150,530 630.973 
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IGVGD women are for the most pan !Tom the more vulnerable and poorer families in 
rural Bangladesh. 
LvDropouts from IGVGD 
This assessment of the reasons women drop out from tbe T.GVGD program draws on 
previous studies by W"FP (1995) and BRAC (1997 and 1999) complemented by field 
visits during the MTR tO Jessore district and Tslampur thana in Jamal pur. 
RDP and RED have surveyed dropouts from IGVGD through formal surveys and through 
Area Office contacts with lGVGD women. The reasons for drop out are reasonably well 
known, although tile precise ranking. and incidence of these reasons has not been 
documemed to date. 
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The 1995 WFP study surveyed 347 members in Tangail district at RDPs Bhuapur Area 
Office. The study states: 
"drop out is rare in the program. This is simply because of the food assistance available 
under the program. Under normal credit programs ofNGOs, there are instances of drop 
out from the programs for various reasons. Additional incentive for the members are the 
training, assured loan suppon and inputs for poultry rearing" p4 
It is estimated by BRA.C that 4-5% of selected IGVGD women drop out each cycle, 
including women who are selected but who not participate in the BRAC IGVGD program 
but who may belong to other NGOs. An estimated 15% of VGD cardholders do not join 
the program .. 
The following is a list of the main reasons for dropping out oflGVGD, drawn from 
previous RED and WFP studies, and supplemented with interviews with over IS drop 
outs during the MTR field visits. 
Migration 
In very poor regions, which are flood prone, where there is low economic diversity, men 
and families migrate to Dhaka for employment. Female headed households may be 
w1able to meet loan repayment requirements and leave the program. We met a number of 
women in Islam pur who had m dropout for this reason. 
Family or own illness 
The extreme poor live on the margins of acceptable heJllth and are vulnerable w serious 
ill health that impairs their ability to engage in TGA and repay loans. We heard repeated 
srories of this in the t1eld. 
Husba.nd abuses credit 
VGD women who have taken a loan n1ay be abandoned or divorced or the husband may 
misuse the loan !unds. We met with women who talked about their husbands leaving 
them. and they had no IGA ro repay tbe loan; women also noted that when the husband 
is not productive, VGD women will have to drop out ])ecause there is insufficient income 
in the family to service the loans. This sitUation was tOld to the team by several women in 
lslampur. 
Depth of poverty /low loan sizes 
We talked with women who stated that without any regular income they could not service 
a loan, Tliey wanted larger first loans robe able t o develop 2-3 IGAs expecting that the 
cash flow frotn l-2 would be sufficient to service all the loans. In fact it may not be 
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feasible for them to manage larger loans but it was a perception repeated by a number of 
women who dropped out because of low Joan size. 
The 1998 floods 
In Jamalpur thana ,Islampur, we met women who had lost their assets last year in the 
floods and dropped out of the program. The length and severity of rhe 1998 tloods in litis 
area meant that some families lost their income generating assets such as poultry or 
Evestock. 
Mismanagement of funds 
Some women told us of VO pressure to dtop out when a woman cannot sel'lice her loan. 
Some women told us they had taken a loan but could not manage the time for self-
employment and bad to drop out of the program. 
Attitude of BRAC staff 
There have been some, although relatively few, documented instances ofBRAC staff 
who are reluctant to work with poorer women using the BRAC methodology because 
they m!lY be perceived as poorer credit risks. 
Lack of confidence by poorer women to join regular RDP group 
Destitute women bound by the social traditions of purdah may layk the confidence, 
permission or experience to join a group and undertake skills training and manage credit. 
Findings 
More effective skill development uaining may help to improve the profitability of lGA.s. 
Better f1eld staff supervision and effective field orientation may reduce the incidence of 
misbehaviour. 
Several assessments ofiGVGD have concluded that the program is targeted 10 some of 
the poorer and evett poorest housel:tolds in Bangladesh. The program is well rnaaaged and 
BRAC's development package adds value to the benefits from a shan term food transfer. 
BRAC has begun to integrate more and more RDP inputs into the IGVGD program in 
order to reduce the drop out rate. RDP staff are being made more accessible, social 
jil 
awareness and HRLE training are being imroduced and sector programs other than 
poultry are being made a pan of the credit program. 
Wbile the majority of women graduate to RDP groups, there is as yet no systematic srudy 
of how well the IGVGD women do in RDP and what, if any constraints, exist to their 
continued success in RDP. 
Recommendation 
WFP and BRAC should form a Task Force to review the reasons for drop outs from the 
!GVGD program. The Task force should develop a strategy to address the particuiar 
needs of drop out women, who tend to be the more vulnerable, and poorest participantS in 
the program. 
Other organizations with relevant experience, IF ADEP I and NGOs should also be 
invited to participate in the work of the Task Force. 
This strategic review could assess the potential to tie the IGVGD drop outs to regular 
wage employment, possibly through BRAC enterprises. BRAC's EHC and NFPE 
programs for improved fami ly health and childrens' education would seem to offer the 
type of assistance required by VGD women and the ways to means to integrate health and 
education fully into the development package should be explored. 
This review should also establish the financial implications and program components of 
these interventions for drop outs. 
RDP should document the experience of selected women who have graduated from 
IGVGD imo RDP and distill lessons for social and health programming targeted to 
vulnerable women. 
l.vi) 'Who is excluded from BRAC? 
The fact remains that a significant pan of the rural poor is still uncovered by different 
development organisations which needs to be given due attention by such programs. 
Further consolidation of the program may be necessary to increase coverage along with 
the adoption of appropriate strategies to amacr the poorest to a greater extent. This also 
presupposes a better understanding of the reasons for non-involvemem of the poor in 
~GOs. (BRAC, Impact Assessment Srudy IT 1998, p.l86) 
Several reasons can be cited for the non-involvement of the extreme poor in RDP: 
• Concern that she will be unable to make loan payments 
• Past misappropriation by some unscrupulous NGOs 
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• Female headed households may not be able to utilize credit for an IGA because of the 
lack of time and! or available \and 
• The perceived high cost of credit 
• Better off VO members may be reluctant to include poorer women as rhey may be 
perceived as bad credit risks 
Inclusion of the Non Target Group 
RED srudtes and th~. 1AS II suggest that \6-29% ofVO members do not belong to \he 
Target Group ie own more 50 decimals of land. However, it is stated that the non-target 
group is only marginally better off than target group when consumption and non-land 
assets are considered. 
There may be good reasons to include some members of the slightly better off members 
of the village. The irtcreased loan size they are able to manage, and the higher income 
BRAC derives, directly contributes to the financial self-sufficiency of.RDP. The larger 
loans can contribute to wage employment for the hard core poor. Inclusion of the noo 
targer group can maintain social cohesion and acceptability for the BRAC program ar 
village level. 
TOR 
Are BRA C 's various products appropriate and accessible to the poorer groups? A.ssess 
potemia/forfurther innovatioil ( eg diversifica~ion of activities other than poultry, 
savings products), p<lrticular/y in lighT of BRAC 's concern to develop more approaches 
ro meet tJJe needs of the extreme poor. 
RDP places emphasis o.n soCial awareness training_ HRLE , health (and within BRAC) 
non-formal primary education( NFPE) are very appropriate to the poorest. 
Group formation and microcredi t are not as accessible tothe·poorest initially as there are 
other more pressing priorities related to food consumption .and tood security, 
healrh/wellness, employment and regulari~y of income and consumption. The most 
vulnerable may well be reluctant to join groups for fear of failure or be excluded by more 
creditworthy members who fear the poorest lack credit worthiness. 
1his presents a challenge to BRAC's traditional methodology for reaching the poor ie. 
group formation and credit. 
I. vii) Recent RDP Innovations targeted to the bard core poor 
The hard core poor are not able to enter self employment because they lack the time 
and/or land to dedicate to even part time self employment. MELA is an initiative to 
create rural based jobs which could create demand in the labor market for employing the 
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bard core poor . MELA therefore is an initiative which could indirectly benefit the hard 
core poor. This requires careful monitoring and reporting by RDP. 
Rural wage rates vary widely in rural Bangladesh, depending on the productivity of land 
and degree of vulnerability to flooding. 
RDP has a strategy to improve the land productivity and increase crop intensity, which 
will lead to an increase in employment, consumption and employment in these areas. 
From lAS II, BRAC learned that RDP, while reaching the defined target group (landless 
and dependent on manual labour), was not as successful in reaching the bard core or 
extreme poor. lAS recommended that BRAC use other criteria than land o"'nership to 
identify the poorest families within villages. 
As a result, RDP began a survey process to identifY poorer families than the regular VO 
members in RDP areas. An initial survey asking VO members to identify poorer 
families, was followed by a second survey to confirm this information called the Survey 
Form: Hard Core Poor. 
Some 230,000 families living in RDP areas have been identified and BRAC planned tO 
u.~e this information to identify eligible VGD cardholders for the 1999-2000 VGD cycle 
which began Ju ly 1 l999.Due to the late signing of the IGVGD agreement (although 
earlier than previous phases) it was not possible to utilize this list fully in selecting VGD 
= tllJUltlc• s. 
Eli funds for Agroforesuy (outside the Donor Consortium but under the IG\'GD project) 
have been used for a highly innovative scheme to lease back land to landless women who 
use land for income generating purposes in northern Bangladesh Previously dry, 
unproductive land has been brought under productive usc. 
Rather than the standard RDP package, these hard core poor women are given a Tk 5000 
iruerest free loan to develop 30 decimals of improved land. Earnings are approximately 
Tk 425 per month per participant. Some 15,000 women are benefiting under this project 
RDP has a planned activity under negotiation, an ECO funded project, for hard core poor 
women who are to be provided with .. blended food", a dry food ration, for 10.000 women 
in 6 districts. RDP is attempt tO reach these women by introducing programming with no 
credit or meeting or group requirements. Participants will be provided with an interest 
free loan to start an IGA (disguised grant). When they pay back the loan they will be 
eligible for a second loan. 
Recommendation 
BRAC needs to develop a strategy which \vill set out the policies, the specific health and 
social development initiatives. and operations for reaching the hard core poor from the 
end ofRDP IV. This strategy paper should be developed for wide internal consultation. 
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Chapter 2 Sustaina bility of Credit Operations 
ToR 
Impact of flood. progress towards su~tainability. Experience ojlvfELA programme. 
Review recent innovation in savings producrs and practices, and BRAC plans to extend 
quantitative and qualitative access to members 
2. i) Impact of flood 
The 1998 floods were very severe in Bangladesh, and lasted from early July to mid 
October 1998. The impact ofthe 1998 flood in Bangladesh was felt acutely by people in 
terms of loss of assets and income. Several NGOs and internatio nal donors came forward 
to provide relief, and injection of fresh credit to meet people's emergency needs. The 
large ex-posure ofNGOs through credit portfolios led these donors and NGOs ro the 
question of whether these would survive the losses that people had incurred, or whether 
the slow dovm in loan repayments and loss of assets put together would cause a 
permanent damage to micro finance operations in the country. 
Response to people's needs 
• BRAC (RED division) condu.cted a quick assessment of flood losses and post flood 
rehabilitation needs in a sample ofBR..A.C's programme areas. The BRAC srudy and 
the study by an external team on Micro finance for floods, list out the in1pact on 
people as follows; 
• Immediate loss of food and shelter 
• Bealth and sanitation problems 
• Food and nutrition suffer 
• Loss of income earning assets 
• l-oss of current income 
• Loss of standing crops in the field 
• Limited access to ov,.n savings/ additional cash 
• BRAC ' s response to the flood was to launch a series of relief and rehabilitation 
measures. These included provision of food, water purifying tablets, safe drinking 
water, ORS packets, milk to c-hildren, etc. 
• While· the relief package in urban areas was extensive, rural relief was inadequate, as 
per BR..<\C's study. 
• BRAC has been abJe to respond quicldy becau·se it had the backing of good financial 
and liquidity reserves to put in operation a relief programme very quickly. BRAC 
tried local fund raising and was able to raise 2 mill Taka for relief during the flood 
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period. An effort was made to understand the needs of members, and to design a 
programme that would respond to their needs. · 
Response to Credit Needs, and Implications for Credit Portfolio 
During flood, people's need for credit increased significantly and this called for an 
immediate response from BRAC, through the credit p.ortfolio. The increased demand for 
credit resulted from the following factors: 
• Percemage of portfolio held in flood afiected branches was 72% 
• Percemage of members who boJTOw increased 
• Total loan outstanding increased 
• There were increased withdrawal of savings 
• There was reduction in weekly savings 
• The OTR {On Time Repayment) rate declined 
Thus there was increased demand for cash. BRAC was able to meet this demand. Impact 
on the credit portfolio was negative for the first few months, but later the portfolio 
stabilized. Given that there are adequate loan loss reserves, there is no danger of the 
credit portfolio being at serious risk. The loan loss reserve was proposed to be raised to 
5%, bur was raised only to 3% as the portfolio recovered and was not at risk. 
Total Expenditure 327 (mill tk) 
(Flood Rehabilitation) 
Receipt of grants 1210 (mill tk) 
BRAC money used 60 (mill tk) 
Housing Loan given 126( mill tk) 
Fund to be set up 60 (mill tk) 
BRAC has a model for projecting increased demand for loans on the basis of tbe factors 
lisred above, and based on the extensive inforrnation1hey keep on operations of each 
branch. BRAC can plan its response based on estimate of tlood related loan losses, loss 
of interest income, losses due to delays in cash flow, and additional casb requirements as 
a result of refinancing. Given that their liquidity position is good, they are able to project 
and manage a demand for funds caused by short/ medium term events like natural 
disasters. 
Other micro finance institutions in Bangladesh responded in the same way, with as much 
support as they could give for both relief and new credit. They managed not to resort to 
"loan forgiveness' , though large scale res~heduling was accepted by many 1-.1Fh. There 
is a wide recognition that dealing with natural disaster calls for a response with a delicate 
balance between response to client needs, and best practice for credit. Innovative 
products and services need to be designed, focussed ollly on tlle clients affected by the 
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disaster situation, not for all the micro finance clients of the lVJFI. This may require 
setting up a separate window for disaster management financial products.4 
Disaster Management Cell 
As a result of the experience of 1998 floods, BRAC recognized the need to give special 
attention to natural disasters. Therefore BRAC has decided to start a Disaster 
Management Cell which will be headed by a senior officer of BRAC at the HO. This 
fund will be created with TK 60 million that will be returned from the Housing Loans 
given to VO members. 
This Cell will dete.nnine the policy, 
and implement actions to be taken at 
the time of natural disaster. This is a 
very good decision, as it wilL help to 
formulate policy and implement 
decisions only for those branches, 
which face disasters at any time. 
Since every year about 30% of 
Bangladesh faces floods, natural 
disasters are not spread all over. It is 
important, therefore, to be able to 
take deci$ions only for those 
branches, without applying every 
decision to aU the branches under 
RDP. The DMC, therefore, is a very 
good idea. 
The recommendations given below, 
may be kept under the Disaster 
Management Cell, and will help to 
delineate the credit and rehabilitation 
policies of the Cell . 
Sundari had worl<~ hard for 5 years and had begun to 
make a good livelihood. She had a homestead, founeen 
birds (chicks and hens). go<Us. She was an agriculrural 
labour ~rlier, but now she was able to do paddy·hus.king 
business. In the floods, she lost all the birds. goatS. and 
five jackfruit trees, and her house. The foodgrain saved a1 
home was lost too. She feels that BRAC should provide 
Jar,oer loans so that she and several other women like her 
can rebuild their assets faster. The current provisions 
allow only for half the current Oll!Standing loan to be 
refinanced. Titis meat:ts that if she owes BRAC 3.000 TK. 
at lbe time of floods, she can liorrow anolher 1,500 TK. 
This is inadequate for rebuilding assets. There is a need 
for L1Tger loans. which would then me'.ln quick 
replacement of assets I.ost, and restore people faster w 
original levels of income. 
The Cell is expected to look after both relief operations and credit. Tt INill be good to 
detineate the credit fund under D isaster Relief clearly from the normal RDP credit. This 
is because there is demand for small credit at rimes of flood, which is quite specific to 
opportunities arising out of the flood situation, e.g. Increased trading, boat traffic 
increases, and in some cases there is an increased demand for rickshaws. A separate loan 
fund will be. able to meet loan demands ofthis type. It will also be possible to extend 
credit to members affected by flood, v.-ithout necessari ly taking the decision for all RDP 
branches. A third advantage is that loans on different conditions may be given, or some 
relaxation, refinancing decisions may be made only for the affected branches. 
• For a detailed discussion on MFl's ~nse to 1998 floods and its impact on microcredit seeM_ E. 
Hasan & Nina Nayar. Effects and Implications of Higb fropact Emergencies on Microfinance: Experiences 
from the 1998 floods in Bangladesh. SAn..lv!FI. Dhaka, 1998. 
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Recommendations 
1. Ar ticuJate a clear plan for the Disaster 1\rlarutgement Fund 
While the need for the Fund exists, there is a need to make a clear boundary between the 
RDP loan funds, and those that will be given under the DMC. This is very important 
because both are to be implememed by !he same Area Managers. 
2. Formulation of a Policy for response to naturaJ disasters 
BR...<\.C recognizes the need to have a three pronged approach to disaster management: 
• Preparedness 
• Survival 
• Rehabilitation 
a. For preparing for floods and natural disasters, there is a plan to develop 
training programmes for staH: which would orient them to possible effects of 
natural disasters, and what are the immediate steps that may be called for. 
b. The Iauer two, survival and rehabilitation support, are largely by way of a 
combination of grants and loans, and these are left to be decided at lhe time 
that such any disaster may occur. 
c. Danger of Outlining Detailed Measure: The fear is that any stated programme 
may·in facr raise expectations, or even lead to hasty .and inappropriate action 
at the area level. 
d. The Need for Well Articulated Policy: While this tear is valid irt the context of 
large credit portfol io, there is some expectation both on the p.an of sra:ff and 
cl ients for a BR..A.C response to floods or other natural disasters. 
Clients should know what support they can or cannot receive from BR..A.C at the time 
of natural disasters. Raised expectations of people cause stress to local staff, better 
communication of the provisions and limits ofBRAC support during natural 
disasters, ahead of time, will help both clients and BRAC. 
Thus there is·a case for considering the formulation of a broad policy for relief and 
rehabilitation support in the case of nanrral disasters. This would be simple in the 
case of relief measures based on .grants. 
e. As for the credit portfolio, it is not easy to take prior decisions. Yet, BRAC 
may be able to consider some measures which it has been able to follow 
without a negative impact on its credit operations, and may wam ro spell out 
these as features of a programme for immediate response to floods. (E.g. 
Permission to withdraw 50% of savings in case of emergency). There may be 
other features on which it may not want to announce a policy, e.g. A housing 
grantlloan at the time of floods. 
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3_ Study on coping strategies of1>eopk While the credit portfolio recovered, and will 
be adequately covered by increased loan loss reserves, the concerns ofpeople 
affected should be taken on board_ Will people's assets be fully replenished? What 
about the medium term impact on people, of the assets lost? 
There is a need to understand how people cope, in the medium term. When and bow do 
they try tO replace their assets lost in the flood? How much time does this involve? The 
StUdy would help BRAC explore the issue of what e>..ient can an NGO replenish or help 
replenish the loss caused to people. either through grants or·through credit support? 
2. Review of lv!ELA Programme 
MELA (Micrdenterprise Lending & Assistance) Programme is small enterprise lending 
and technical assistance, aimed at small busLrtesses, with the objective of creating 
employment and increased income of the community. 
B.RAC has allocated Taka 100 million from RDP IV for N.ffiLA programme. Of this, 
48.6 ml taka was the outstanding balance at the end of Dec 1998. The programme was 
launched in 1997 and has now been introduced in 89 branches ofRDP BRAC. 
Findings 
1 l'v!ELA has reached a tQtal of23S3 clients up to December 1998_ Of these, 2152 
(91%) are BRAC members, who are VO members with larger loan requirements than 
RDP loans, and thus suirable to graduare io lvtELA. Nine percent of the clients (201) 
were new clients. 
2 The total employment created was 51 0 I, about 2 people per business on an average. 
Of these 1292 (25%) were women_ Details are given in the table below: 
SI.No 
1 
2 
~ 
.) 
Table 2-1 
BRAC-MEL4. 
Status ofEmployment Generation Up to December 1998 
Non- BRAC 
BR..A.C 
No. of 201 2,152 
Entrepreneur 
Total Male I Female Total Male Employment 
2,163 I 295 2,458 11,336 1 
Creation of Male I Female Total Male 
New 457 I 165 622 3352 Employment 
Female 
2,959 1 
Female 
1127 
Total 
14,295 
Total 
4479 
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". A comparison of information from December 1998 ·and June 1999 update on MELA 
is given in the following table: 
!able 2.2 
MELA at June 1999 
.MEL-\ Update Up to Dec. 98 Up to June 99 
Number ofMELA branches 34 89 
Kumber of cumulative borrowers: 
Female 1,837 2,797 
Male 516 1,045 
Total 2,353 3,842 
Cumulative disbursement (since inception) 78.6 ml taka 136.4 
Loan Pomolio 
Average Loan Size (in taka) 
Average On Time Realization (OTR) : 
4. Discussions with MELA clients 
by this team revealed that 
MELA is well positioned, 
between RDP clients whoS'e 
needs cannot be fully met by 
RDP credit, and those outside 
RDP who have viable 
enterprises but do not h.ave 
finance available, MELA has 
been able to target small 
busipesses poised for growth, 
and provide them the capital 
required to expand. This has 
helped growth and transition 
process to both RDP and non-
RDP members. 
5. MELA clients will be of two 
types: those who will not return 
48.6 ml taka 80.9 
33,404 35,498 
99.4% 98.8% 
Rcl;ha Sikdar is an RDI' member for the past five years. 
She took loans of 3,000 -6,000 for the first three rounds. 
then took a MELA loru1 of 50,000/- Tk. She did paddy 
husking. and has now started rice milling. She owns a 
s~ and machines. and plans to come back to ME.LA 
for the ne.\.1 Joan to construct a room aod eJ·;paod her 
business. 
Si.judaolah does plastic recycling. He was a worker at 
another unit and after seven years. decided to stan the 
business himself. He applied for aod got 50.000/- as 
loan from BRAC. aod &ot laod allotted from the 
government He sets aside money from sales. and plans 
to do the next round of expansion with own money. 
for higher loans, because they have now got larger businesses, which will generate 
enough income at least to finance the expansion of the business to the next srage_ 
Another set of clients, especially the RDP graduates, still have further potential to 
expand and may come back to MELA for at least two or three cycles of loans. 
6_ :MELA is thus weLl targeted, and the portfolio is poised for groMh. 
Self Sufficiency 
The analysis of branch self-sufficiency, by age of branches, shows that branches break 
even during the second year. Operational self-sufficiency is considered here, and 
inflation is not built in. If financial self-sufficiency is considered, and a 6% inflation is 
built in, then the branches would break even in year 3. The table shows that three-year-
old branches achieve financial self-sufficiency. 
Table2.3 
~LA Income and Expenditure 
MELA Income & Expenditure Statement 
January to June 1999 
Average Average 
Total Yr.l Yr.2 
branch branch 
Average 
Yr.3 branch 
(89 (52 branch) (27 branch} (10 branch) 
- Branches) 
Income 
Service Charge 6,999,403 21.168 126,379 248)643 
Other fees 821,408 5,561 12,373 19,815 
Totallncome 7,820,811 26,729 138,752 268,458 
Operating Surplus (Deficit) 2, 748,417 (18,25 1) 69.775 181.353 
Non-Operating Expenses 
Loan Loss Provision 1,281,050 7398 22,956 27,655 
Tmerest on BRAC Loan 2.137.101 3!533 45,583 72,266 
Total Non-Operating 3.418,151 10,931 68,538 99,921 
Expenses 
Net Surplus (Deficit) (669,734) (29,182} 1,237 81,432 
Net surplus (Deficit) 
as % of total income -9"/o -109%1 1% 300/o 
This analysis shows that break even is reached after year 2. By this time, the number of 
clients crossed I 000, and the loan outstanding per branch averaged 1.28 million taka 
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Follow up on earlier recommendations 
Shore Bank's financial review ofBRACIRDP in 1998 has recommended that BRAC take 
up staff training. BRAC recognizes !he need for capacity building ofl'v!ELA POs, which 
was pointed out in the Shore Ba:nk report as well. BRAC is currently exploring 
establishment of new links with resource institutions in lndia, UK as also w1tb individual 
consultants and trainers. 
Shore Bank recommended that BARC concentrate on 'MELA export' businesses, Le. 
those which have customers extemal t o the village economy. BRAC feels that !he 
differentiation between local and expon businesses is a good idea, and as far as possible 
staff will be given the orientation to select and pTomote busine$ses which add direct 
employment to the economy. However, it is not possible to support only export 
businesses at this time. l'vfELA is committed to meeting the needs of small businesses, 
and cannot \eave out VO member> who m2.y not be currently in the export category. 
Currently BRAC maintains loan breakdown by seetor. The analysis for cumulative 
disbursementS is as fo Uows: 
Sector Loan Breakdown 
A. Textile Sector 
B. Conage Industry 
(Cumulative clisbursement) Million taka 
Dec 98 
23.2 
13.9 
June99 
26.9 
26.6 
C. Transpon Sector 
D Food Processing 
l'L Agro J3ased Farming 
f. Other Emcrprises 
iotal 
Stabitity and 1ake Off of'MELA l>rog,ramme 
2.4 
tL5 
5.2 
22.4 
13.6 
3.9 
t8.8 
9.8 
50 A 
136.4 
I. Tt is clear from the experience of MELA programme that demand for loan exists, and 
tnat BRAC is able to offer loans to micm enterprises. f>..s of end-June !999, &0% of 
the loan fund of I 00 million TK was disbursed . 
2. The Tk lOO million kept for MELA. \s expected to finish very soon. As MELA has 
been extended to HJQ branches in 1999, this fund effectively means TK l million is 
available for each branch. Given that the average Joan size under l'v!ELA is 33,400 
TK this translates into 30 MELAdienrs per bran.ch. 
3. This needs to be put against !he loan outstanding required, and number of clients 
required for each branch to break even. A quick estimate shows !hat to cover 
expenses of 11 staff at the division level and overheads for MELA, there would be a 
need to have loan outstanding of IS to 20 million TK, and therefore loan fund of300 
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need to have loan outstanding of 15 to 20 million TK, and therefore loan fund of300 
to 400 million TK for 10 divisions, and 100 branches. This would call for having 300 
to 500 eli ems with Joan average at about 30,000 TK. 
4. The programme has to expand if it bas to reach a sustainable level of operations, 
given ~hat it is already working in 89 branches, and has substantial costs, currently of 
90 POs and lO senior managers posted at the regional offices. 
Recommendation.s 
l. Augment the Revolving Loan Fund. Therefore, tlte critical issue for MELA at tlte 
current time is provision of revolving funds. The programme will need to access 
more revolving funds if it has to become viable. 
2 . A review of 11<1ELA should be done sometime in the first half of2000. This would 
capture the lesso.ns from MELA. The overview should lead tO a plan for the 
expansi.on of MEL A, and a project proposal should be written out for JVIELA, with 
projections for disbursements, outstanding loans, earnings, expenses, and cost 
recovery. An estimate of demand for loans, and supply of funds, would be required. 
The review would bring out clearly the scaling up potential, and planning tor scaling 
up of MELA. This may be done as an independent exercise between March and June 
2000. 
J . Training for small entrepreneurs BRAC may consider adding valu(;' to the 
entrepreneurs supported under MELA programme. Typically, these are small 
entrepreneurs who do not write accounts, have a large pan of their capital invested in 
working cap hal, and have no time to be trained. Yet, there is an opportunity to 
provide some value added in terms of training in basic enterprise management, 
accounts keeping, working capital management, etc. Tb.cse programmes may be 
developed using internal expertise \V;thioBRAC or·getting external suppon. Wirh a 
small project for enterprise trainers, putting and piloting this package at the field level 
will not be difficult. 
4. Another way in which BRAC can add value is by promoting a network of small 
entrepreneurs at Area Level or Regional Level. Enterprise Promotion and Support 
institutions in India have found this a very effective strategy to have small businesses 
come together for growth. Over a period of !ime, they begin to provide zrairung and 
enterprise ~tan up support and become vibrant networks for marketing and even 
exports. As the business development services provided to entrepreneurs should be 
demand led, these entrepreneur associations will form the forums through which such 
needs may be assessed, and addressed, by BRAC or by strengthening these 
associations and networks. 
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Specific Reoommendations for Capacity Building 
1. Augment the revolving fund Based- on the review taken up, there may be a need to 
put aside funds support for MELA for the post RDP phase, so that it may be 
supported till the project achieves fuU financial stability. 
2. BRAC should do a training needs analysis for its 100 staff employed for l.VIELA. 
work. This may be done internally inBRAC first, and may involve external 
consultants at this stage. lt would be good to use external resource persons with 
experience of enterprise training in the small business sector. 
3. Once TNA has been completed, it would be good to have external resource persons 
help BRAC with development of training packages (for different levels, senior Staff 
and trainers, POs, and clients), pilot tesring of these and then the final stage. 
Consultancy fur this entire process may be needed for the three-stage process 
outlined. 
4. BR.A.C needs to build links with a network of resource institutions for enterprise 
support. This requires the senior officers in MELA writing to, getting information 
on, and even vis iting some enterprise suppon institutions in India, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand and Philippines. 
5. BRAC experience ofMELA is unique in many ways. It is an NGO experience with 
micro entrepreneurs, which is nor c<immon in Asia through the NGO sector. II is 
mainstream organizations that provide finance at ·this level, and NGOs provide 
through the group Structures. It would be worthwhile·to document the l\1ELA 
e:tperience as also to build in an element of action research with creation of small 
business networks anhe district! area level. The action research would have tO be 
carefully designed and documented. 
2.iii Savings Programmes 
Recent Innovations io savings products and practices, and BRAC plans to extend 
quantitative and q1,1alitative access to members. 
a. The Sector in Bangladesh 
The micro finance sector in Bangladesh ha s grown significantly over the past ten years. 
Though some organizations Started in 1974, the major growth has come in the early 
1990s. Growth of this industry calls for continuous discussions on issues of 
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accountability, governance, impact of micro finance, building capacity to manage in an 
increasingly complex and competitive market, and the iSSile of 'financial sustainability. $ 
The tbree who started in 1974-1976 were BRAC, Grameen Bank and Proshika Other 
have mostly started in the beginning of the '90s. Comparison of key statistics, for the 
369 MFis, with B'RAC, is given be!ow6:. 
T.able 2.4 
BRAC's Position in the lVIiero Finance Sector in Bangladesh, June 1998 
Particulars Dataof369 Grameen BRAC, June B.RACas % of 
NGOs, June figures 1998 total 
1998 
Total active 7.17 2.3 2.2 23% 
members (ho., 
million) 
1 mahctive 5.97 1.2 2.17 27% 
female 
members (no., 
million) 
Total 4,91 N.A. 1.92 N.A 
outstanding 
borrowers (no., 
million) 
Total 53,589 98,171 25,601 !7% 
disbursement 
(in million 
w.ka) 
Total loan 11,806 14,918 4315 !6% 
outstanding (in 
million taka) 
Net savings (i'n 4,288 7,379 1996 117% 
million taka) 
Even a cursory glance shows that BRA.C has at least one fourth to one sixth of the 
market, and is a big player in the micro finance market. The field, however, is growing 
fast, and BR.A.C needs to examine and modify its products in line with the market grmvth, 
while at the same time protecting irs large portfolio from undue risk. 
'For a detailed discussion see Da,id Cracknell. Mlcro-Fillaoce in Bangladesh: SignpOSts towards a more 
p.rofessional micro·finance industry (Briefing paper for discussions. DF£0, Bangladesh). July 1999 
• Source CDF Statistics: Microfinance S~atislics ofNGOs and other MFis, Volume 6, June 1998. Credi! 
and Development Forunl, Dhaka. 
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Recent Innovation$ in savings products and practices 
-. 
1'raillt\onal!y, bankers have r~;~tated sav\n.gs Qf ~;~ne gr~;~up t~;~ users of m~;~11ey, borr~;~wers, 
and this is the fouudaiion of the banking system. As banks grew larger, the smaller 
clients tended to get left out, and the recent developments in micro credit of the past two 
decades is really the re-discovery of banking principles, in the coot ext of needs of the 
poor. 
Several NGOs have taken on micro finance operations. The oldest model, implemented 
largely by international donor funding, was matching grants against savings of members. 
Over time. more sophisticated systems for savings and loans have evolved. More 
rec.em\y, over the past three year~, there has been an increased emphasis on savings 
mobihzation as a strategy to achieve viability of micro finance operations. This has led 
to offering savings instruments designed to meet the needs -of poor people. 
The need for flexibility in savings and withdrawals has led to design of savings 
in:,--uumems that allow for different types of savings products: 
• where people will earn a cenain return 
• where people will be-able ro withdraw savings 
• w11ere there will be an option for long term savings, and insurance and pensions 
Most MFis and NGOs in Bangladesh have moved towards introducing at least one or rwo 
products in each range, and are giving greater choices in terms oftime, frequency. terms 
of savings, loans, and repayments. 
Of late, several new products have been introduced. These include mandatory savings, 
unlimited savings, long term savings, savings for non-members and insur-ance products_; 
Qualitative access 
BRAChas had a limited range of savings and loan products for the first ten years of its 
credit operations. Over the past three to four years, several changes have been 
introduced. Along with the expansion of.RDP, more needs of members have surfaced. 
Others NGOs have introduced new products in micro finance. The floods nave brought 
to the fore the need for greater flexibility by micro finance institutions. These factors 
have ledBRAC to change some of their rules, and modify some products, and introduce 
some new ones. 
' For a listing ofsaving~ and loan products in differeD! ranges, see Dewan A. H. Alamgir, Microfinancial 
services in Bangladesh, Review of l!Ulovauons and 1: rends. Credit and Development Forum. Dhaka. 
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BRACh d' ' llhdhfill astra mona ty a 1 e o owmg fin 'al d anct .oro ucts: 
SAVNGS DETAil.. TE&\I!Sf RETURNS/ 
CONDITIONS 
Own Savings mill. TK 10 every two • 6% return of savings 
weeks • Can withdraw 25% after 
5 years, 50"/o after 1 0 
years 
• can withdraw up to 50"/o 
for natural calamities 
Compulsory Savings 5% of loan amount Can be withdravmli.'<e own 
savings? 
Current Accounts Savings Any amount can be put in Can be withdrawn at any 
any time for safe custody, time, in part or in full by the 
no interest is paid on this member 
LOA.'% 
General Loans 15% flat Can be taken for any 
acceptable income earning 
activity 
Sector Program Loan 15% flat Can this be taken in 
addition to the general loan. 
even when the general loan 
is still being repaid? 
Rural Enterprise Loan 15% flat These loans are like sectoral 
loans. for non-farm 
businesses such as 
restaurants, manufacturing, 
marketing. etc. 
Housing Loan I 0"/o It can run concurrently 'vith 
the other two loans above 
BRAC invited Stuan Rutherford to study its savings services and advise how to modify 
these, and offer products and services more in line with people's needs. 8 As per his 
suggestions, BRAC made modifications to its current range of products. 
BRAC proposes to refine the savings products, and recast them as the following four 
r:ypes of savings products· 
I. Nirapatta Sanchay (Security Savings) 
2 . Dirgha Meyadi Sanchay (Deposit Pension Scheme) 
3. Chalti Sanchay (Current Savings) 
8 for a detailed discussion of rational for bis suggestions to BRAC, see report by Sruan Rutherford, The 
development ofBRAC's savings services for the poor. Dhaka, March 1999. 
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4. Sthaee Meyadi Sanchay (Fixed Deposit) 
.Brief descriptions of each savings product are given below. 
L l'f~rapatta Sanchay (Security Savings) 
The currently existing 'voluntary and compulsory savings scheme' is renamed as 
Nirapatta Sancbay (Security Savings). Each village organization member is expected tO 
save an amount between Tk.IO.OO and Tk.50.00 on each fortnightly meeting; this is a 
voluntary saving. When . a loan is disbursed tO a member, 5% of the loan amount is 
compulsorily kept back as savings for the member_ In December, BRAG gives the 
members interest at 6%, annually, calculated on ·the June balance of these savillgs. A 
loanee is required tO. have a savings balance amounting to 25% of the loan amount as 
security. Amounts in excess of25% will open for withdrawal if the member so desires. 
2. Dirgha Meyadi Sanchay (Deposit Pension Scheme) 
This account will be for 5 or 10 years. In addition to the members, their parents, brothers 
or sisiers might join this scheme as weU. The member& wiU have to deposit a cenain 
frxed amount monthly for the duration of the scheme . . At the end of the scheme they will 
get back their total amount plus the interest., calculated at 8% compounded annually. 
Below, are given the monthly deposit rates and the respective total amount at the end of 5 
and l 0 years. 
Monthly Deposit Total Amount atEnd of Total Amount at End of 
Amount Scheme (5 yeats) Scheme (10 years) 
(Taka) 
so I 3,672 l 9,068 
\00 1,144 !%,137 
200 14,690 36,274 
300 22,035 54,4 11 
400 I 29,3SO I 72,548 
500 I 36,725 I 90,686 
A depositor might nominate one or several people to receive th.e amount. The 
depositor may change the nominee later on. 
3. Chalti Sanchay (Current Savings) 
This would be like a normal currem account in a bank; howeveF, the existing banks are 
not interested to open accounts with su<;h small amounts. The account will have to 
opened with a minimum of Tk.. 50, and this minimum balance will have to be kept at all 
times; beyond that, the members might deposit or withdraw money, as many times as 
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they want to. At the end of the year, interest would be given at 5%, 11llnuall y, on the 
minimum monthly balance in the year. 
4. Sthaee Sanchay (Fixed Deposit) 
This would be a term deposit saving scheme. All members of BRAC, .as well as their 
parents, brother or sisters, might become members of this scheme. From a minimum of 
Tk. 1,000, the member might deposit any amounts in multiples of Tk. 1,000. The terms 
would be f<lr l -5 years . 1nterest would be calculated at 9% annuaHy comp<~unded.. The 
money may not be withdrawn before completion of the term. However, if in case of 
extenuating situation the deposit is withdrawn, interest will not be paid for the pan of a 
year, only for a complete year. The total amount receivable for different deposit amoums 
are shown below: 
Table 2.5 
Deposit Total Amount at the End of Term (Taka) 
Amount (Taka) I year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 
1,000 I 1,090 I I , 188 I 1295 1,411 1,538 
1.,000 2,180 2 ,376 2,590 2,823 3,077 
3,000 3,270 3.564 3,885 4,234 4,616 
4,000 4,360 I 4.752 I 5,180 5,646 I 6,154 
5,000 5,450 I 5,940 I 6 475 I 7,058 I 7,693 
6,000 6, 540 I 7, !28 I 7,770 8,.469 I 9,231 
7,000 7,630 I 8.316 I 9,065 I 9,88 [ I 10,770 
8,000 8,720 9,504 I 9,505 10,360 11.293 
9,000 9,810 10,692 I 11,655 12,704 13.848 
10,000 10,900 11,881 I 12,950 14. 115 15,386 
The depositor might nominate one or several people, which may be changed later on with 
a wrinen application. 
The loan products will continue to be the same. The only change has been that the 
minimum amount of loan has been raised to 4,000 TK and the maximum has been raised 
to 15,000 TK The mion of savings to loan stays at 2%. BRAC believes that people's 
capacity to manage loans is limited initially, hence the fll'st two Joans must have this 
condition. Later, as the income· of the client increases (through sectoral support 
programmes), the savings would also increase, and then the ration of savings to loans 
would cease to be a constraint. This is the logic for keeping initial loan amounts small. It 
is a prudent principle, given that there are several players in the market in Bangladesh, 
and it is wise for an i\ffi not to risk larger amounts till the clients have been with them 
for at least two loan cycles. 
These changes take into account the suggestions made by Stuart Rutherford to BR.J\C, 
who studied BRAC' s portfolio and advised them how to modify their products given the 
current and changing sce11ario. There is a-need to make micro fmance more and more 
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flexible ro suit the needs of clients. While it is not possible for BRAC to become 
completely flexible, given the scale of irs operations, the critical issue of savings 
mobilization seems to bave been addressed by introduction of the new savings products. 
Clients have the choice to keep current account or term savings from I to l 0 years, under 
these four options. Sufticiem flexibility for withdrawal exists, if a member has a 
combination of these savings accounts with BRA C. 
Overall Performance llRAC's Credit Portfolio 
The credit portfolio ofBRAC is strong. The On Tune Repayment rate for the whole loan 
portfolio ofTK 575:2 mi llion loan outstanding, is 91 %. The credit recovery within 12 
installments is 96 % (calculated at dues paid within 12 installments, or 6 months) and up 
to 98% i> recovered within 25 installments willtin a year). Since these.are two-week 
installments, BR.t>.C recovers 9&% of the 1oans due within one year. 
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Sectoral Analysis 
The table below shows a sectoral analysis of the loan portfolio. 
Table 2.6 
Principal Outstanding Amount by Sector 
(For the month of June, 1999) 
Sectors Total Principal Past Due (number of ino;rallmems) 
OutStanding 0 lnsts. 1 • 12 RecO\'ety 
% in<l2 
TOTAL Sector as 5,71»,811,807 84 12 96 
%oftow 
RURAL TRAD~G 47 2.684.176,+41 88 10 98 
POULTRY & LIVESTOCK 12 705 .219,791 77 18 95 
OTHERS 12 669,77-!,678 82 15 91 
AGRICULTURE 9 500,420,483 86 12 98 
FOOD PROCESSING 9 494,512,126 80 15 95 
FISHERIES 6 356,592,119 84 II 95 
HOUSING 2 109,085,286 63 u 17 
RURAL TRA!'ISPORT 71.759.301 84 13 97 
COTTAGEINDUSTRY I 30.187.601 78 ~~ 92 
BAOR 0 24,704.100 74 17 91 
SERVICE 0 23.595,255 91 7 98 
HEALTH 0 17.496,491 93 6 99 
SERICULTIJR£ 0 14.592.354 78 9 81 
The strongest sectors in terms of repayment are also the largest ones. The payments !Tom 
rural trading, poultry and livestock, agriculture. food processing, fisheries, rural transport 
and others exceed 95% within 12 installments. The sectors with low repayments, 
sericulture, cottage industry put together constitutes less that 2% of the portfolio For 
these sectors, too, repayment rates are between 85% and 92%. 
In another section the collection of service charges is analyzed by sector. Even though 
some sectors have lower recovery of service charges as compared to costs incurred ( 
many of which are development costs), the above table shows clearly that sectoral 
performance of the credit portfolio is good, the sectors with large loans outstanding have 
high repayment rates, and vice versa. 
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Credil as the Plank for RDP SustainabiJjty 
It is the credit portfolio that is the main plank of financial sustainabil ity within BR.A.C' s 
RDP programme. Th.o11gh most l'SEs break even, they contribute little to the overall 
income. The sectoral programmes require continued injection of funds, at least till end of 
the 'RDP period, and it is the credit portfolio that would contribute funds towards 
sustaining sector activities. The credit portfolio makes enough surplus to fund essential 
health care and legal education, too. if only revenue costs are taken into account. 
The table below gives the details of the financial contribution of the credit sector to the 
overall RDP work, in 1998. 
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Ptogrammc Sul'pon 
Enterprises 
Net Surplus 
Credit Programme 
Net surplus of Credit Piognunme 
Tabtel.i 
Summary Statement 
RDPForthe Year 1998 (TAKA) 
Poultry Feed Mill I l't.lwn SeOO 
Farm _ Hatchery Processing 
(4,888,386) Z63,159A77 
Tot..{ 
l 
I 
258,?.11 
Service charge realized from Sector Program: 
- PouiU)' and Livestock 8,908,138 8, '101( 
. Fisheries 
- Social forestry 
- Sericulrure and silk development 
- Honiculrutc and vegetable 
Total Service charge 
Total Income 
Expenditure of Sector Progmnune 
- Poultry and Livestock 
- Fisheries 
- Social forestry 
- Sericulrure and silk development 
- Horucolrure and vcgcL1ble 
Total Expenses 
Net Sw-p!us 
Expenditure for tile Year 1998 (only revenue e.'}lenses) 
Htunan Rights 
Essemial Health Care 
Total 
Ftoanc-.-d by Donors : 
-For Credit services 
- For Sectoral expenses 
- For Loan re,•olving fund 
- For other activities 
Tc>tal 
7,687,077 7,6t? 
952,067 '1>2: 
2,468,()38 2 46'6 
8,248,329 s:l<l'i 
----~2~8~,2~6~4~.2~4~9~~~~~------~2~8-~44 
23.375,863 263,159.~77 2S6 63~ 
64.954,390 
31,476,137 
13,011.152 
16.982,327 
29,324,501 
l:i5. 748.507 
(132;372,644) 263,159:477 
36,201,498 
127.484,258 
1:11.980.103 
312,3 \ ~.112 
617.979.971 
6-l,'ll;<l 
31, 476 
13 .. o 11 
16, 'lfiL 
29)2-t,So 
!55,11S 
36~01, 
l2i, ~ 'i'l 
Dl,'lso 
)22 ?>1'1 
The figures indicate quite clearly that the credit portfolio bad a surplus, which can absorb 
uncovered costs of sector programmes, if necessary, and some costs of development 
programmes like health, legal education. etc. The projections for post RDP period can be 
ma.de in a similar manner, with a refined fina.licial model, so that post RDP planning can 
ce done by BRAC for the essential RD? oompoM-ms. 
Projection of Credit Portfolio for Next live years 
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made in a simi lar manner, with a reftned financial model, so that post RDP planning can 
be done by BRAC for the ~ssential RDP oomponents. 
Projection_ of Credit Portfolio for Next five years 
BR.A.C plans to extend quantitative access 10 credit in the coming years, to more 
vulnerable women in the areas where it works. overage in numbers: BRAC has 
conducted a survey in the areas where it already operates, and l1as estimated that there are 
234,000 vulnerable women in these areas. BRAC plans to extend coverage to these 
women., as well as another 50,000 to 70,000 new members every year. The loan portfolio 
is thus expected to cover 300,000 new members every year. 
This would put an initial strain in that in the first two to three years BRAC invests in 
sector training of the members, hence spends more than they earn, but after year three the 
eMnings from t he. portfolio exceed the costs. 
Analysis in previous paragraphs shows thaT credit is the strongest portfolio ofRDP, the 
plank on which the financial sustainability of the project rests. Thus it seems logical that 
the credit portfolio be maximized in the coming years, so that the surplus can continue to 
fund sectoral and other de·ve\opment programmes of BRAC. The projectiono for the 
credit fund ofBRAC are given in the Annexure I. Given realistic assumptions about 
increase in number of members. average loan amounts, repayment rates, and cosrs. 
BRAC expects to get about 350 to 440 million TK comribution (lower end if new 
members are included, and higher end if they are not) from the credit fund for [rs 
development activities. (Annexure Ton credit projection). 
The projC'-''tions show that including new members reduces initial earnings, but over a 
period of time, by 2003 the return for the projection with new members, is more than 
~"~ce as high as. that without new members. This i.ndicates that it a good long-rerrn 
strategy to get revolving funds and extend coverage to new members. 
Development Credit: BRAC's Cove.rage 
AS of now, BRAC has a reasonable coverage of people in the poorer families. A< the 
\owes1 level , the lGVGD programme offers crdit to vulnerable women. At the ne:u 
level is the RDP credit programme. along with the Rural Credit Programme (RCP). This 
is the largest span, covering people with needs up to .20,000/- taka. The next band is the 
iV!ELA programme, which provides credit to micro enterprises, ranging from 20,000 to 
200,000 taka The proposed BRAC bank will service yet another cllentele, at even higher 
levels of credit requirement. 
Given its reach in botll rural and urban areas, and experience of25 years, credit is the 
s.trongest activity ofBRAC. Wich the proposed expansions, BRAC ·will be a key player 
in each segment of the credit market in Bangladesh. 
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Specific Recommendations 
4. Do an Industry Analysis The micro credit sector in Bangladesh has brok~n new 
ground .. and new products are being introduced. Given the size of the NGOs relative 
to the size of the country, new introductions tend to be replicated fast by others, and 
also make an impact on the overall market for micro credit. 1n this situation, it 
becomes important for a large NGO like BRAC to keep track of the current 
developments at all times, and assess impact of these on its own credit operations. 
5. Strategically Position BRAC Credit We recommend that BR..<\C conduct an internal 
study, through RED, or using e.>.:temal consultant on the size of the micro credit 
market, with specific reference to BRAC. Keep in mind the existing competition 
from different agencies and products, and then project the scenario that would be of 
relevance to BRAC. This would help BR.ft..C make important strategic decisions. It is 
\ike an industry survey specifically meant to make market segmenting and positioning 
decision for BRA C. 
6. El'.plore Credit Guarantee Fund BRAC has a large amount of funds locked up in 
the Joan loss reserve. While this is essential at the present stage, the banking sector 
has. traditionally us.ed credit guarantee funds.. Large micro credit supporters in some 
countries are now considering this option. It may be good for BR.<\C to explore 
whether it is useful and I or pos.sible to set up a guarantee fund for BRAC's credit 
fimd Tf thi5 wen~ possible, it wo•tld he a g()()rl back up for increa,ing coverage, 
especially to cover vulnerable people. lt would also release 1110re funds for BRAC 
for the loan operations. This may be a good idea to ;tudy, and even look at working 
on for post RDP IV. 
• BRAC should do a complete financial modeling including each part of th e RDP 
programme for post RDP p hase between March and June 2000. 
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2.iv) Effectiveness and Sustainability of Sector Programmes 
Tor 
Consider progress in implementing the recommendations .of recent sector programme 
reviews, and general appropriateness and effectiveness of the sector programmes in 
contributing to employment, income generation and other social objectives, partiClllarly 
gender and equity Review the prospects of suswinabilily <?[sectoral programmes, for 
example through cost recovery mechanisms. · Review the extent to which economically 
active VO members are solely/ mainly dependent on BRAC inputs. Does subsidy give 
BRAC anzmfair .advantage over other suppliers. 
Identify areas of concern, anti advise them on potential priorities for technical 
assistance in tlte short and medium tern~ 
Strategic linkage between credit and sectors 
The success ofBRAC in bringing people above the poverty line is largely dependent 
upon the sector support provided. BRAC's poverty al leviation strategy involves: 
• Group Organization (BRAC selects 
women according to a criteria of poverty, 
and groups of35 women are formed, 
called VOs) 
• Savings & Credit 
• Training in any .sector 
• Technical support 
• Input support and I or marketing linkage 
and/ or marketing of output 
• Follow up 
• The cycle repeats, and is a continuous 
process 
Tile sectOrs arc as follows: 
• Agriculrute, Horticull\liC 
• Poultiy & livestock 
• Fisheries 
• Sericulture 
• Social Forestty 
In this way, credit and sectoral training and follow up support go band in hand. Due to 
this linkage of credit and sectoral support, BRAC has been able to create several 
entrepreneurs in each sector. 
REP: An incubator for sector programmes 
The Rural Enterprise Programme is the section ofRDP where several act ivities are e~-perimemed 
with, and then com·erted into a business that can be developed 10 scale. Titis sm<Jll business 
would then be ready to replicate. REP has · moduled' several sector activities into businesses by 
villagers. in this way. The activities de\>-eloped in the section include Key rearers, chick reams. 
model rearers. hatchery, cow rearers (in poui!I)' and lives,rock); vegetable growerS, horticulture 
llllrSeries. grafting nurseries, Agro foresuy farming, (in agriculture and horticulture); Chawki 
rearers (sericulture), low cost hatchery, Sarputi rearer. e31p DUTSeiY operator (in fisheries) ere. 
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The number of businesses taken up are given in the following table: 
Table 2.8 
Operational Report of Sector Programme: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
-6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
t!j 
12 
131 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
May 99 
Particularsl ----=-...:M:.:::,oa.),_,'-;_99~1 
Cumulative 
Poultry 
Poultry Worker 49983 
KeyRearer l 1377960 
Chick Rearer 18282 
Model Rearer 11202 
Hatchery l4lS. 
Feed Seller 2531 
Livestock 
CowReare.r 101779 
CalfRearer 1639 
AI Worker 143 
Parayer 3625 
A'l:nculture 
-
Vegetable Grower j 84588 
Vegetable Cultivated I 24155 
Land( Acre) 
Social Forestry 
No. Honiculture Nursery 7065 
Grafting Nursery 619 
Agro-Forestry Farmer !4609 
Senculture 
Chawki Rearer 1959 
Silkworm Rearer Jl 149 
F1shenes 
Water Body(Pond)- Acre j 25876 
Water Body(BRAC&IF AD)-1 3639 
Acre 
Low Cost Hatchery I 223 
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22 Fish Rearer 100526 
23 Carp Prawn Rearer\ 5363 
24\ Sarputi Rearer 21111 
25 Carp Nursery Operator 9183 
26 Prawn Nursery OperatorJ %0% 
271 Shuruchi !314 
281 Supanna 5453 
Total busrnesses created 1886:200 
There may be wme o.vere&timation i.n the above table, in the case of pond and water 
bodies acreage, where the assumption is made that each acre constitutes one business. 
Similarly, in terms of vegetable lands cultivated, the figure is in terms of acreage. In 
reality most women have less than an acre, but some may have more than one acre of 
land. lt would be a dose estimate to say that the number of rural businesses was about 
1.85 million in 1998. As BRAC records only the main activity of each entrepreneur, 
there is no risk of double counting the businesses. In fact there may be an 
underestimation of number of entrepreneurs, as some businesses (e.g. pond acquaculrure) 
are group businesses. 
How is sector self sufficiency ensured? 
B R.A..C has a system of service charges for various provided to members io each sectOr 
Over a period of time, these service charges are expected to yield sufficient income to 
cover the expenses of providing the services. There are different ways oflevying service 
charges: 
• The charge can be for inputs, for instance each Day Old Chick (DOC) is paid for, 
or the feed purchased, or eggs in the case of silk, vegetable seeds, and so oa 
• The service charge can be based on the service provided, e.g. Visits made for 
treating a sick cow_ 
• A coverage based charge may be levied for follow up services and technical 
St.lpport, for instance the member may pay a standard fee per year per water body 
for fisheries sector, or per acre for support services for the agriculture and social 
forestry s~tor. 
There is an elaborate system for service charges for each s~tor, which is meticulously 
designed and followed up by BRAC area offices. The head office follows this up. 
Studies. are done internal\y to a=rtain the costs ofservices and whether the charges 
levied cover the costs incurred. 
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Prospects of self sufficiency 
There are several ways in which sectoral programmes can.be made self-sufficient. The 
service charge system is explained above. 
At the beginning of RDP IV, targets wen~ set for service charge recovery. The 
performance against these targets is given below: 
Table 2.9 
Service Charge Realization : 
Target & Achievement 
1996 1997 
Sector Target Acbieve % Target Achieve % 
ment ment 
PoultJy 8{. Live St<x:k 5,265,00 11,021,23 209 8,651,2 10,123,1 117 
0 7 % 50 54 % 
Fisheries 3,997,17 4,636,9 I 1 116 5,773,0 4,94&, 18 860/o 
0 % 50 3 
Agriculture & S.Foresuy 6,430.50 5,846,433 91% 7,807,5 5,880, 78 75% 
0 00 3 
Sericulture 840,000 2,745,428 327 1,800,0 3,020,32 168 
% 00 8 % 
Total \16,532,6 24,250,00 147 24,03 1, 23,972,41 100 
70 9 % 800 48 % 
1998 1999(Ma 
rch) 
Sector Target Acbieve % Target Acbieve % 
ment ment 
Poultry & Livestock 11.984.2 9.064,499 76% 2,765,7 2.300,62 83% 
50 00 5 
Fisheries 7,082,19 7,687,077 109 1,672,7 1,785,65 107 
0 % 04 6 % 
Social F oresrry 918,000 840,249 92% 2 18,70 200,648 92% 
0 
Agriculture 8, !72,00 ?,248,329 101 1,786,5 1,736,51 97% 
0 % 00 1 
SericuJ ture 3, 520,00 1,454,380 41% 1,040,0 253,503 24% 
0 00 
Total 31,676,4 27,294,53 86% 7,483,6 6,276,94 84% 
40 4 04 ~ .) 
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The s.ervice charge.s collection as per targets was low in 1998, but has picked up and is 
expeCted to be on track from !999. Given that BRAC has plans to extend acreage in 
po"nds, and in horticulture activit\er., overalt targets fur &eNice charges collection will be 
met. There is a difference in sectoral recovery, and sericulture will not attain the 
previously forecasted levels. 
These service charges, however, do not cover all sector costs. The table below gives the 
ex~eot to which sector programmes cover their costs, for the calendar year 1998, and the 
first ihree months of 1999. 
I 
N<lme 
of 
Sector 
Fisheries 
Agriculture 
Poultry & Livestock 
Sericulture 
Social Forestry 
Total 
Name of 
Programme 
Table 2.10 
Cost Recovery Rep on : 1998 & l999(Marcb.) 
For January to December 1998 : 
Service 
Charge 
Reali<:ed 
7,687,0771 
8,248,3291 
9,064,499 
1,454;3&01 
840,249 
27,294,534 
Service 
Incl. Training 
Cost 
Total 
Expenses 
27,405,906 
26,605,424 
64,806,743 
9,545,005 
!0, 141,040 
138,504, I 24 
IncL Training 
Cost 
Total 
%of 
Recovery 
28% 
31% 
14% 
15% 
8% 
20% 
of 
Exc. Training 
Cost 
Total 
Expenses 
11,834,990 
12,411,205 
28,278,307 
'3,902,408 
4,842,956 
61,269,8651 
Exc. Training 
The tables show that sector programmes cover their costs only to the extent of 45% in 
1998. However, since this year all operations were affected by flood, businesses like 
-
% of 
Recover) 
65 
6c 
32 
3/ 
l7 
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fisheries, poultry and livesto<:k. agriculture, suffered a setback. It is expected that by the 
end ofthe project period. Sector COStS will be covered to the extent of75% (ifuaining 
costs are excluded). 
In the first year, training costs are much higher than service charges levied. As the 
member becomes competent at the main activity, she gives more by way of service 
charges and costs reduce. However, the sector portfolio does not become positive for 
BRAC-RDP as a whole for the following reason: 
• Every year several new members are inducted (around 300,000 are expected to be 
inducted every year from 2000 to 2003), and there are training costs to be incurred for 
all new members. 
• With incteasing membership more staff has to be deployed to provide follow up and 
technical suppon services. 
• As the portfolio grows, member training ..,.;n reduce and cost reduction is expected. 
• As members begin to need reduced follow up support, BR..o\C would reduce some of 
the follow up staff. 
• There is a pl:lnned strategy for increase in service charges for each sector, which is 
detailed below. 
Agriculture: BRAC plans to increase the number of nurseries pet· area office. As the 
area under nm·scrics increases, cost recovery would increase for the sector. As both 
vegetable growing and plunt nurseries are profitable businesses, agricultural sector 
is likely to betomc financially selfsufficiem within the project period. 
Fisheries: In tlte fisheries sector. too, it is expected that hatcheries. nurseries and 
pond acquaculture wiiJ increase. BRAC bas plans to increase the number of water 
bodies with their members. This would increase service charges. 
Poultry: BR.\C plans to put up one more poultry farm for DOCs. this wouJd ghe 
increased income. Income from broilers is expected to go up too. 
Sericulture: BRAC plans to extend bush cultivation, as suggested in the scriculture 
Mid Term Review report. This would improve the quality of cocoons, which would 
then command a higher price, and yield improved yarn. 
As for self-sufficiency for the sector programmes as a whole, this will be achieved by 
cuning down the single largest element of cost, training. Both member and staff uaining 
costs have been high because of increase in members and staff. This will be cut down by 
early 2000, and then there is a realistic possibility of the sector programmes becoming 
financially self-sufficient to the extent of800.h.. While agriculture. fisheries, pou!rry and 
livestock are likely to become fully self sufficient, social forestry may reach 600..{. and 
sericu!rure sector less than 50% by the end of the project period. 
Given these strategies, it is expected that targets for service charge recovery will be 
achieved for all sectors, except for sericulture. Given the revision of activities as 
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suggested in the mid-term review of the sericulture sector (Morton and Datta), BRAC 
secior team has revised the targets for service charge realization downwards. The cost 
recovery, as a percentage of total COSts (excluding training, is expected to be 60% m 
1999 and 65% in the year 2000. 
Sector programmes will require a subsidy of 30 to 40 mi II i.on every year, at the current 
levels of membership, to cover several suppon services tO new members in different 
sectors. 
Contribution to employment and income 
The number of!,usinesses in each sector, by main activity is about 1.88 million. The 
calculations of additional income and employment generation are done as follows: 
• The additional income generated from the main activity is calculated. If this exceeds 
TK 500 per month, it is counted as full time employment for one person. The net 
income is taken for this calculation. 
• As the calculation is done for women economic activities at the village level, only 
one person's employment can be counted for each member. By and large this would 
be all right. In cases where husbands, brothers, children help with the activity, this 
way of counting will not account for additional employment created. However, by 
the conservative principle, this is a good practice. 
• Similarly, there is another level of underestimation. Each woman has one main 
activity, as per the records with BR..O.C, and it is for this activity that technical and 
follow up support from BR.AC is provided, for this activity that BRAC estimates the 
employment generated. However, each member in fact has a portfolio of income 
earning activities, for instance she has afuw hens, goats, maybe a cow, and a fish 
hatchery. The calculation of income is a conservative estimate in that it takes only 
the main activity into account. 
• Twice a year, programme staff and monitoring staff do sample surveys to find out 
how much income is generated from each activity. These findings are put together to 
estimate the total employmem generated by activities in each sector. 
Gender Equity 
Gender equity of the financial portfolio can be seen by the gender differentiation of the 
loan portfolio. In the case of BRAC, over 98"/o of active members are women. This 
percentage, however, only indkares that women are the debtors. The key determinants to 
whether these loans contribute to gender equity has to be seen through the following 
indicators: 
• Do women decide which income earning activity will be taken up? 
• Are they technically competent to take up the activity? 
• Do they 111anage the most critical business activity? 
• Do they have access to markets, and therefore the cash income from the busi11ess? 
• Do they have control over the eamings? 
1n this review, it was not possible to find ·an the above answers. However, the overall 
picture seems positive. Most of the time women decide which activity will be taken up. 
This is done in discussion with the BR-AC local staff, who introduces the women to the 
different sectoral activities. Women then choose the activity they fee! they can manage 
best. for the first 1oan. This rnay be go:ns or poultry very often, and many times the first 
loan is taken for a rickshaw, whjch the husband would use instead of the one he rents out 
currently. Til is saves the family some money every day. 
BRAC provide~ orientation and training to VO members for the sectoral activity the 
women have chosen. This is the most important input as it orients the woman, provides 
her· the required ski\\s and pu\s her definitely tn charge of the business, however small 
rhat it may be. 
Most of the time women manage the activity. Goat rearing, cow rearing, poultry, are 
activities whlch wo·men look after. In the case of nurseries, men of the family help with 
the labour. Women manage the fishery (hatchery, rearing, etc.) themselves too. The 
techuical training, combined \vith in\')uts support and follow up support by BRAC, 
ensures <hat women are able w do a competent job of managing the business. 
The most critical link is the one to the market. ln most cases, the sales are local, within 
the village. [n other cases, buyers come from outside to the village to purchase, e.g. eggs, 
fingerlings, 8-week-old chicks, plants, etc. There are also businesses and times when the 
produce has to be taken to the market, especially for vegetable growers, fishes, etc. In 
such cases, there are instance when the men ~ake the produce and receive the cash. 
Where the produce is taken to BRAC office, the woman has to complete the transaction 
herself. Overall, women seem to be in touch with the market, and have access !0 
markets. This is an impression derived from meeting with about 30 women entrepreneurs 
at rru1dom. 
Some aspects of access and control over credit are studied in BRAC's impact study, 
which indicates that 53% of women handed over their Joan money to their male 
household members. 2 However, a more comprehensive study, of a few in-depth ease 
studies, would show what impact the Ciedit has had on gender relations. 
Income Equity 
The issue of whether sector programmes contribute to reduction in income inequalities in 
the village, can be assessed at the time of impact assessment. In general, if the targetm; 
of the poor 'ts done well, there would be a reduction in income inequalities. In some 
9 A.MM Hussain (ed.) Pov.crty Alleviation and Empowerment. The Second Impact Assessment Study of 
BRAC's RurarDev-elcpmem l'rcg;amme. BRJ\C, Oha~ My 199~. 
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cases where natural resource management is involved, there is a redistribution of assets in 
favour of poor women. For instance, intb.e Baor programmes, ponds which had been 
silted. have been desi lted, and have been given to groups of poor women for fish rearing. 
These ponds have been leased to women, on a 50-year lease contract, by the governmem. 
In these cases there is a definite impact on both economic and gender equity. 
Conclusions 
• The sector programmes are doing well, and form the dynamic linkage between 
credit and increasing incomes ofVO members. Of the five sectors, agriculture, 
horticulture, fishery, poultry and livestock are well on track. The sericulrure 
sector is new to BR.A..C and needs two to three years to overcome the t eclmical 
problems. The mid-term revie,.v of sericu.Jture has made suggestions about the 
improvements to be made. and these are being implemented by BRAC. 
• Overall, the target set for service charges is likely tO be achieved in the case of all 
sectors except sericu\ture, and in the tatte; case me target has been revised 
downwards, given what are realistic targets after mid term review of sericulture. 
• Sector costs were covered by service charges to the extend of20% in 1998 (45% 
if training costs are excluded). 1'he goal of overall cost recovery for sector 
programmes will not be achieved. lt is expected that by the end of the project 
peri'od, overall cost recovery (excluding uaining costs) will be to the extent of 
65%. The sector programmes will conrinue to require support from the credit 
portfolio ofRDP. The extent of subsidy required will be about 70 mill ion a year 
with training costs, and 20 - 30 million whhout training costs. (This is one tenth 
of the total earn ing expected to be made by the credit portfolio in the coOling 
years.) 
• The cost recovery mechanisms evolved in BRAC ovei time, are very 
sophisticated, and well designed. They are based on services provided, inputs 
provided or the acreage serviced. Mechanisms are in p\ace to monitor cost 
recovery and to extend coverage and ourreacb in each sector so it reaches 
sustainable level of operations. This is done at the branch level, and supervised 
by the sector programme manager. 
• When sectoral credit recovery is analyzed, however, we find that the sectors, 
which have the highest repayment rates, also have the highest percentage of loan 
outstanding. The weakest sector, sericulrure, is also the smallest in size, and is 
less than one percent of the total credit portfolio. Given that the income from 
sericulture benefits the really poor women in the RDP portfolio, it seems 
reasonable to experiment with it, and 1ry for another two years, to have some 
activities in the sector become viable. 
• The design of sector programmes is such that there are at least five types of 
village level entrepreneurs created in each sector. There are also BRAC 
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programme support ent~rprises providing specialized high quality inputs. Overall, 
BRAC sector programmes have created about 1.8 million rural businesst>s. 
• While gender and equity impact could not be separately assessed (and rhis is 
better done in a separate srudy), overall position of women has improved ar1d 
inequalities have been addressed by accessing and providing more public 
resources for poor women (land, ponds, trees). 
• The sector portfolio in BRAC is good, dynamic and improving all the time. 
Sericu!rure needs to settle dow'Il and become more productive. Fisheries, 
agriculture, .social fore>.'try and poultry and livestock offer good income earning 
opportunities to women. The recent programmes for accessing land /ponds/ trees 
for women are the most impressive, as they get women direct access and control 
over s.carce natural resources. and provides a great opportunity for women to 
participate in natural resource management. 
R ecommendations 
1. Augmenting staff skills for enterprise training and support The programme staff 
at the area level need training, in both .financial management (which has been started 
within BRAC during the last year) and in micro enterprise support. rnis can be done 
if micro enterprise training linkages with DUBS, for Reglonal Managers and Area 
Managers' training. Linkages should be established with other providers of business 
deve1opment services within rhe Asian region. 
2 . . Document and disseminate information on sector activities BRAC must produce 
pamphlets giv ing the details of each sector programme. The pamphlet must contain 
information like flow chart, individual enterprises/ group enterprises and BR.O..C PSEs 
at ea.ch level, numbers of women reached through each sector programmes, training 
provided, etc. 
3. Better Area Level MIS to facil itate sectoral analysis The report forms 1or sectoral 
data iJom area .offices must be redesigned, or additional formats be created to enable 
better decision rnaking regarding sector-wise cost and expenses. 
4, Subsidize a portion of sector costs There should be t:10 pressure on the sectors to 
recover full costs through service charges. The costs incurred in training must be 
incurred through grants. This is all the more important in the context where more and 
more poor women arc being included in the pertfolio. If each client begins to pay full 
cost of services by BRAC in the third or fourth year of being a member, rhat should 
be all right. Subsidy to new members, from the credit portfolio or from grants, should 
be accepted as part of a development agenda. 
S. Do a study on sustainability versus productivity. Sustainability from rhe 
environmenl angle is a difficull issue to understand, but it is important t() do so. 
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Productivity and income concern at the counuy level and client level. In this com ext, 
place BR..A.c's interventions with hybrid seeds, poultry farms, feed mills, etc. 
Are BRAC members solely on BRAC inputs? Is this an unfair advantnge for 
BRAC? 
Findings 
BRA.C provides inputs wherever inputs are not available, not of good quality, in short 
supply, or too far for the clients to obtain. In most cases, the needs of the client have 
been foreseen by BRAC, and technical support acquired, to provide good quality, 
reasonably priced inputs at the doorstep of the client 
The rationale for supporting high value activities by cliems was to give them sufficient 
increase in incomes. Jn order to do this, cliems have to work with activities where 
income-generating potential is higher than those activities which are within the currem 
capability range of women. 
Thus, the total input package of BRAC contains: 
• Suggestion tor alternative high income yielding I GAs 
• Training for these at BRAC 
• Credit through BRAC VOs 
• Provision of inputs from BRAC 
• Technical support and follow up by BR..AC 
• Marketing support through BRAC 
While at first sight this may seem like a capti,·e system, in fact it has several options at 
every stage for the clients. These options are as follows: 
• Clients never have to take the I GAs which have strong input-output linkages with 
BRAC, they can do other activities with Cfedit they take. For instance, a woman 
does not have to rear high variety chicks and be dependcm on supply of day old 
chicks from BRAC centre. She can rear local hens for eggs and meat. The choice 
is completely of the woman, and she takes high yielding varieties from BRAC 
because they yield higher output In most cases, women keep a combinalion of 
local and high yielding varieties. 
• For purchase of inputs, too, clients have a choice to buy from BRAC or outside 
As stated above, people make the choice for BRAC only because no other low 
cost, good quality options are available locally. 
• BRAC provides the technical support, which would not otherwise be available to 
the diems. lt does that directly, and has also created several categories oflocal 
technical support agents as entrepreneurs. For instance the Poultry worker is a 
local person who has been trained by BRAC, he/ she is trained by BRAC, and 
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now provides the service to diems for a fee. The medicines are obtained from the 
government by BRAC and supplied tO the Poultry workers at same cost. 
Similarly, the feed supplier is a category of entrepreneurs created by BRA C. 
Oshiman joined the IGVGD group staned by B.RAC in Sl1ankarpur village oflslampur region.. There arc 62 
members in the group. Oshiman has been a member from the incepti011 of the group, i.e. for 6 yea-rs and 7 
months. She took four loans from BRA C. With thefust loan of I,OOOTK, she bought two goats.. and with 
income of these, leased some land for agriculture. The second loan of 2,000 Tk was used to buy a calf, 
which was sold for 3,500TK. Willi the llurd loan of 3,000 TK she bought 10 decimals of land on which she 
made" house tO Jive in. Oshiman took a loan for sericulrure, too, and Started this as her lll<lin activirv. Her 
;~nnual income Jrom litis activity is about 8,200 TK per year, she is proud !hal she now earns well. aJid does 
not need any further loans from BRAC. ' I made a house, and now have a home to live in. I earned enough 
to get my son maJTied. I am independent now, and earn well for my survivaL~ 
She buys eggs from BRAC and sells the cocoons to BRAC's offioe. The village is remote, there are no other 
supplkrs of eggs, no otl1er b11yers of cocoons. What will Oshimar\ do if BRAC closes? She is dependent in 
that sense, She can go to lite reeling centre and sell her cocoons, but the reeling centre aL<o belongs to 
BRAC. There are no other options for purchase of eggs, and sale of cocoons. 
In this area. troubled by river erosion.. where there are few options for earning income, if BRAC has 
provided some income earning options for women like Oshiman, is this dependence positive or negpt.h·e? 
• Again, for sale of output, BR.I\C centres offer a service. Clients are' free to sell 
outside ofBRAC. In most cases, as BR.-\C creaies the demand by promoting the 
same income generating activity with different clients in a. vertically integrated 
manner, it helps both clients and BRAC to be in the system. For instance, 
Shabida >vho raises day old chicks from BRAC centre, to 8-week poulets, can 
(and does) sell the latter to any village rearer. She opts to sell through BRAC 
because the BRAC officer keeps track on the day on which her chicks will be 8 
weeks, and informs those rearers who need this chicks to come to BRAC centre 
on a particular day. Thus BR.<\C provides networking for the marketing, because 
ofBRAC's polic.y to provide options for income generating activities to people. 
Thus, BRAC facilitates members to take up new activities with higher income earning 
potential rather than holds them captive. There is some dependency, but this is not much 
more than it would be on any other producer, given the lack of high quality supply of 
inputs in rural Bangladesh. 
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6. The programme support enterprises run by BRAC are: 
Programme Support Enterprise under RDP I Number 
Feo...rl Units (Poultry) I 2 + 1 work in progress 
Poultrv farm for Day old Chicks 12 
Prawn hatchery I s 
Fish hatchery l l 
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Sbahida Begum has three huts, of which one is her bouse, and two arc sheds where she does chid =ring. 
She buys DOCs from BRAC. and rears the cbids for 8 weeks. The poulets arc !hen sold to olher group 
membcls. She does this direclly from her farm. BR.-\C officers infonn ollter group members on the date on 
which her chicks would be 8 weeks old. and lhese members then come and bu~ chicks Slr.lig)u from her 
homestead. Sometimes she takes lhc pouleato BRAC's office. and the members come and bu) from there. 
The PQulcts are sold to PQUhl)' rearers. members who keep the females for Ia) ing eggs. They fauen the males 
for 10-12 weeks and sell these for eating. lisuall) each purchaser buys 0-15 pieces. 
Hers is an independent business. she depends on BRAC for the DOCs. and BR.AC facilitates thesaleofllle 
poulcts. She also buys the feed for the chicks from BR.A.C, and this is because she is con,ineed BR.AC's feed 
is of high quality. The price is a little hasher than if she were to mix the feed on her own (and she knows how 
much of each ingredient is required to mix feed. she has b<-...cn tnlincd in BRAC to do Ulis). Howe,·er. mix 
prepared w1m ingredients is not of high quality. and it is beuer to use BAAC feed. Afler I 8 weeks the chicks 
are sold. lhe shed is kept clean for 2 weeks. and then she fetches her next supply of DOCs. 
Sbah.ida now has three huts. of which one is ber home, and two arc for cluck re3ring. and every 20 weeks. she 
is able ro cam 16,000- 20.000 TK ( 200-300 cbicks per hul@ 40 TK per chick) 
She is a competent, trained cluck rearer. \\'ell !mown in the area, people come and buy clucks from her 
regularly. BR.>\C faciliwes the sate. and she keeps a currem account with BRAC. but she is fully in comrol of 
her business. TI\ere is only the BRAC rann in the area to buy DOC's from. Is this relauonsbip dependence or 
capaci~· building and facilitation7 
Conclusions 
While BRAC has staned several businesses for providing programme suppon (PSEs) 
in each sector, it has also created an equal number of local entrepreneurs. Activities 
that could be taken up locally, did not require too much technology, and f or too much 
capital were decentralized . (examples. PW, Feed suppl ier, etc.) 
2. Typically, BRAC has taken up as PSEs, those businesses which required technical 
and financial cooperation of a high order. (example day old chick rearing. feed 
making) 
3. Wbile the client appears to need BRAC support M each stage, this suppon is nor of an 
exploitative narurc, and several choices exist in the system. 
4. lfBRAC has to provide significant increases in incomes, it must look for high value 
activities. These activities require technical training, inputs, follow up support, 
marketing linkages, in other words, a whole package. 
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5. IfBRAC has to build capability to provide a package of inputs and ser:vices 
successfully (in terms of quality and scale) it must depend on the services that are set 
up, being used by its own cliems. Given a large client based, this has been possible. 
6. Thus the dependence between the diem and BRAC is systemic, and tied to the need 
for the poor to increase incomes, and for BRAC to ensure that in a ii nancial\ y 
sustainable manner. 
7. There is, therefore, an element of dependency both ways. However, this does not 
mean the eire\~ i ~ a closed one, 1Jeop\e ha-ve a. choice to ~ercise, but sometimes they 
have no options! 
8. Fortunately, we have one strong indicator of when and whether this dependency can 
get restrictive for the client-;. lf BRAC insiS\s that the:y buy inp\lts fiom, or sell 
outputs to BRA.C, then it would mean they are tied, but such pressure does not exist. 
In fact, in case of several inputs that BR.AC prodtiC:CS (e.g. feed, day old chicks) tbe 
demand is much more than the supply. fa ·each case, BRAC could set up at least one 
or two more facto~ie'.>, and continue to make a j>rofi\, So, as long as· demand i'-'> more 
than t!le supply, there would be indication that BRAC clients gain rather than lose 
from .BRAC' s supply of inputs. 
9. The checb of the issue of dependence and unfair advantage can be. made at various 
levels. 
a. Whether clients have a choice or no!. and how they exercise this choice, and why 
b. Whether the demand is greater than supply, because as long as that situation 
exists, there is no need for BRAC to reach only its own clients, they can also sell 
outside. 
c. Similarly as Long as there is greater demand than supply, there would be an 
opening for private sector units to come in. BRAC feels that they have led the 
way, in this direction. They have pioneered new approaches, brought in new 
technoiogy into the country, and l}rovided high quality inputs to the member;,. In 
this way, they have in fact created a market for these products where previously 
there was none. 
d. The check of whetl:ter 'this is unfair competition is the price charged by BRAC. 
B RAC has priced its services and inputs at Lhe market price, and not below, thus 
not taking unfair advantage of the donor support to start its enterprises. 
e. This pricing. at the market level i~ not exploitative for the member, in fact sine<: 
the demand is greater than supply, 1he member benefits, because BRAC gives a 
preference to members for the supply of these inputs. 
Recommendations 
1 The fact that this issue is being raised and discussed brings out the need for 
discussions in open forums A rruch broader debate on issues of social 
entrepreneurship is needed, and the donors can lead tllis. 
2 While social entrepreneurship by organizations like BR.i\.C ensures that funds are 
available f-or research and technology development that benefits the poor, the question 
asked is whether such research should be placed within NGOs, research insrirutions 
or private sector companies And in case institutional tom1s other than NGOs are 
chosen, whether donor funds should then be used to support these activities. 
3. The statutory form of the institution assumes importance for two reasons 
a. NGOs are bound by starute to ply back profits to development work Thus donor 
funding to NGOs is sure tog' for development objectives, and for poverty 
alleviation. Donors may wan: to ensure that this would happen, if they were to 
fu nd private sector's ventures for technology development. 
b. NGO work is targeted for the poor, and it is often possible to monitor the extent 
of this targeting. NGOs make a specific commitment towards this objective 
4 In dealing with these issues over the past years, there have been several examples of 
companies doing social development work. There arc also several examples of cross-
sectoral partnerships, between NGOs. government, pri vate sector, and research 
institutions These partnership projects and processes are documented and have 
become an important agenda for some leading organizations. 
5. There is an opportunity for donors to promote more knowledge about BRAC in the 
private sector and to facilitate a dialogue. One possibility would be to hold a 
partnership workshop with an organization such as the Prince of Wales Business 
Leaders' Forum. 
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Chapter 3 Gender 
ToR 
Review progress in implementing diffirem aspects of BRAG's March 1998 Gender Policy 
(both programme and staff related initiatives), and suggest short and medium term 
priorities for the programme. 
3.i) GENDER EQUITY WITHIN THE RDP 
The RDP TV (RDP) with its objectives of poverty alleviation and empowermem of the 
poor is implicitly add;essing gender equity issues in irs three core afeas of rural 
development, education and health. The RDP is a comprehensive programme for poor 
rural women, with the following components particularly designed to address women's 
needs: 
• class-specific organizations; 
• gender -speci fie education and awareness; 
• savings mobilization and credit; 
• technical skills training; 
• access to quality production inputs; 
• protected programmes for exi:remely poor women (hard core poor); 
• access to 1mprovect water and sanitauon and women's health care; 
• access to education for children of poor families; 
• applied linkages for gender issues with both the credit and the social development 
. . 
programmes; 
• poor women' s represemation ai 1he ward and union counci l levels; 
• gender awareness for the men and women ofB!L\C staff; 
• action-orientated programmes w address women's human and legal rights in the civil 
society at large. 
BACKGROUND 
Historically, BR..<\C's programming has always been directed at serving poor women 
through its early initiatives in health care, saving groups and income-earning 
opporrunities. fn the early 1970's. posting educated women in remote rural areas, to work 
with poor women wa$ generally unacceptable1o the society at large. BRAC's early work 
with poor rural women can mainly be aruibuted io the planning and leadership provided 
by BR.-\C's men. 
By the mid-1980's, various groups within BR.A.C had begun to discuss aspects of 
programming for women. Conceptualization on women-'s participation was centered on 
questions of·womcn in developmem' or <gender and development' or ·gender equity'. 
By the mid-1990's, 'gender units', and ' gender training' and ' sex-specific monitoring' 
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had become part ofBRAC's activities and by 1998 BRAC had formalized its gender 
perspectives in the form of a policy. 
Meanwhile the RDP programme was expanding in both its breadth and depth of coverage 
for poor rural women. BR...A.C continued to struggll'c with the issue of recruiting, training, 
posting and retaining qualified women for work in remote rural areas. Mu.ch of the front 
line work v,ithwomen YO QJembers continues to be done by male Programme 
Organizers and by the VO members themseh·es, as health ca.re volunteers and HRLE 
teachers. Both the quamity and qualiry of frontline coverage provided by these large 
reams of trained local women is indeed impressive. 
The RDP has expanded very quickly since 1996 and although gender policies were in 
place, the involvement of more women in the organization created tension and 
disruptions in the workplace. Within the past couple of years the Gender Quality Action 
Learning (GOAL) approach has been widely implemented, resulting in greatly impro,·ed 
worHng relationships between men and women. 
Ninety five percent of the membership ofRDP is composed of women. Throughout rural 
Bangladesh, over 56,000 women's village. organiz.ations have bee.JJ formed wi!b a SJ[ong 
savings and credit programme. With lateral linkages to BR.i\C' s health and population 
programme (J:'.IPD) and education (NFPE) compone_nts, RDP provides opponunities for 
some 2.2 million poor wo1,11en and their families to change their economic, nutritionaL 
health, social, educational, legal and political status. One may therefore quite safely 
assume that there is nothing in RDP that is not gender-orientaled. 
RDP's social development activities all have a strong gender ~omponent centered on 
Human Rights· and Legal Education (HRL£). Selected women members of the VOs have 
been trained and supported to deliver this 30-day rnodule to each VO under all area 
offices. The same material is now being discussed through the Gram Shobhas, Social 
Action Committees, Ward Federations (Polli Shomaj), Community Leader Workshops 
and Popular Theater presentations. VO members, their husbands, community and 
religious leaders have now begun ro dtscuss and acrupon local p ractices related ro 
underage marriage, illegal divorce, polygamy, dowry and viqlence against women. 
Following on the programmes undertaken to provide gender awareness within the 
community, RDP, in cooperation with Ain-o-Sbalish Kendra are piloting a legal aid 
activity for YO members who are the victims of sexual crimes. BRAC regional and area 
offices are responsible to document such reported incidents. Tn addition, VO members 
have been advised to repon incidents of sex-ual abuse within their village and depending 
on its degree of severity, to seek address from the Union Chairman, the village Shalish 
(council), and che Po IIi S!tomaj. Judging from the degree of concern expressed by VO 
members, their families and local community and religious leaders, as well as by the 
escalatinf!. rate of sexual crimes in the rural areas, the demand for this service is likelv tO 
- ' 
urgently exceed what can be provided at the pilot phase. 
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Tl1e provision of essential and reproductive health care to women and their families is a 
well-executed component of the RDP. VO members are routinely provided with life 
insurance, an annual medical check up and any required referral for subsequent treatment. 
Selected VO me111bers are trained as health volunteers (Shastho Shebika) and provide 
health education and essential care to VO members at village level. Basic medicine, 
contraceptive supplies, delivery kits, iodized sal~ ORS, water-seal latrines and rubewells 
are sold on a door to door basis. VO memb ers are motivated for government campaigns 
for immunization and Vitamin A distribution and referred to government health centers 
for curative medicine, pregnancy and safe delivery care. 
NFPE schools have an enrollment of 70% girl students. Eighty percent ofRDP VO 
members send their children to BRAG schools. 
Tn 1997, 1,415 women of the VOs were elected as members of the Union Councils 
throughout Bangladesh. Although BRAC had stralegically withheld direct involvement 
in the elections, poor women have utilized opportunities provided under the RDP to gain 
this historical achievement of political representation in what has traditionally been the 
domain of mral elite men. 
Sll-,ce. 19%, the PJ)P has p\a~ed emphasi~ on i>TOviding qualified women 5taff at f1eid 
level and on promoting women staff to management positions at area, regional and head 
office levels. ln I 998, the post of Programme Assistant has been eliminated and staffs 
holding those positions have been promoted with pay increases, to the post of Programme 
Organizer at level V. This re-structuring will pro\~ de women staff with an opporrunity to 
receive regular employment benefits and to be promoted into lower level managemern 
positions. 
Name of Office I Staff 
\ Men 
Reg-ional Office 
Table 3.1 
BRAC-RDPIV 
All Offices Staff Position by Level 
To .March 1999 
Wmnen 
l Total 
807 61 1 
' 
%of Women 
868 7.03 
Area Office ll,318 3,92s 1 15,243 ? - 7 ' I _:., ~
Head Office 63 1 19 82 23.17 
I Total 12.1ss 1 .$_,005 16,193 24.73 
Area Office Staff Position by .Name of Post 
To .\llarch 1999 
Name of Post Staff Total %of\Yomen I Men Women 
A).IJ PO In-Cbarue 318 62 380 16.32 l 
PO (Yll) 2,ll5 607 2.722 22.10 l 
;s 
I PO (V) I 9.s~ 1 I 3.263 I !2.804 I 2s.4s 
·while the targets of women in various posts is likely to be achieved in the RDP-fV, the 
number of women iloldi ng pos1s dealing .directly with women's groups on a daily basis 
needs to be increased for qualrry programming. With a well-developed strategy on 
recruitment, training and retention-of women per5o11.l\el, this problem mt!Sl addressed in 
poSt-RDP TV programmes. 
The gender training recently provided by a well-known international consultant for .RDP 
senior management bas been well received. This training is composed of sophisticated 
theoretical concepts but the practical methodology and presentation of t.11e material makes 
ir both relevant and applicable to the everyday needs of programme planners and 
implernentators. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The process of devdoping gender equity prograromes has at time;; been referred to as 
'engendering an organization' This is not the case with BRAC's programmes, which 
have always be.en engendered. As an organization however, BRAC needs to assure that 
its .successfhl social, gender, hearth, training and community development achievements 
are not subme!'ged to its equally successful micro-credit programme_ BRAC's le~ership 
have identi11ed the need for women's involvement at front-line and mar1agement 
positions. These needs have now to be put into a strategy. 
The TORs outlined for this- MTR docs not provide adequate scope to flesh-om the details 
of l!long-tenn gender strategy with wide consuhation ofBRAC staff and managers. For 
this purpose, BRAC may wish to engage gender c.onsultants, with a South Asian 
perspective. The following recommendations are intended to serve as "thinking points' 
for such a strategy. 
3.1. Rc-stntciuring Gender at a Corporate Level 
Although g~nder programming is historical and intrinsic to BR.A.C, their Gender Policy 
was fom1alized as late as 1998 Mainly conceptual in nature, the Gender Policy provides 
corporate guidelines for gender programming within B.RAC It is not imended to provide 
the-organizational structure nor the straregy required for planning and managing gender 
programmes within BRAC and i;s outside panners_ Steps towards a re-organized 
structure and the formulation of a gender srraregy are sugge!>ted in this p<lper. 
At present, the units dealing with gender issues are the GQAL team and the Gender 
Resource Center (GRC). The GQAL team consists of approximately 40 trainers who 
conduct the GQAL exposure within ;:he organization. The GRC is mainly a library, 
although ;;taff of the Cemer has been given the additional task of running tbe children' ;; 
day care center- GQAL and the GRC are located within the Traini.ngDivisionand report 
to the Depmy Executive Director l 
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To serve the interests of BRAC at the corporate level, a Gender Unit should be formed 
v.>ith personnel from various departments and new personnel hired-in, as required. The 
GRC should be re-conceived as a 'human resource' center. Reporting to the Deputy 
Executive Director I, the Gender Unit should be placed outside the Training Division and 
should have the conceptual and mana-gerial capacity to assess, strategize and monitor 
gender needs for BRAC programmes and services, as well as to support gender initiatives 
with partners outside the organization. 
The Gender Unit would need a close liaison with the RED unit to· address the peninem 
research issues that are required. The Gender Unit will also want to concem itself with 
the problem of women's recntitmem, training, promotion and retention, particularly for 
BRAC's field programmes. This will require a close liaison with the Human Resource 
department and may involve the development of further employment incentives for 
women. The existing employment conditions for women could be formalized and widely 
circulated in promotional material. Recruitment campaigns for women could be 
conducted through specialized educational facilities in c.entral and district cities. 
The GQAL team is well placed within the training division· to complete a first round of 
training and will probably go on to provide further training tor BRAC and outside 
groups.10 
The documentation of the GRC could be ccnrrally located in the Ayesha Abed Library. 
The cbildreo's day care center could be provided with logistical services·and managed by 
a BR.A.C staffassocimion or alternatively, by male personnel who may b.e chaUenged to 
undertake this non-traditional role. 
3.2. Geuder at the Core of Social Programming for the.RDP 
Although all of the RDP's programming colicems women, there are very few women at 
managerial positions within the RDP. RDP managemem is eager to have a 'gender 
person· to deal wiih the rising raie of sexual crimes in the rural area. Rather, the RDP 
requires a gender perspective at the core of its programming (credit and savings, technical 
sectors, social development, health and JGVGDP) and suppon services (training, 
research, human resources, personnel, monitoring and evaluat ion).11 
Setting a separate ' gender unit' within thcRDP is not a good idea. Instead of being 
central ro all of RDP programming for women, a separate unit will tend to become 
isolated rather than integrated. Strucrurally, this is a pattern for marginalizing gender 
issues within an organization. 
JG For example. the HRLE training is of high quality and a 1eam of ~0 trainers is a valuable resou.ro:. With 
some adaptation. the r!RLE uaining could be ·sold. to a public audience or to spedatizoo gr<Jtlps such as 
the police force. 
11 In future. this would be the role of the re-struclured Gender Res.ource Center - assess the RDP gendet 
ntals, =rui.t and/ or promote the women personnel and provide support a11d monitoring for their work. 
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The Gender Policy points out that ·· ... instead of'adding' women or the gender 
perspecth·e into existing systems. a redefining and restructuring of social norms and 
institutions are necessary" (pg 13) This is the ideal time for BRAC, with the RDP, to 
pmthis policy into practice. 
A new unit know11 as "Social Development, Gender, Health and Poverty" should be re-
organized within the RDP. Two well-qualified women should be placed in this unit, at 
the levels of Advisor or Coordinator (for the Unit) and Manager (Women's Field 
Operations). Such a new unit would provide a fine complement to the strengths ofRDP's 
Savings. Credit and Sectorrrechnical components. 
Placing women in RDP managerial positions will re-vamp and strengthen the exiSting: 
Social Development unit where the pace of field programming is moving very quickly 
into the areas of federated organizations of women (and men), women's legal righ1s and 
gender-based actions with communities. These arc sensitive areas which require 
ex1ensive supervision, albeit in a 'hands off manner. In addition, indications are that 
programming with very poor women through the lGVGDP will require tiC\\ initiati\'CS 
and rigorous attention. P!acing the Essential Health Care component in the same unit 
will provide essential linkages for the TGVGDP and strengthen the Unit. 
While the targets of women in various posts is likely to be achieved in the RDP-IV, the 
number of women holding posts dealing directly with women's groups on a daily basis is 
low. With a well-developed strategy on recrui tment, training and retention of women 
personnel, this problem must addressed in poSl-RDP IV programmes. 
The new Social Development, Health, Gender and Poverty unit would report to the 
Depmy Executive Director II However, as this re-organization for gender management 
\\ill cut across many areas of concern, the process ,,iJI be greatly enhanced by the 
support a:~d guidance of the Deputy Executive Director I and the Executive Director 
3.3 Forming Women as Front Line SraiT and :\lanagcrs 
The recruitment, training, placement and re10ntion of women staff and managers forthe 
RDP can no longer be considered merely 'a problem'. Problems can be readily solved; 
disabling conditions can be specifically addressed, on an on-going and long-term basis. 
Forming qualified women for rural development is a fact of life - an on-going. condition 
for agencies work ing in rural Bangladesh and mostly targeting women. The mind-sel and 
attitudes needed tO deal with forming women as rural development workers should be 
formulated as a long-term strategy. 
li is imperative that the RDP not sacrifice the quality of their field programmes in order 
tO provide a 'quick fix' to meet the quotas for women staffing. BRAC's long experience 
indicates that effective staff and managers are deYcloped from a base of sound field 
experience. Be they women or men, this practice should prevail . 
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To de\·elop all RDP women as competent staff, trainees posted at regional and area 
offices should learn ro listen to the YO women members and regardle~s of their appointed 
positions, provide field-based rraining and facilitation to VO groups, Gram Shobha 
meetings, Pcdli Soma) meetings and community leaders workshops. 
3.4. \Vomen's Area Offices 
To provide further learning opponunities for women staff aod managers, a few selected 
area ofilces could be professionaHy staffed and managed on_fy by women. This provides 
the opportunity for effective role-modeling and coaching. Sucltarea offices should be 
located in difficult and remote· progranm1e areas., such as the six areas where new 
components of the J.GVGD P are being piloted. Jt is fikefy that seasoned women 
managers will be able to find the right mix ofboth the 'hard and soft' approaches 
required to develop strong women fidd workers. Appointment to these difficult posts 
could be accompanied by additional remuneration in the form of a ' remote post bar'. 
Logistical support for the women's offices should be provided by male staff. The serting 
of these offices should be backed with the Strong support of\ocallcaders and community 
organizations. 
Although permanently staffed and managed by women and mtming all regular RDP 
programming, these Area Ofticcs would also serve as fteld training centers for BR'\C 
women staff. The scheduling and assignmem of tasks in such offices would require some 
re-organization in order to provide leamins. opportunities for field trainees. 
3.$. Village Level RDP Workers 
RDP has access to a virtual army of women at the village level- the volunteer health 
workers and the flRLE teachers Although these women have minimal ed\lcarion 
(average Class 4 for the health workers anrl CJass ~for the teac.he-n), they have b<>.eJl well 
trained in providing particular knowledge and skills. Because they have been recruited 
from the YO groups, these women relate very sensitively to the average village women. 
These women cannot be brought imo regulae employment nor can they be transferred 10 
other working locations . . As their work in RDP lV comes to com\)letion, programme 
managers should plan how these women <:an be creatively engaged for valuable work at 
£he v-illage level. 
3.6. BRAC Women in Non-Tradi tional Work 
To enhance the positioning of women in jobs traditionally done by men, emphasis should 
be placed on recruitment and prommion of women as Secwrl Technic<tl Specialists. 
auditors, accountants, financial managers, informacion technology specialists, rural 
enterprise specialists and RED researchers. lt may be necessary to set quotas for 
recruitnH!nt of women to vacant. posts in these departments. In mo~;t of these jobs, 
BRAe's male staff will be responsible to provide on-the-job training to new female staff 
This will be difficult to achieve and may require a revamped GQAL exposure as well as 
the provjsicn of rewards for men to serve as 'coaches'. 
G2 
With its vast organizational and training capacity .throughout the country, BR.A.C is well 
positioned to increase the number of"<~:omen who can be trained and employed in the 
seNice sectors, including guest center management, commercial cooking, maintenance 
and gardening. 
3.7. Women's Promot~on througb Education and Experience 
Recruiting women at the PO V entrance level is a good step to allow their promotion 
within the organization. Issues related tO educational qualitication for this position (or 
other positions) can be deal! v.-Tth by providing a salary differential for education. This 
would be known as an 'education bar'. The use of an ' experience bar' would be anorher 
means of providing the.RDP with the flexibility needed to hire and promote women 
entrants with varying educational and experience backgrounds. 
Women staft~ particularly at the PO V level, could be provided with facilities lO improve 
their e-ducation, on a part-time basis. Particularly for women with lower levels of 
education, such opponunities are now widely av(lllable with expanded educational 
facilities in most district towns and the Open University for continuing education. As 
motivation foJ women stafi: BRAC's educational package could include a loan and the 
provision of weekly or monthly 'time-off' to attend classes or sit examinations. 
Educ.ation comes at a cost. Just as the "education bar' could be provided for those with 
e>-'tra quall ftcation, some reduction of salary will be required for working women who 
choose extra 'time off' for education. 
3. 8. Rural Development Education 
Over ihc long-term. BRAC could consider developing a Rural Development degree 
programme for women (and men). This could be for candidates whose level of education 
is lower than tha~ required tor the Global Partnership programme. Accredited either 
through BRAC or a traditional educational institution in Bangladesh. the core material for 
thls degree should reflect BRAC's vast e>,-pericnc;e in providing a comprehensive 
development package, targeted primarily at poor women and their families. 
3.9. Community-\Vide Gender Training 
The GQAL team is curren tly considering how to deliver gender training at the village 
level. Gnder issues have now begun to cirmlate in 1he wider community, through the fine 
work done by GQAL, the HRLE and the subsequent sp·1n-offs of the Gram Shobha, the 
Pal/i Somaj, the community leaders workshops and popular theater. Tt would seem that 
gender training for the VOs will be redundant a1 this time and should not be provided 
during the course of the RDP IV. 
What does ar.pear to be needed is a gender-based module for the local community 
workshops. The material should be based on the social actions that have been undertaken 
around gender in the f'o!li Shomaj, rhe Lnion Councils and the Village Shalish (council). 
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To our knowledge, such 'gender training' has never before been presented to the larger 
civil society at vi llage level. Although it is a very exci ting opportunity, it also 
represems a potentially volatile situmion in light of rhe incre;tSed violence against women 
and the recent stand of fundamenrali~r groups in some parts of the country. The RDP 
should be cautious in developing this component. BRA.C may wisli to considenhe 
engagement of a gender consultant, with·training experience in the South Asian comext 
\0 d~Ne\op a suitable modu\e and prepare a male gender training team to facilitate 
discussion at the village leveL 
3.10. Developing a Revised Gender Policy and Strategy 
Senior managers in BRAC have indicated that there is need to update the Gender Policy. 
This may not be necessary at the present time. Rather it is recommended that the process 
of developing a Gender Resource Center Cnit for corporate BRAC and ·a Social 
Dew lopruent, Gender, Health and Poverty Unit for RDP could be undertaken during the 
remaining RDP IV period. This, together whh some experimentation on improving 
women' s recruitment and training, as well as programming on gender issues for the larger 
community, wi ll genen1te many 'lessons learned' . By the end of RDP TV. BRAC \\~II be 
ready to incorporate their experience into a Revised Policy and Strategy to represent the 
indigenous character of gender in BRAC programming, 
3.ii) Treuds in BRAC- Membership Relations and Organization 
T oR 
• Review .functioning and development of Village Organizations, anclpartic:ular!y 
progre.5s on past recommendations (e.g. t.fay 1998lvfonilaring !vifssion) 011 
supportmg VO federations which C{m enhance members' participation in local affairs 
and aceess to resources and: 
• In adtiltion, assess changing relations bellVeenBRAC and its members in tenns of the 
increasing emphasis on viable business developmelll, ''privatization ". and 
commercial sustmnabiliLy (issues SIIIT<Jwuling members (f,> beneficiaries, members, 
c!iews, shareholders?) Also consider cmy key accoullfability issues ari!;ingfrom the 
abo1·e re1·iew. 
Follow-up on the l\·l ay 1998 :\1onit(lt·ing iVlissio·n 
Overal~ rhe RDP-TV is making good progress in its pla11ncd social development 
compo11ents. The May 1998 Monitori ng Mi;;sion made recommendations for the social 
development activities related to VOs, the issues meetings (Gram Shobhas), the ward 
federations (Polli Shomaj), training for PO (at that t ime PA) staff and the need for 
qualitative indicators in reporting. 
Further w the recommendation in the 1998 Monitoring Mission, the RDP arc trying to 
improve their qualitative indicator<; (see BRAC's response docume11t of June 1998). In 
addition, the RDP has presented three issue papers, ('Village Organi:ation Federations". 
"Susfainability Workp/an", "Sustainability Workplan Update") to the DC meetings of 
December 1998 and May 1999. Although these papers do provide some qualitative 
perspective for the social development activities, the occasional nature of their 
prescntatio11 is not a solution to the problem of routine qualitative reporting. 
In general, the log-frame format is an inadequate tool to capture the dynamic of social 
change or to assess trends in relation to future programme planning. On the other hand, 
qualitative repo11ing cannot provide a representative picture in a programme as large as 
the RDP. Quantitative indicators are necessary to curtail the 'systems loss· that will 
occur when a number of social activities are being conducted, for millions of participants, 
from hundreds of offices, by thousands of field workers and supervisors, with varying 
degrees of competence. 
The collection of quantitative data is consistently well done in RDP. Appendix A 
provides a sample of the material routine!} collec1ed at each area and regional office. A 
study of this material would pro,~de the basis for selection ofrcpresentative qualitative 
indicators, as well as identify suitable areas for both qualitative studies and the piloting of 
new social -gender and hard-core poor programming . It is expected that the next impact 
Assessment (No. 3) v.~JI provide a suitable format for in-depth study on selected social 
development issues. Tt will be necessary for RDP to collaborate closely with RED in 
planning the studies that need to be undertaken. 
1.. Functioning and Development of Village Organizations and Federations 
The Village Organization (VO) is the basic unir of women's participation m the RDP. 
Within their village. YO members participate in routine meetings to develop a savings 
discipline and to engage in their choice of income-earning opportunities, using credit. As 
clients and customers, YO members pay for rraining and extension services on particular 
technical skills (poultry, fisheries, honiculrure, sericulture, agriculture) and quality inputs 
(chicks, vaccines, poultry feed, seeds, saplings, fish fingerlings, disease-free layings I silk 
worm eggs). 
VO members are benefited by a life insurance policy and basic education in hygiene, 
reproductive health, nutrition and sanitation. Through door-to-door visits from trained 
health volunteers (Shastho Shebika), YO members have the opportunity to purchase 
essential medicine, contraceptives, latrines and tubewells. As selected members of the 
VOs, the Shastho Shebika encourage their neighbour women to participate in the 
government's free immuni1.ation and Vitamin A campaigns and to pro~de referrals to 
curative and delivery services at government health centers. YO members are encouraged 
educate their children and children of YO members arc benefited by having ready ac.cess 
to BRAC's primary schools 
As the VO members gain some degree of financial security. they panicipate in an 
imensivc Human Rights and Legal Educarion (HRLE) course, for which they pay a small 
fee towards the cost of the HRLE teacher (also a selected YO member). With this 
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exposure, women become knowledgeable in the constitutional, customary and religious 
law pertaining to important aspects of their lives. Monthly issues meetings known as 
Gram Shobhas, then become the opportunity for discussions on a range of social issues, 
including local elections, discriminatOr)' actions against group members, legal marriage 
(age and registration), legal divorce, polygamy, child support, inheritance rights, the 
illegal practice of dow1y and violence against women. In addition, the Gram Shobha 
calls upon the participation of members' husbands and male guardians to take up local 
action-orientated programmes according to the members' needs. 
Since late 1997, the RDP have been working on the federation ofYOs at Ward level. The 
Ward is an administrative and political division of the Union Known as the Polli 
Shomaj, 1his federation consists of 15-25 members, elected to represent the intcresrs of 
three or four VOs in a Ward. To date, the Polli Shomaj have undertaken to mitiga1e or 
arbitrate social and gender-related problems, obtain government khas land and ponds, 
encourage the Union Council to allocate resources to needy YO members (VGF cards. 
protected labour oppo1tunities) and extend help to fellow members in crisis. It is 
expected thar once the Polli Shomaj have developed their roles in representing the 
interests of poor people at Ward level. they "~I! initiate similar organizations at Union 
and Thana levels. 
ln 1999, the RDP has implemented a programme of workshops tor local community 
leaders. Such workshops are designed to enhance the social and political power of poor 
women and men by providing up-to-date information on the existing land and family 
laws of the country and the civic responsibilities of the community's elected. traditional 
and religious leaders in upholding these Ia\\. Persons attending these workshops include 
VO leaders, representatives of the Polli Shomaj, HRLE teachers, religious leaders. 
marriage registrars, schoolteachers and elected Union Council chairmen and members. 
- ~ 
To expose the larger community to a greater understanding of human and women's 
rights, popular theater (nartok) has been piloted in two areas. YO members and their 
fan1ilies have been supported to script, play and stage viJlage-based drama productions. 
depicting stories of oppression of local poor women and men. Drawing on the 
sophisticated oral traditions of rural Bangladesh, the nanok is a well-loved cultural form 
that has great potential to develop public awareness. 
The VO members. the Gram Shobha, the Polli Shomaj, and the Local Community 
Leaders are encouraged to use village arbitration (Gram Shalish) and reconciliation as a 
first-level of addressing problems and injustices. For cases requiring professional 
anemion, the RDP have arranged a pannership with Ain-o-Shalish Kendra, an !\GO 
specializing in women's legal aid. On a pilot basis under two area offices, VO members 
are provided with ad,isoty services at a legal clinic and foUow-up in court, as required. 
The extent of violent crime againsr women has increased in the rural areas To address 
this deteriorating social condition, BR.A.C has recently initiated a 24 Hour Alen service. 
through all RDP f1cld offices. As beneficiaries, YO members and their families can now 
be provided with emergency attention for sex-ual ly-related crimes. 
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3.iii) Changing Relations between BRAG and its VO Members 
The RD'P llrovides a very complete package of services and goods to its 2.2 mi Ilion poor 
women members. All Village Organization participants are members. At varying times 
in tbe_groups' de,,eJopment, all members assume different roles: as VO members they 
have responsibil.ity and privileges, as VO beneficiaries they haw improved access; as VO 
customers and clients, they have the right to purchase only quality goods and services, ar 
the market price. 
There does not appear to be any conflicr in !he relations between RDP and its members as 
a result of c·iable business development and privatization . . On the col!tfa.ry, it seems thai 
by clearly demarcating these role.s, BRAC and its VO members are provided with 
commercial sustainability, through a range of business opportunities, forward and 
backward production linkages and a selectiofl of marketing c/J<:>ices. 
This has certainly been the case for maize production in 1999. In the Jessore area, the 
RDP sofd maize seed and provided training lot its VO members wi_ih the e"-pectation that 
it would be able to buy back g;ain for poultry feed. However this year's maize crop had 
high moismre content. Although the RDP feed mill was offering a fair market price, 
considering the costs of drying and storage, VO members choose to se(l their maize crop 
to private feed mills that were offering a higher price. However, c.onsideringthc higher 
production costs for processing moist grain, the private feed il)ilis will have to defray 
protluction costs by int;tcnsing tbc prkc of poultry feed. Ott the other hand, the RDP will 
have to import maize for its feed mill but a bulk purchase of dry maize \viii permit ihem 
to hold their production costs and therefore the price of poultry food to their producers. 
This has been a win-win case: both the VO maize producers and the VO poultry 
producers have gained, while the RDP feed mill has stayed in business. 
Findings 
Our field findings for the MTR are based on brief visits to several RDP areas and in no 
way can they be considered t<:> serve as representative inform(.ltion. enhanced by 
discussions with senior personnel ofRDP, we were simply able to experience rhe flavour 
ofRDP's ac,Jivities through visits to: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
aVO savings and credit meeting~ 
an HRLE session and a refresher training for HRLE teachers; 
a Village Health Fomm and a Shas!bo Shebika meeting; 
a public information session concerning arsenic contamination; 
!WO Gram Shobha meetings: 
two Polli Shomaj meetings; 
a 1,ocal Community Leaders Workshop; 
a discussion on the GQAL expOS\lre >vito an Area Office staff; 
a view of the gender training for Regional Managers; 
a view ofT ARC based technical training for women fish farmers; 
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• interviews with 2 sets ofiGVGDP women in their VOs; 
• a view' of a •;i/lage-based, popu!arrheater prescntatioiL 
The range and progression of social development and gender avtivities is impressive; the 
scale is enormous; the potential is great, 
lt would appear that over the past 12-18 months, the pace and interest level of the social 
deYelopment activities has increased, In pan, this may be due to the fact that the Polli 
Shomaj and the Community Leaders Workshop have only recently come on stream ami 
combined with the large number:s ofwomeJl rrained through HRtE, a sensitized mass has 
been created at union leveL 
lo any case, VO members, their families and their communities are becoming active 
participants in rec:ognizing, discussing, educating and acting on the social and gender-
related injustices going on around them, They are possibly moving faster than the 
capacity of .social development stafrtO provide the services that they will need, 
Formerly known as 'issues meetings', the Gram Shobha meetings provide an opportunity 
for VO members and their male family members to discuss on a range of social and 
gender issues. Although meetings are attended by the targeted 25 percent men, most men 
appear to be too young or too old or too unrelated to provide much influence at either the 
household or community levels. For older VOs (4 to S years) it is likely that the Gram 
Shobha meetings have become \tnimeresring because they have become repetitive, There 
is very little more to talk about and although these members know their legal rights and 
the actions to be taken., they ha.,..e neither the social nor the political power to get resuhs, 
Ncv .. er VOs appear to need some strucrure to lead their discussions beyond what is 
foremost in their mind (for example, latrine installation and tree plantation in tbe 
monsoon season)_ 
ThePolli Shomaj meetings observed w'Creoftwo t:ypes- possibly representingthese 
groups on either end of the spectrum, ln one case. a newly formed Polli Shomaj was 
attempting to discuss some fixed issues under the direction of the woman YO leadeL 
carefully not intervening in the discussiort }.<fen in the group dominated the discussion.. 
This Polli Shomaj felt it was suitable for them to personally pay for any comminee 
expenses they may incur and no one corrected them. The discussion was floundering It 
appeared that the agenda had been set by someone else and the topics were not of grea! 
interest t() the group, Neither the group nor its leader (and quite possibly the PO) had 
sufficient knowledge of the subject matter so pedple couldn't get anywhere with the 
discussion, The,second Polli Shomaj observed was more experienced and able to discuss 
widely bl.Jt most of t he discussion was not at a stage to have a conclusion, \IIIlich the PO 
staff required for the 'action plan', People were not necessarily ready to race off and 'do 
something, . 
Social and gender development ofVO members and their fedetations needs highly skilled 
facilitators, The groups are large and poor women need particular handling to bring out 
their abilities to a1ticulate, analyze and mategize, Front line faci litators should preferably 
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be women and they need considerable time dedicated to work with these groups. As a 
very general observation, men. often lack rhe patience and interest needed tO firsi listen tO 
village women's long stories and then to facilitate them in making their own analysis and 
acrion plan. Women field workers (particularly those with an educated and urban 
background) don't necessarily nave these skills either, but itt many cases they can more 
easily be developed in women than in men. 
In the Community Leaders Workshop observed, the level of interest was high. Three-
quarters of the pat1icipants were elite men and religious leaders and although tncy had not 
yet acqttired a complete understanding oflegal questions, they were greatly concerned 
about the local problems related to illegal divorce and under-age marriage. Participants 
were outraged at the levels of violence against women in the area. The Chainnan of this 
Union would like to provide HRLE classes fot men and women outside the VO targ.e1 
group but does not have the funds to do so. 
The presentation of social and gender isst1es to community participants outside the circle 
ofVO -members and their families is an L.11portant step for the IQ"JP. Dealing with very 
sensitive material to a wide-based audience will require careful preparation and delivery. 
Tbe programme should be monitored and negative repercussions dealt with on a one-to· 
one basis 
Reoommen<lati.ons 
Recognizing the scale of the RDP and its' Temaining 18-month time frame, any changes 
of the social development components that are necessary, can only be conducted on an 
experimental and srna\1-sca\e basis. 
1. Qualitative Reporting for Social Development Activities 
Qualitative assessment material, i.ndit~iling social trends a11d limited impac1s should be 
included in each reporting format provided to theDLO. The Social Development 
Programme Manager could work with RED to identify how this will be done and to plan 
for tl1e qualitative material tbat \viii be srudied in the future Impact Assessment (No. 3) 
The impact of the social developmem.programmes in influencing practices related to 
marriage, divorce, desertion, dowry and domestic violence at ward, union and thana 
levels will be ofp11rticular interest for future pn:>gramming. Work with the legal aid 
activil '1 and the popular theater can also be documented qua!itative1y. Studies related ro 
rhe participation and non-participation of women in TGVGDP, during its' various phases 
should be undertaken. 
2. A Revised G.-am Sbobha and Pom Shomaj Style 
Through a consultation process with selected members of the VO, the Gram Shobha and 
the Polli Shomaj it would be possible io develop a broad set of guidelines for suitable, 
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progressive discussions at group, ward, and union forums. Th!: groups themselves should 
be asked to consider such questions as: 
• how can credit and loan cycles be more effectively used to strengthen women's 
economic. empowerment? 
• wbat are the expectations of federations and how should they be utilized to 
enhance women's. social empowerment? 
• what mean~ will be effective to stimulate strong women'~ groups and retain their 
interest over long periods? 
• how can the interests of senior male guardians and elite village leaders bes> be 
utilized to improve the social and economic interests of poor people in tile 
comnmnity? 
As a pilot activity in areas with botlt mature .wa immature groups, a core o f senior social 
personnel and trainers could undertake this task. The process could be similartothatused 
to develop the GQAI- orthe popular theater material, with alternate sessions of 
consuJtatioll, field tria.!, re-a.dju:mnem and repeated iicld trial. To deepen the process, a 
team of selected Po!li Shomai members and social-gende( specialists may consider a 
study tour of federated women's groups in South Asia. 
3. Strength\:ning the Front-Line Workers 
ln selected area offices, the PO staff dealing with the Gram Sbobha and the Polli Shomaj 
should be women, who have been upgraded through training and coaching in advanced 
fadli!alillll lcchnitJUC~ and gll)up devo;;loplt!ei.IL The ~elevtctl '" eas cuuld inc lmlo;; those 
that have become ''Women' s Area Offices" in locations programming mainly ;vith 
v1!lnerable group women (see Gender, RC(:.ommendation No.4). 
4. Improved Skills for Social Development Personnel 
In their June 1998 response to the recommendation of the May 1998 Monitoring Mission. 
RDP senior managers indicate that they are considering wa.ys to improve the facilitation 
skills ofPO staff who work with the VOs and the I>o!li Shomaj. :Based on the reccni 
experiences of the up-graded uai11ing provided to the Sector/ Technical teams, a similar 
method could be considered as a means of upgrading the group faciLitation and training 
skills of social development personneL This method to improve srati skilfs wuld be 
combined Vlith that suggested in No. 2 above. 
5. Strengtb.ening the Community Leaders Workshops 
Special care needs to be provided to deliver sensitive, gender-related material to a 
community-wide audience of male village elite and religious leaders. To achieve depth 
without upsetting traditional sensitivities may require the consultation of an international 
gender-rraining. specialist, with experience in the South Asian context. Suclla training 
module would be a 'first' in B<lilgladeSh and c.ould be replicated for many organizations 
working to change attitudes towards wornen and the poor. The international specialist 
would work. with a team of social-gender trainers. In this case, men will be most sui! able 
fur 11le front-line work. 
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Chapter 4 Soc.ial Progt·ammes 
Interaction between BR.A.C social programmes (essential health care, family planning, 
sanitation. legal rights etc) and government services. Comment on sustainability and 
subsidy issues. 
4.i) RDP Collaboration in Health and E nYironmental Awnrcness 
Under RDP, BRAC provides essential and reproductive health care to women and their 
families at village level. An examination of this programme will illustrate the 
characteristics of collaboration between BRAC and the Ministry ofHealth and Welfare 
and the Department of Health Engineering (DPHE). 
Selected YO members are trained by BRAC's HPD medical staff in primary .health care. 
Known as health volunteers, (Shastho Shebika), each trained village women is rhen 
assigned to deliver essential health services and supplies to 300 households (both non-YO 
and VO members) in a command area, within walking distance of her home. Under the 
supervision of a PO (EHC). all 40 health workers under an area office meet on a momhly 
basi; to submit their treatment records, discuss problems and replenish their s.tock of 
medicine and supplies. On a routine basis, the RDP engages government doctors for the 
refresher training provided for the Shastho Shebika. 
The goods carried by the Shastbo Shebika includes a small range of curative medicine, 
birth control tab.le.ts, condoms, iodized salt, oral sal ine preparation, a home delivery kit, 
vegerable seeds and soap. These items are purchased from BRAC by the SS and sold to 
clients at a fixed price, consisting of cost plus a small profit for rhe health volunteer. She 
also motivates her clients to install sanitary latrines and tubewells and receives a set fee 
for the sale, installation and maintenance instructions provided for these items. The 
Shastho Shebika is not provided a salary but rather is compensated by the sale of 
medicine and supplies. Health volunteers interviewed at Jessorc Sadar reported earning 
behveen tk 400 to 900 per month. 
Without payment, the Shastho Shebika is responsible to motivate couples for family 
planning methods and motivate parents lO have their children immunized and to be 
supplied with Vitamin A tablets when the government health worker conducts these 
campaigns in the village. In addition. the Shastho Shebika is trained to make home visits 
and tO provide curative services for 10 common diseases, as well as refer serious cases 
and high risk mothers to government satellite clinics. She also assists the PO (EHC) to 
provide training on nutrition, sanitation and essential and reproductive health care for 
non-YO and YO members in the \•illage-bascd Health Forum 
Shastho Shebikas report good working relationships with the government's from line 
health workers- the Family Welfare Assistant (fW A) who is responsible for viUage 
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visits and the Family Welfare Visitor (FWV) who is stationed at the satellite clinics. In 
many instances this relationship consists of an exchange or-services. F<ir example tbe 
go,·crnment health workers can count on the Shastho Shcbikas to motivate cliems for 
immunization, Vitamin II. campaigns and family planning services. In many case>. 
women prefer to purchase their family planning supplies from the Shastho Shebikas 
because they can rely on the comraceprive pil Is to be v;ithin the. expiry date and to be 
consistently supplied on a monthly basis. Village women need to maintain secrecy and 
prefers to purchase family planning supplies from the Shastho Shebika who cannot be 
identified as a family planning worker. ln the absence of their working husbands, women 
also purchase condoms from the Shastho Shebika because of the corrvenient service at the 
door. · 
It is commo11 knowledge that ordinary peop1e who attend government clinics may have to 
wait all day to be treated and at the end of the day thCJe is often no me.dicine available. 
Poor people cannot afford to waste their time. The Shastho Shebika utilizes her good 
relationship with staff to assure timely treatment for the patients and delivery c.ases which 
she refers to the satellite clinic. 
Jn studies done by RED, one of the main reasons for drop-out of IGVGDP women is 
related to their lack of working and earning capacity because of illness or death of family 
members. The survival of such poor families balances on a thin, thin line. The ill heallh 
of aVO member, her husband or children can pull the family so iii~ over the edge that 
they have no working power left. The RDP and WFP of course provide food aid for this. 
very reason. However· it wo.uld seem that neither the RDP nor government are able to 
provide the level of curative (and subsidized) health service necessary to keep these 
e..,;tremely poor women in the RDP. In looking at particular strategies for the hard core 
poo.r, intensive health care needs should be considered. 
At an organizational level, the RDP's relaiionship with the Dl'HE consists of the 
provision of mc;sonry training to VO members who are then self-employed to produce 
latrines for VO customers. From time to1ime, BRAC participates in a special sanitation 
programme with the DPHE. usually funded separately by the World Bank or other 
agencies. These one-of1' programmes have me advantage of increasing sanitation 
coverage but when tlJe campaign bas been completed, VO women have found problems 
in selling their latrines at the cost price oftk 600 when DPHE's subsid ized price has been 
tk 400. 
In environmental hea lth, BR.!\C arc currently participating in a pilot project wit1 the 
DPHE to test rubewells for arsenic coma."llination and to experiment with measures tO 
provide alternative safe drinking water. BRAC's contribution to this joint project is being 
provided by RED for experimental design and monitoring and by the Shastho Shebikas in 
carrying out the wide-scale testing and public education programme that is required. 
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4.ii) RO:P Collaboration in Social Development Services 
RDP's social developmem activities are cemered on the HRLB training and on village 
meetings (Gram S hob has), ward federation (Polli Shomaj), Community Leader 
Workshops and popular theater. There cenainly is no competition for this market. 
Government departments provide none of these services designed to develop peoples' 
organizational forums. 
The RDP provides a 10-day HRLR training to all VO members at the rate of tk. l 0 per 
participant. This fee covers the monthly salary of tk 450 paid to the HRLE teacher who 
is a trailled VO member. HRL E pa;ticipants interviewed in Jessore and faridpur were so 
enthusiastic about the. power of the their new knowledge that they felt the classes should 
be extended to other women throughout the village, who they insisted would be willing to 
pay for this training. 
As the VO members have said, "What woman wouldn't pay tk 10 to have both their eyes 
opened"? 
Participants in tlie 
HRLE Lrainiog are 
asked to relate knovm 
cases of human rights 
abuse. ln lbe 1neeting 
attended al Faridpur 
Sadar the followin'' 
' 0 
srory was discussed in 
relation to social 
actions that can be 
taken l:Jy VO members 
and their l'o/11 Shomaj 
federation. 
• .; Horri.fvingly T rmr - but Typk:al Srory 
A girl of 13 years was given in marriage, with the payment of 
tk. 5,000 as dowry (bride price). Once she bad settled in her 
in-laws house, her husband demanded that his wife's family 
pay more dowry money. After six months and no longer able 
to endure the beating and abuse, the girl remrned to her 
far he( s house to request hlm to pay an additional dowry of tk 
10.000. The girl' s fami ly was poor; her father was unable to 
pay; the girl returned to her in-laws house \vithout the do\vT)'; 
rhe beating escalated to torture and within two weeks, th~ girl 
was dead by poisoning. 
TheRDP's 
participation with 
local Union Councils 
(a unit of the Local 
Thc.girl's tamily was thre,atened with fi1rther viole-JJce and no 
police investigation, criminal case nor vi llage shalish was ever 
conducted. 
Government Deplmment) a)ld wi!l1 village decision-making groups (slmlish) exposes 
community and religious leaders to patterns of good governance. The devolution of 
power to local government insriturions is in itself a form of sustainability. The 
represemation ofVO members on the Union Council may evenmally become an 
important means for poor people H> create a demand for government departments to 
provide improved public serv;ces. 
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4.iii) Subsidy and Suslainability 
Social services are subsidized or paid for with tax-payers money in most countries of the 
world. At present, rhe universal provision of lleahh and education services in a country 
as poor as Bangladesh obviously cannOI.be sustained without either an improved tax base 
or a continuation of donor funds. RDP•s programme is ln no way a duplication of 
government services in health and education because the need is far greater than the 
supply. As1lte Executive Director poims out (Daily Star, April 9/99), BRAC is ready to 
move m new areas with its' health and education programmes, as soon as government 
can alternatively provide these serv;ces. 
However, poor people in the RDP programme choose to pay for essential health care 
services because it is of good quality and available where they need il. Similarly parents 
are v.'illing to pay fe·es for their children;n B'RAC schools bcquse they know their 
children are getting a good primary education. 
Subsidy and sustainability issues are also linked to efficiency. Through the door-to-door 
motivation provided by the EHC workers, 90 percent ofVO members' children are 
immunized in government clinics; a 10 percent increase on the immunization of children 
whose parents are not particularly exposed to motivation messages. 
r,~~om::~end~ll ions 
4.1 The Need for Donor Subsidy on Health~ Education and Social 'Programmes 
BRAC's health, education and social programmes have all made steps towards the 
payment of goods and $e1vices by their client-s, students and VO members Nevertheless 
when one considers the infrastructure provided by BR.AC to effectively deliver these 
services. it becomes evident that some degree of subsidy will be required to maintain 
sef\·ice at this level. In the absence of an effective tax system in Bangladesh, donor 
funding should provide such subsidies. 
Although RDP TV intends to be financially self-sufficient upon completion, ii is 
unreasonable to expect that solvent VO members will be willing, or indeed able to 
finance health, education and social services for the hard core poor. BR...<\C and the donor 
community may wish to play something of a 'Robin Hood role' for particularly 
vulnerable areas of the country. 
For example, donors could choose tO pay for all tubewells and sanitary latrines provided 
in the RDP. Although YO members should certainly continue to pay a portion of the cost 
of!atrines and tubewells, the surplus of such funding could then be invested in the 
provision of intensive health services for women in the IGVGDP program. For these 
very poor \\iomen, donors could also consider paying the first ihree years premium on 
heahh care insurance - a program thai is under-consideration in BRAC. 
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Tn discussions with participants at the Local Leaders Workshop in Jhenidah. it became 
evident that there is great public concern on 1he issues of violence against women. One 
Union Council Chairman reported that he had taken many actions on cases of early 
marriage, multiple marriage and illegal divorce. He wanted trained RDP workers and 
HRLE teachers to conduct a v.ide-sprcad public education campaign in several unions, 
identified as being particular notOrious for human right abuses When asked if he had 
any funds for such training, the Chairman replied that government funding ai the Union 
Council level is almost entirely designated to build roads and bridges. If the RDP IV 
were to consider e>;tending this valuable HRLE training to the general public, they would 
certainly require donor funding. 
4.2 Ge:\red Up TBA Training fot· the Shastlto Sltebikas 
The Shastho Shebika is a local woman. who can move freely in her own area and is well 
acccpicd by women she knows as group members and neighbours. The health volunteers 
interviewed in Jessore Sadar reponed that they are frequently requested to carry om home 
deliveries because of the rrust they developed with women in the area and their proximity 
at the time of delivery. Although the Shastho Shebikas have a sound knowledge of 
cleanliness and can provide home delivery kits, they have not received full training as 
traditional birth attendants (TBAs) The EHC unit could speed up their plans to provide 
the Shastho Snebikas with TBA training in selected thanas oft he RDP. This will be 
particularly important in areas where the lGVGDP programs are located. 
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Chapter 5 NCO Partners of BR.\.C 
ToR 
Re1•iew progress in improvi11g ami managing relations with smaller NGOs, including 
BRAC support to other NGOs, nnd relations in the field where BRAC operates in 
pnrnllel to other local smaller scale acril'iries. 
Background 
Within RDP TV, BRAC bas commiued to assist a number ofNGO partners to de,·elop 
their capacity to develop and implement credit and social development programmes in 
areas where BR.J\C has an established RDP Area Office. 
BRAC v.<ill assist these NGO panners to develop tbeir programmes in the thanas and/or 
unions where BRAC RDP programming does not ex1end. For example, a rypical thana 
would have 10-12 unions and RDP may be active in 6-8 unions in the thana. Other NGOs 
that work in the remaining unions and demonstrate a capacity to deliver effective 
programs may be assisted by BRAC to enhance the effectiveness of their programs and 
thus expand the impact of credit and social development programs on the poor 
The last review of13RAC NGO relations was undertaken at the time of the 199-1 annual 
monitoring mission, at the Lime of RDP m At tbe time, the context for the review of 
BRAC 1'\GO relations, was one of donor concern that BRAC as a rapidly growing 
organization was sometimes. and in some places, less than respectful of smaller ~GOs. 
In expanding into a new thana, BRAC would perhaps fail to eonsult adequately \\ith 
existing smaller NGOs. This has led to a perception by some that BRAC acted like a 
"steam roller". 
The 1994 Monitoring Mission encouraged BRAC to develop a strategy and actions to 
improve consultation with NGOs at the national and thana level. A recommendation to 
establish a thana level NGO coordinating eommittee was presented in the report. 
BR.AC recognized tllis as an issue and noted in the RDP 1 V proposal that BRAC may 
have become arrogant in its relations wtth smaller NGOs. The proposal to improve and 
e:q>and BR..,'\C NGO relations in RDP TV arose partly from this context 
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5.i) Objectives of the NGO partnership program for RDP IV: 
'tlRAC has eSlablished the following objectives for the NGO collaboration program 
component ofRDP TV: 
a) e>.-pand the outreach ofRDP. 
b) establish and develop relationships with NGOs, 
c) de,elop the ex.pertise of small and medium NGOs, 
d) avoid duplication of activities and coordinate activities, 
e) provide fi nancial assistance to smaller NGOs for their credit and savings programs, 
An NGO cooperation unit has been established and is situated in the Training Division of 
BRAC. 
Selection criteria for supporting partner NGOs 
BRAC uses the following criteria to select NGOs to be eligible for assistance: 
. the panner should be working in a BRAC -RDP area, 
. the NGO must be registered with GOB, 
. the NGO is not yet associated ~>ith PKSF and has own capital of more than TK 300,000 
(USS 6,000), 
. it must be a local organ'1zation with Village Organizations, 
. it must be involved in credit activities. 
The partner NGOs are normally identified at the .Area Office level . An NGO applies to 
the area office mahager (AI\!!) and the A!\11 and regional manager (RM) approve the 
a?plication. The final approval is made by a sc\eCAi~1n board, chaired by the DepUt'J 
Executive Director (I), and composed of senior BRAC management at DED or Director 
level together with the NGO Col!aboratio11 Unit. 
BRAC also stated to the MTR that the area offices look for smaller NGOs involved in 
innovative or experimental programming from which BRAC may be able to Iet.m. 
A Summary of Current Program Elements 
In the majority of cases, BRAC will provide credit and capacity development, as training, 
to partner NGOs that qualify for assistance. 
BRAC provides partners with training in general management, (management 
developmem course of2 weeks durarion). accounts management and savings/credit 
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management, ( 6 days each) delivered at BRAC CDM <!J!d a Training and Resource 
Centre (T ARC) respectively; 
ln addition BR.AC may provide technical and logistical support and information 
exchange. 
TableS.l 
l'rcsenl St.-'!tuS of Activities to June 1999 
I Particulars Up to Dec 1998 January- June 1999 At June 1999 
T~~et Acllieveme!IC 
I 
# ofNGOs receiving 34 IS 17 51 
credit 
Funds disbursed 9.8 10 9.6 19.4 
( Taka million) 
_L 
- -
..L 
- - -
I 
Source: BRAC NGO Cooperation Unit 
BRAC staff visit the partner NGQ bi- monthly to monitor and strengthen as necessary 
operational areas such as the group meetings, savings and loan re·a(izatiou, accounts and 
bookkeeping and an organizational workplan. 
RDP lV workplan states that BR.AC will assist 100 NGQs by the end ofRDP IV. This 
would mean the selection of 49 new partners in next 18 months, which would be at the 
pace oflast six months. BRAC is confident that it tan achieve the quantitative expansion 
within RDP IV, but also recognizes that quamitative growth should not come at the eost 
of quality partners. 
In the future orientation BRAC is considering to add a water and sanitation program with 
partners through the use of an RLF and to assist panners to implement I GAs \ria s~ctor 
progrnms. 
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Field Visit 
The MTR met with the following NGOs in Jessore: 
. Gono-Oagoron Samaj 'Kalyan Sang~tha (GSKS) 
. WelfareEfforts 
. SocioEconomic Development Assisting Centre (SEDAC) 
. Jana Kollyan Sangstha J ACOS 
. Rural Organisation for Voluntary Activities (ROVA) 
. IDEAL 
. Coastal Resource Centre 
. Social Organisation for Non Income and Landless People (SONPIL) 
. JA.i'TASHEBA 
. Development Action Committee (DAC) 
. ATMABISWAS 
A Prefile of Partner NGOs 
The tollowing summary profile is based on a limited sample of partner NGOs visited or 
interviewed in Jesson~ district during the MTR mission. It is intended to provide donors 
with a" feel" for the type of partner_ GO BRAC is assisting. 
• Usually founded, managed and led by one person acting as an Executive Director 
• Small staff with 10-15 field staffand3-5 head office personnel 
• A relatively new organisation, which has been founded in the 1990s 
• Programming i:s oriented to poverty alleviation through social development activities 
and credit and savings 
• Target group is rural wome.flliving in poverty and may be the more desrirute women 
in the thana who do not have access to other NGO programming 
• Small outreach: 1000-3000 members formed in groups and \I, are active borrowers 
• Locality of activities is proximate to BRAC RDP office coverage but may be in more 
rernote unions or those not covered by BRAC ( or other NGOs according to the 
replies of partner NGOs) 
• The organization works in only 2-.3 ihanas in total 
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• Has a credit program and other IGA or social development activity although 
programs are not as comprehensive as BRAC 
• Credit is similar to BRAC methodology: group based lending with individual 
responsibility 
• Average loan size 2500-4000 with one year term and 15% flat service charges 
• MIS is rudimentary and knowledge ofloan portfolio and requisite financial data and 
ratios weak 
• Some NGOs have arisen from a strong technical background in environmental issues 
or social issues but generally appear to be lacking technical background 
• Draw financial support from a variety of sources: NGO Forum on Drinking Water 
and Sanitation, FEMA (human rights and election monitoring). 
Issues raised by NGO representatives 
A roundtable workshop discussion was held with the directors of ll partner NGOs in the 
Jessore region during the MTR The following is a summary of the key points raised at 
this forum: 
Srrong support to BRAC for assistance, credit for loan program and training in credit 
management, accounts management and development management; 
Want more financial support to grow their loan program and for BRAC to extend the 
repayment period because they face liquidity problem either due to excess demand for 
credit from group members or due to slow repayments when credit program starts; 
Prefer BRAC credit terms and conditions to PKSF which they view as too difficult; 
(this poses a problem for BRAC perhaps if an objective of the program is to help 
partners graduate to PKSF status) ; 
Prefer BRAC more generally to PKSF because BRAC has social de:velopment mandate; 
Need additional training: 
management level for capacity building, strategic planning 
field worker level for savings and credit 
group member level for IGAs 
technical training and support for sector programs 
technical training for savings and credit programs 
training in MIS development 
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want more contact with BRAC and for a longer period of.time in order to continue 
learning from BRAC. 
want support to pay for transportation 
Findings 
• Partner NGO often depends on one person, the Executive Director 
• There is a lack of technical expertise in credit .or sector areas 
• There is often weak MJS eg manual record keeping of credit data 
• Partner NGOs are often dependent on external donor funding .... sustainability without 
BRAC and others must be questioned 
Gi~·en the above findings it is timely for BRAC to consider an appropriate strategy to 
develop the NGO collaboration program. 
STRATEGIC OPTIONS 
It is not too early for BRAC to begin thinking about the future of the NGO Partnership 
program and in fact the BRAC Steering Committee for NGO relations has being doing 
tllis. 
Several issues should be reviewed by BRAC before the end of the current phase of 
support. These Include: 
Capacity Development of Partner NGOs 
BRAC may wi$h to e:>..-tend its suppon to fewer NGOs, for a longer duration and think 
more in term.s <>f the capacity development and organisational sustainability of the partner 
organisations. This would imply a longer and deeper relationship with fewer partner 
NOOs. The MTR recognizes the difficulties this poses for RDP in that many NGOs may 
have to be turned down or their current support terminated. In the field this poses 
difficulties of managing relationships and potential harassment of BR.l1.C. 
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An Exit Strategy for BR.o\C 
BR.A.C support is finite in terms of finance and duration. BRAC should establish some 
Strategy to allow it to disengage from supporting NGOs along the current lines. The 
precise time of this disengagement may be well off into the fi.lture, but BRAC should be 
clear as to how it wishes to disengage. 
This exit strategy could cover a variety of options and issues: 
. the issues regarding possible graduation tO PKSF; what are the implications for BRAC 
given that many partner NGOs do not wish tO graduate to PKSF funding; 
. the possible handing over of some partners to a different NGO support network ... for 
example South Asia Partnership (SAP), or PRlP Trust could be a viable exit strategy for 
BRAC; 
Conclusions/Recommendation 
• partner NGOs are fledgling, incipient organizations; BRAC support is well respected 
and highly regarded by the panne.s; 
• partner NGOs require more training and capacity building from BRAC eg for field 
level staff, for sector programmes, for financial management and accounting; 
• BRAC could give partners a more comprehensive training program with perhaps less 
attention to financing per seas PKSF .has funds; and arguably a. goal of the program 
could be to get these panners to PKSF "bankable status"; 
• BRAC is encouraged to develop a strategy paper covering future support for partner 
NGOs which addresses issues and options such as the duration and nature ofBRAC 
support and possible exit strategies for BR..I\C from NGO support. 
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Terms of Reference 
BRAC RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (RDP)PHASE IV 
Terms of Reference for a 
Mid Tenn Review 
1. The consultants will provide the following services to BRAC and to members 
of the BRAC RDP DC in Bangladesh. 
Background 
2. BRAG's Rural Development Programme was established in 1986 through the 
integration of the Rural Credit Training and Outreach Projects. The RDP has sought to 
help functionally landless poor people. with emphasis on poor women, to improve their 
quality of life through social empowerment and improved employment and income 
generating opportunities. Successive phases of the RDP have expanded national 
coverage of the programme to the present day involvement of approximately 2m poor 
households. 
3. The RDP has 4 main types of activity: institution building including training; 
credit operations; promotion of income and employment generation; and support 
services (basic health, rights awareness, support for destitute women and support for 
grass roots NGOs). 
4. Phase 1\1 is. a $115m programme using 53% internal funds, an<i 47% donor 
1 
finance. $54.3m is channelled through a Donor Consortium comprising AKF, CIDA, 
DFID, EC, NOVIB, and WFP (through links with GoB's VGD). RDP IV began in January 
1996 and ends in December 2000. 
5. The purpose of RDP IV is that the socio-economic position of partidpating 
households is improved. The outputs in support of ihis are: 
• Functioning Village organisations 
• Self sustaining credit systems 
• Income and employment generated 
• Members know about legal and human rights and use the knowledge 
• Members' health improved 
• Destitute women assisted 
• BRAC management strengthened and 
• Small NGOs supported. 
6. Indicators of achievement have been set in the programme logical framework, 
and monitoring data, progress reports, annual reports, activity reviews and impact 
2 
assessment data are available in varying levels of comprehensiveness for most areas oi 
the programme. 
Overall Objective 
7. The objective of thi·s consultancy is to assess overall progress toward 
achieving project outputs and of pcospects ior the outputs to achieve.lhe stated 
purpose of RDP Phase IV. BRAG senior management and donor organisations 
funding ihe programme will use the results and recommendations .of this aoutput to 
purpose' review (OPR) to jointly agree refined project inputs where appropriate, in 
order to maximise potential for achievement of the project purpose within the existing 
pr0gramme budget and timetable. 
8. The review may also identify issues of importance for BRAG' s future 
development (post-RDP IV). Donor partners are interested in any emerging ideas 
from BRAC on potential areas of future co-operation. 
Scope of Work 
9. Tne consultants will review existing documentation on aspects of programme 
methodology, progress, potential impact and sustainability; and clarify facts and 
understanding through field visits and discussions with BRAG members and staff. 
More detailed examination of key components whiCh have not previously been 
examined will also be included. 
10. Consultants will analyse their findings and make recommendations for 
adjusiment to Phase IV inputs and methodologies in order to improve the potential 
for the project. to achieve its purpose by December 2000. The Consultants should 
note targets which seem unlikely to be met within this period or whether there are 
likely to be critical issues in need of further support following the completion of this 
project phase if impact is to be sustained. Sustainability is a key theme running 
throughout the specific terms of reference outlined here. 
11. The consultants will address the following specific terms of reference: 
I] The poverty profile of BRAG's members, poverlJI t~ends and outreach 
to the poorest 
Review data and studies on trends fn the poverty profife of BRAG's 
membership, including any indications of those groups commonly included or 
excluded, those benefiting to greater or lessor extents. Review the methods 
used by BRAC for integrating the poorest into RDP groups, in particular 
whether the intended graduation of IGVGD women into RDP is likely to be 
successful. Some analysis of drop-outs will be important (amongst IGVGD 
members; IGVGD graduates into RDP; and RDP members ov~rall) . Are 
BRAG's various products appropriate and accessible to poorer groups? 
Assess potential for further innovation (eg. diversification of activities other 
than poultry; savings products), particularly in light of BRAG's concern to 
develop more approaches to meet the needs of the extreme poor. 
4 
ii) Sustainabilitv of credit operations. 
Impact of flood, progress toward sustainability. Experience of MELA programme. 
Review recent innovation in savings products and practices, and BRAC plans to 
extend quantitative and qualitative access to members. 
iii) Gender 
Review progress in implementing different aspects of BRAC's March 1S98 
Gender Policy (both "programme" and "staff' related initiatives.), and suggest 
short and medium term priorities for the programme. 
iv) Effectiveness and sustainabilitv of sector programmes 
Consider progress in implementing. the recommendations of recent sector 
program'me reviews. and general appropriateness and effeciiveness of the 
sector programmes in contributing to employment, income generation and 
other social objectives, particularly gender and equity. Review the prospects 
ior sustainability of sectoral programmes, for example through cost recovery 
mechanisms. *Review the extent to which economically active VO 
members are so/ely/mainly dependant on BRAC inputs. Does subsidy 
give BRAC an unfair advantage over other suppliers. 
'This amendment was agreed to by BRAG/Donors at the May 3rd 1999 
RDP DCM. 
Identify any areas of concern, and advise on potential priorities for technical 
assistance in the short and medium term. 
v) Progress in improving and managing relations with smaller NGOs. 
Including both BRAC support to other NGOs, and relations in the field where 
BRAG operates in parallel to other local smaller scale initiatives. 
vi) Trends in BRAC- membership relationships and organisation. 
R'3view functioning and development of Village Organisations, and 
particularly progress on past recommendations ( eg. May 1998 Monitoring 
Mission) on supporting VO federations which can enhance members 
participation in local affairs and access to resources. In addition, assass 
changing relations between BRAG and its members in terms of the increasing 
emphasis on viable business development, "'privatisation", and commercial 
sustainability (issues surrounding members as beneficiaries, members, 
clients, shareholders?). Also consider any key accountability issues arising 
from the above review. 
vii) Social programmes 
Interaction between BRAC social programmes (essential health care, family 
planning, sanitation, legal rights etc) and government services. Comment on 
suslainability and subsidy issues. 
Expected Outcome and Deliverables 
5 
12. The consultant team leader will co-ordinate the team inputs and prepare a 
report identifying overaH progress, specific acnievements and problems, togeiher 
with recommendations for improving achievement of the project purpose. The report 
should relate to the logical framework as closely as possible. The report must 
include an executive summary sett ing out the main conclusions and all 
recommendations. 
13. Before departure the consultants will present their draft findings to BRAC and 
the Donor Consortium. A short aide memoire outlining the report finclings will be 
produced for this meeting. 
14 Consultants will complete their components of the final report before 
departure from the country. The team leader will remain for a further three days to 
complete the ref.lorl and leave this final report with the SRAC DLO before departure. 
Competencies and Expertise Required 
15. A team of 3 consultants will be appointed with the following core 
competencies: 
a) Institutional development specialist/Team Leader (1) 
Experience of project design, implementation and appraisal and in particular in 
the d evelopment and management oi NGO institutional development. Excellent 
draH1ng and communication skills. Experience of BRAC desirable. 
b) Social development specialist (1) 
Experience in the analysis of poverty and the social impact of NGO rural 
development programmes, gender analysis skills, natural resource and non-farm 
income generation approaches. Understanding of collective organisation and 
activities at grass-roots. Experience of both large and small NGOs. Knowledge of 
social programmes (he<~!th, etc). Particular experience in the development of 
monitoring and evaluation of rural developmeni initiatives is essential. 
.-
c) Micro-finance and non farm enter prise specialist (1). 
Ability to cover technical aspects of a number of BRAC's sector programmes. 
Experience with assessing entefprise viability and risk appropriateness of 
technical and financial support approaches, and cost recovery or subsidy 
mechanisms and requirements. Sensitivity to poverty and gender d imensions of 
sectoral support programmes. 
Conduct of the Work 
16. It is expected that each of the consultants will be required to spend up to 24 
days in Bangladesh. Tile Team Leader will be given three additional days to collate 
and finalise the report. 
17. The consultants wi ll work from the BRAC Headquarters office in Dhaka, and will 
6 
worl< joinlly with !hs Deputy Executive Director responsible for RDP and wilh senior RDP 
programme staff in HQ and in the field. The team will be required to work closely 
logsther to produce a cohesive, integrated report supported by thematic or technical 
annexes as necessary. The consultants may also make use of support facilities in the 
BRAC donor liaison office. 
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BRAC RURAL DEVELOPME:-iT PROGRAMM.E (RDP)PHASE TV 
Te rms of Reference for a 
Mid Term Review 
· FINAL on 8th June 1:99.9-''C':. :'··· · 
I The consultants will provide the following services to BRAC and to members of 
the BRAC RDP DC in Bangladesh ..... 
Scope of Work 
9. The consultants will review existing documentation on aspects of programme 
methodology, progress. potential impact and sustainability; and clarify facts and 
undemanding through field visits and discussions with BRAC members and staff. More 
detailed examination of key components which have not previously been examined will 
also be included. 
lO Consultants will analyse their findings and make recommendations for adjustment 
to Phase fV inputs and methodologies in order to improve the potential for the project to 
achieve its purpose by December 2000. The Consultants should note targets which seem 
unlikelv to be met within this period or whether there are likely to be critical issues in 
need offunher support following the completion of this project phase if impact is to be 
sustained. Sustainability is a key theme ll:Jnnmg throughout the specific terms of 
reference outlined here. 
II The consultants will address the following specific terms of reference: 
il The poverty profile of BRAC's members, poverty trends and 
outreach to the poorest (RY responsible) 
Review data and studies on trends in the poverty profile of BRAC's membership, 
including any indications of those groups commonly included or excluded. those 
beneliting to greater or lessor extents. Review the methods used by BRAC for 
integrating the poorest into RDP groups. in particular whether the intended 
graduation of IGVGD women into RDP is like ly to be successful. Some analysis 
of drop-outs will be important (amongst IGVGD members; IGYGD graduates 
.. 
! 
\ 
2 
imo RDP: and RDP members overall). Ate BRAC's various produ<:ts appropriate 
and accessible to poorer groups'? Assess potential for further innovation (<eg. 
diversification of activities other than poultry: savings products), particularly in 
light ofBRAC's concern to develop more approaches to meet the needs of the 
e)(treme poor. 
C<Jnsultants assume this TOR refers to a review of the t:nget groups and BRAC's 
success in rea~hing the poQrest. Consultants will review BRAC's indi~ators and 
monitoring of target groups and note where strengthening may be required. 
There may be an issue of the impl ications of more costly program approaches in 
targeting the poorest for BRAC sustainabiliry. 
iii Sustainnbi/ity o( credit ooerntio11s. ( SP responsible) 
Impact of flood, progress toward sustainabllity. Experience oi MELA 
programme. Review recent innovation in savings products and practices, 
and BRAC plans to extend quantitative and qualitative access to members. 
What is the DC current concern with flood impact? 
DC w d:trify me.~niug of "BRAC plans to extend quantitative .~nd qualit::uive access 
to members" 
iii) Gender ( CE resnm~'ible) 
Review progress in implementing diff<;renr aspects ofBRAC's March 1998 
Gender Policy {both "programme" and "staff" related initiatives). and suggest 
short and medium tenn priorities fonhe programme. 
Any particufnr cootcerns for DC? 
iv) Effectiveness and suswilwhilirv of secwr 1/rm:rllmmes (SP responsible) 
Consider progress in implementing the recommendations of recent secwr 
programme reviews. and general appropriateness and effectiveness of the sector 
programmes in contributing to employment, income generation and other social 
objectives. particularly gender and equity. Review the prospects for susrainabiliry 
of sectoral programmes. for example through cost recovery mechanisms. "Review 
the extent-to which economicully active VO member.~ are solely/mainly 
rlepc.ltllanf. 011 BRA C inputs. Does subsidy give BRA C em unfair adwmtage over 
oclrer suppliers. ~ 
.. 
·-
•This amendment was agreed to by BRAG/Donors at the May 3rd 
1999 RDP DCM. . 
Identify any areas of concern, and advise on potential priorities for 
technical assistance in the short and medium term. 
Cousult>mts interpret the TOR to mean a focus on the contribution of sector 
progr~mmes to employment, income generation, and other social objectives 
particularly, ge.nder and equi ty. Consultants will review documents available. 
v) Progress in imoro~<im: /mtl managing relations with smaller NGOs. (R Y 
responsible) 
Including both BRAC support to other NGOs. and relations in the field where 
BRAC operates in parallel to other local smaller scale initiatives. 
Why is this topic included for the MTR? 
1•il Trq1itls in BRAC- membership relationships ntttl orgnnisatioJL (CEIRY 
responsible) 
Review functioning and development of Village O rganisations, and particularly 
progress on past reco1nmendations (eg. May 1998 Monitoring Mission) on 
supporting YO federations which can enhance members' participation in local 
affairs and access to resources. In addition. assess changing relations between 
BRAC and its membf:rs in terms of the increasing emphasis on viable business 
development. "privatisation", and commercial sustainability (issues surrounding. 
members as beneficiaries, members. clients, shareholders?). Als.o consider any 
key accountability issues arising from the above review. 
3 
DC to ch\rify" assess changing reL'\tions between BRAC and its members in terms 
of the increasing emphasis on vi:1ble business development, privatisation. :~nd 
commuci:ll sustainability f issues surrounding members as beneficiaries, members 
cl ients, shareholders") · 
DC to clarify "consider any key accoun tability issues " 
• • 
vii) Social programmes iCE respo1rsible) 
Interaction between BRAC social programmes {essential health care, family 
planning. sanitation, legal rights etc) and governm~nt service~. Comment on 
sustainability and subsidy issues. 
4 
Cousulatuts will characterize BRAC GOB relati11ns in the deliver-y of BRAC socia l 
programmes and summarise 13R..AC vie.ws on tl1e future evolution of these relations. 
DC to clarify sustainability nod subsidy issue why includetl? 
Expecte,d OutctHne and Deliverables 
12 The consultant team leader will co-ordinatelhe team inputs and prepare a report 
identify·ing overall progress. specific achievements and problems, together with 
recommendations for improving achievemeni of the project purpose. The report should 
relate to the logical framework as dosely as possible. The report must include an 
~x~cuti ve summary setting out the main conclusions and all recommendations. 
13 Before depar1ure the consu/cancs will present their draft findings to BRAC and the 
D<mor Consortium. A short aide mem()1re outlining the report findings wi ll be produced 
for this meeting. 
14 Consultants will complete their components of the tina! report before departtJre 
trom the ..:ountrf. The te<un leader will remain for a liu-rher three d~ys to complete the 
repon and leave this fi nal report with the BRAC DLO before departure. 
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ANNEXURE 2 
BRAC 
Rural Development Program 
Quarter Target Set for and Ach ievement Made in 1999 
Area : Jessore Sa dar 
Com pone Particulars Cumulative Target Quarter wise taraet set for and achievement made in 1999 
n ents posit ion set for 1st Quarter 2"" Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 
'98 1999 T A T A T A T A 
Poultry & No. of Beneficiaries 963 612 150 130 160 120 160 142 
!Livestock Supply of chick to rearing units 62811 30000 7500 5700 7500 6400 7500 7500 
Poultry vaccination (Dose) 693700 180000 45000 39700 45000 48600 45000 45000 
Cattle vaccination (Dose) 
-
30000 7500 4500 7500 7800 7500 7500 
Solo or poultry & livestock med T'< 45469 120000 30000 16830 30000 15955 30000 30000 
Roallzollon of sorvlce charge 41426 29000 7250 5500 7250 6610 7250 7250 
Agriculture No. or vcgolablo growers 205 7000 200 125 ,. 155 500 -
& Social Vegetoblu acreage 69.75 124 40 15 
-
11 04 -
Forestry Maize acreage 10.5 10 .. 7 
-
9 
-
10 
No. of COP farmers 03 115 30 45 30 40 30 25 
No. of nursery 16 09 03 06 03 02 03 -
No. of seedling production 299300 250000 62500 85000 62500 130000 62500 62500 
- -
No. of Agro forestry farmer - - - - - - - -
. 
,_ 
Realization of service charge 39542 100000 24000 8710 20000 17095 20000 36000 
Sericullure No. of mulberry tree 9999 3000 3000 
;· 
- - - - -
Bush cultivation (acre) 0.80 14 
- - - - -
14 
No. of Silkworm roarer 42 35 35 35 35 14 35 35 
OFL rearing (number) 76325 6000 1000 500 2000 800 2000 1000 
Cocoon produclion (thousand) 6740 1300 250 10.2 400 44 400 250 
Realization of service charge 48185 8000 2000 500 2000 3500 2000 2000 
1 
Compo· Particulars Cumulative Target Quater wise large( set for and achivemenl made in 1999 
nents position sol for 1st Quater 2nd Quater 3rd Quater 4th Quater 
'98 1999 T A T A T A T A 
F"ISheries No. ol tish extention worker 
-
25 10 10 15 15 
- -
Fish FAYJJJngetling ptod {No.) 2135000 750000 .. ·- ·- .. .. -
Supply ol prawn poat Larvae 11000 20 - - 10 .. 10 -
Watetbody under lis I! culture 56.25 275 100 7.75 175 38 
-
.. 
Number ollish Iarmer 636 750 3()() 280 300 50 100 50 
Reatlzatlon of service cl1arge 1000 ·- 2240 45000 17820 
-· 
.. 
Non larm Establishment ol new 09 OS 01 01 01 01 01 02 
activilles Resturents (number) 
Establishment of grocary 24 tO Ot 01 03 02 03 03 
Shops (numbor) 
Establistment ol taltaring -- 10 01 01 03 02 03 03 
Establishment of laundry shops .. 10 01 01 03 02 03 03 
Realisation C>f service charge 69~5 8760 2190 1480 2190 1860 219() 2190 
? 
.. 
AREA: J'ESSORE SAOAR 
BRAC 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
QUARTERLY TARGET SET FOR AND ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 1999 
{ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT AND CREDi MANAGEMENT) 
SL. PARTICULARS CUM.ULATIVE TARGET QUARTER WISE TARGET SET FOR AND ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 1999 
NO. POSITION SET FOR 1STOUARTER 2ND QUARTER 3RDOUARTEA 4TH QUARTER 
UPTO 1998 1999 T A T A T A T A 
1. Villaqe OrQanization 216 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Membership 7692 ~~6 70 80 60 . 60 40 58 
3. Average meml)er per VO 35.6 37 36 36 36.2 36.2 36.3 •. 37 
; 
4. Bl·weekly savln~s (Tk) 71Q4G67 1335903 329582 281 197 3n967 440454 335307 338047 
Savings rate (Biweekly savings 
5. Tk)rrotal Members 14 18 15 10.5 16 20.95 17 16 
6. Current Svings Acc~unt (Tk) 13627 62454 38954 8327 ,17954 4077 54954 62454 
7. Savings withdrawal 7745581 1300000 400000 298609 300000 433543 200000 400000 
8. Total Savings 4755736 274640:l 659215 524497 6ll2342 723679 335307 338047 
9. Outstanding Borrower (Nos.) 5842 6658 6064 6185 6214 6172 6424 ..• 6658 
.. 
10. Disbursement (lake) 104749777 26210000 71 50000 6966000 6967500 6764500 6760000 7312500 
11. Outstanding (Lake)_ 15681219 17693119 16461769 17226393 16990000 17072294 17110572 1769311 9 
12. On time Recc~e"' R.ate (0\R\ 90% 100% 1!2.% 94% 96% . 96% 98"/ .. "100% 
13. %of Principal OutstandinQ with no. 85% 9.5% 67~~ 88% 90% 89% 91% 95% 
"T" and "A" Respectively stand for Target and Achievement. 
3 
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AREA: JESSORE SA DAR 
BRAC 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
QUARTERLY TARGET SET FOR AND ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 1999 
(SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT) 
,-
SL. PARTICULARS CUMULATIVE TARGET QUARTER WISE TARGET SET FOR AND ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 1999 
NO. POSITION SET FOR 1ST QUARTER 2ND QUARTER 3RDOUARTER 4TH QUARTER 
UPTO 1998 1999 T A T A T A T A 
1.1 No. of Gram Shava Organized 937 1080 270 187 260 145 300 230 
1.2 No. of Person Altendlld MlF 20986 27000 6750 2858 7000 3037 7500 5750 
1.3 Tolal no. of Children Eliolblo for Sci 4109 87 67 eo 0 0 0 0 
1.4 No. of Children oolng to school 4024 87 87 80 0 0 0 0 
No. ot Po ill Samal (V.O. 
1.5 Federation) orgnniz!!d 7 11 3 3 4 5 2 2 
1.6 No. of Membors Involved 110 165 45 50 60 72 30 30 
2.1 Total HALE courses held 165 15 4 2 4 7 4 3 
2.2 Learners Graduated (Nos.) 3866 330 88 42 88 167 80 66 
2.3 % ol Marriages held at Legal age 89% 0 0 0 0 83% 0 0 
2.4 % of marraoes Registered 68% 0 0 0 0 83% 0 0 
2.5 % of Divorces held le!lally 7% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No. oi local community leaders 
2.6 wor1<shop organised 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.7 No. of Partllpants attcndod 253 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No. ol group leader workshop 
2.8 organised 53 33 6 3 9 8 9 9 
2.9 No. of partictpants attended 957 594 108 52 162 108 162 162 
-r· and 'A' Respectively stand for Target and Achievement. 
Name 
of Pro-
I gram 
EHC 
PrO· 
gram 
AREA: JESSORE SADAR 
BRAC 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
QUARTERLY TARGET SET FOR AND ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 1999 
(SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT) 
I -
SL. PARTICULARS CUMULATIVE TARGET QUARTER WISE TARGET SET FOR AND ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 1999 
NO. POSITION SET FOR 1ST QUARTER 2ND QUARTER ·~3RO QUARTER 4TH QUARTER 
UPTO 1998 1999 T A T A T A T A 
3.1 No of Slab Latrine Distributed 3413 2340 585 403 600 488 550 605 
3.2 No of Tubewell Distributed 422 480 125 103 120 94 115 120 
3.3 Family No of Eligible Couple 17227 0 18124 0 16124 0 18124 0 
Planning No of Method Acceptors 54101 0 0 11792 0 12175 0 0 
lv!adlcino (Tk) 427179 480000 120000 48880 120000 55902 120000 120000 
BRAC Saline (Nos) 0 14400 2400 191 '1 3600 2283 4400 4000 
Delivery Kit (Nos) 140 480 120 72 120 46 120 120 
3.4 lodised Salt (Kg) 4087 67700 16925 12102 16925 10136 16925 16925 
Hygienic Soap (Nos) 6043 44160 11040 7750 11040 4061 11040 11040 
Oral Pill (Cycle) 3629 14400 3600 4607 3600 3559 3600 3600 
Condom (Nos) 12201' 24000 6000 3074 6000 3458 6000 6000 
Sold by ss Vegetable Sef)ds (Packet) 1000 2000 1000 1000 0 0 1000 0 
3.5 lmmunlza· Number of Chtldren (·1 YR) 5877 2819 0 691 0 708 0 0 Immunized 
tion No of Preg Women Immunized 4077 3092 0 752 0 762 0 0 
3.6 He!lllh HELD 2637 960 240 172 240 222 240 240 
Forum No of Women Panlcipated 38805 0 0 4628 0 5630 0 0 
"T" and "A" Respectively stand lor Target and Achievement. 
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